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Introductory Remarks Einführende Worte
The sixteen texts published in this volume are 
versions of papers or posters presented at the confer-
ence ”Constructing Knowledge – Das Wissen der 
Architektur“ held on November 5 and 6, 2009 at 
RWTH Aachen University, Germany. The conference 
was organized on the occasion of the launch of the 
peer-reviewed Candide. Journal for Architectural 
Knowledge, published by the RWTH’s Department for 
Architecture Theory. 
A key goal of the conference was to further the 
discussion around methods of knowledge production in 
architecture, both in the academy and in practice. To 
this end, the call for papers framed four questions: 
(1) What is architectural knowledge?; (2) Do we search 
for or do we generate architectural knowledge?; 
(3) Why should architects write when what they do 
best is design?; and (4) Architecture, fi ction, and other 
stories. More than one hundred authors submitted 
abstracts. These were blindly reviewed by two peers 
each, and on the basis of these comments, we, the 
conference organizers, put together four panels, each 
addressing one of the four topics. In addition, a number 
of authors were invited to present their work in the 
form of a poster.
A lively and sustained discussion between the 
audience, speakers, and moderators characterized the 
event. The diversity of the work discussed—from 
dissections of the structure of encyclopedias in 
architecture, to analyses of the architectural design 
process through sociological theory, to the reading of 
a poet’s work through the eyes of an architect —was 
both the conference’s strength as well as a reminder of 
the fact that the question of architectural knowledge 
merits closer and more detailed investigation in future 
conferences.
A selection of papers presented at the conference 
were revised by their authors and have been published 
in Candide issues 2 (07/2010) and 3 (12/2010). All 
other authors of papers and posters were invited to 
submit their work for inclusion in proceedings and 
many did. We hope these contributions spur further 
debates within the vast site of explorations and quest-
ionings on architectural knowledge.
Die sechzehn Texte dieser Sammlung sind Fassun-
gen von Vorträgen oder Postern, die anlässlich der 
Tagung „Constructing Knowledge – Das Wissen der 
Architektur“ am 5. und 6. November 2009 an der 
RWTH Aachen präsentiert wurden. Anlass der Tagung 
war die Veröffentlichung der ersten Ausgabe der 
wissenschaftlichen Zeitschrift Candide. Journal for 
Architectural Knowledge, die am Lehr- und Forschungs-
gebiet Architekturtheorie der RWTH herausgegeben 
wird.
Ein zentrales Ziel der Tagung war es, die Diskussion 
um Methoden der Wissensproduktion in der Architektur, 
sowohl an Hochschulen als auch in der Praxis, zu 
befördern. Zu diesem Zweck formulierte der Aufruf zur 
Einreichung von Vortragsthemen vier Fragen: (1) Wie 
lassen sich Umfang und Art des Wissens der Architektur 
beschreiben? (2) Wird das Wissen der Architektur 
aufgefunden oder stets neu erfunden? (3) Warum sollten 
Architekten schreiben, wenn ihre Aufgaben im Entwurf 
liegen? (4) Architekturen, Fiktionen und andere 
Geschichten. Mehr als hundert Autoren reichten Vor-
schläge ein, die jeweils anonymisiert von zwei Experten 
begutachtet wurden. Auf der Grundlage dieser Gutachten 
stellten wir, die Organisatoren der Tagungen, vier 
Sektionen zusammen, die jeweils eine der Fragen 
behandelten. Zusätzlich wurden einige Autoren eingela-
den, ihre Arbeit in Form eines Posters auszustellen.
Eine durchgehend angeregte Diskussion zwischen 
Publikum, Vortragenden und Moderatoren prägte die 
Tagung. Die Vielfalt der Beiträge – eine Strukturanylse 
von Architekturlexika; eine soziologische Analyse des 
Entwurfsprozesses; eine architektonische Deutung von 
Gedichten – war sowohl der Grund für die Stärke der 
Tagung als auch Erinnerung daran, dass die Frage nach 
dem Wissen der Architektur an zukünftigen Veranstaltun-
gen ein engeres und detailierteres Nachfragen bedarf.
Eine Auswahl an Tagungsvorträgen wurden durch 
die Autoren überarbeit und in Candide Ausgaben 2 
(07/2010) und 3 (12/2010) veröffentlicht. Alle weiteren 
Autoren von Vorträgen und Poster wurden eingeladen 
ihre Arbeit für die Procedings einzreichen; viele taten 
dies. Wir hoffen, dass diese Beiträge weitere Diskussio-
nen im weiten Feld des Wissens der Architektur anregen 
werden.
6 Ammon
1
Entwerfen als Zusammenspiel von 
Erkennen und Gestalten
2
Einfl ussfaktoren auf den Entwurfs-
vorgang
3
Wissensformen im Entwurfs-
vorgang
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Sabine Ammon 
Wissen in Entwurfsprozessen
–– Überlegungen zum Wissen der Architek-
tur vor dem Hintergrund seiner Entstehung
Sabine Ammon
Innovationszentrum Wissensforschung, TU Berlin / 
Forschungsinstitut für Philosophie Hannover
Zusammenfassung
Wenn wir das Wissen der Architektur genauer 
spezifi zieren wollen, verursacht der Begriff des Wis-
sens eine Reihe von Schwierigkeiten. Eine Klärung 
kann jedoch erreicht werden, wenn der Entwurfsvor-
gang als epistemischer Prozess analysiert wird. Diese 
Linie der Untersuchung nimmt der Artikel als Aus-
gangspunkt, um die Rolle von Wissen und Verstehen 
im Entwurfsprozess genauer zu beleuchten. Auf diese 
Weise kann eine vorläufi ge Typologie unterschiedlicher 
Formen architektonischen Wissens erarbeitet werden.
Schlüsselbegriffe: Entwerfen, Entwurfsforschung, 
Wissen, Erkenntnis, Verstehen, Architektur
1 Einleitung
Die Rede vom „Wissen der Architektur“ löst 
zwiespältige Reaktionen aus. Eine erste, intuitive 
Antwort fällt zustimmend aus, Ja, natürlich hat die 
Architektur ein Wissen, und die Rede von Wissensfor-
men im Zusammenhang mit Architektur ist eine 
sinnvolle. Doch sobald der Versuch unternommen wird, 
dieses Wissen genauer zu bestimmen, eröffnet sich ein 
scheinbar undurchdringliches Feld. Was genau an der 
Architektur ist Wissen? Sind es seine Gebäude, die 
Kompetenzen der Planenden und Bauenden, oder zeigt 
es sich in der Benutzung gebauter Strukturen? Finden 
wir es in den Schriften und Aufzeichnungen, in münd-
lichen Aussagen oder einfach im Gebrauch? Und in 
welchem Verhältnis steht das Wissen der Architektur zu 
anderen Wissensformen, etwa einem naturwissen-
schaftlichen Wissen? Diese Fragen deuten bereits an, 
welch komplexes Gefl echt an Folgefragen eine Bestim-
mung der griffi gen Formel vom Wissen der Architektur 
nach sich zieht.
Ohne eine umfassende Klärung geben zu können, 
möchte dieser Beitrag einen Weg aufzeigen, wie das 
Wissen der Architektur genauer eingegrenzt werden 
kann. Ausgangspunkt ist die Überlegung, dass sich 
Wissen durch seinen Ergebnischarakter auszeichnet 
[Ammon 2009: insb. 165 ff.]. Um etwas zu wissen, 
muss etwas verstanden worden sein, und dieses Ver-
standene steht als Wissen für weitere Verstehenspro-
zesse wieder zur Verfügung. Wichtig ist hier, dass der 
Begriff des Verstehens in einem sehr umfassenden Sinn 
gedeutet werden muss. Verstehen fi ndet statt, wenn 
etwas angeeignet oder entwickelt wird, wenn Verknüp-
fungen hergestellt oder Ordnungen errichtet werden, 
wenn Probleme gelöst oder Erklärungen gefunden 
werden [vgl. Goodman & Elgin 1988: 202 ff., Elgin 
1996: 101 ff., Efl and 2002]. In diesem Sinn kann das 
Entwerfen als Weg des Verstehens gedeutet werden. Im 
Entwerfen vollzieht sich eine Aneignung und Entwick-
lung, etwas Neues entsteht, Zusammenhänge und 
Strukturen werden hergestellt. Diesen Gedankengang 
greift der Beitrag auf. Der Entwurfsvorgang kann nun 
als Ausgangspunkt genommen werden, um sich dem 
Wissensbegriff anzunähern. Um also zu klären, in 
welcher Weise sinnvoll vom Wissen der Architektur 
gesprochen werden kann, hilft es, sich genauer seine 
Entstehung im Rahmen von Entwurfsprozessen anzu-
sehen.
2 Zwei Perspektiven auf den Entwurfsprozess
Im Folgenden wird bewusst ein weiter Entwurfsbe-
griff verwendet. Das Verständnis beschränkt sich, 
anders als es häufi g der Fall ist, nicht nur auf die erste 
Ideenfi ndung. Sehr viel aussagekräftiger ist es, den 
Entstehungsprozess im Bauwesen von den ersten 
Entwürfen bis zur Fertigstellung des Bauwerks zu 
betrachten. Erst auf diese Weise wird die Komplexität 
und Dynamik der Entwurfsvorgänge sichtbar. Wenn die 
Planung beginnt, ist noch unklar, wie das Ergebnis, bei-
spielsweise ein Wohngebäude, aussehen wird. Erste 
Randbedingungen – etwa in Form eines groben Kos-
tenrahmens, Vorstellungen der Bauherren oder 
bestimmter bautechnischen Vorgaben – gehen in die 
frühen Entwurfsskizzen ein und vermitteln eine vage 
Vorstellung des späteren Gebäudes. 
Was nun einsetzt, ist ein langwieriger Präzisie-
rungs- und Aushandlungsprozess. Durch aktives, 
kreatives Suchen und Testen werden verschiedene 
Ideen und Möglichkeiten durchgespielt, Abhängigkei-
ten aufgedeckt und geprüft, Abwägungen und Gewich-
tungen vorgenommen, zahlreiche Informationen 
eingearbeitet. Es kommt zu vielfältigen Modifi kationen 
und Überarbeitungen: Vielversprechende Wege werden 
weiterverfolgt; was sich dagegen als wenig brauchbar 
erweist, wird verworfen. Präzisiert wird nicht nur das 
Entwurfsobjekt, sondern ebenso die Randbedingungen 
und Zielvorgaben. Ist der Prozess erfolgreich, stellt 
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sich zunehmend eine Klärung ein, ohne jedoch an 
einen „absoluten“ Endpunkt zu gelangen. Pragmatische 
Erwägungen, meist vor dem Hintergrund eines Zeit- 
und Kostenrahmens, beenden den Prozess. Zeigt sich 
der Entwurf als ausreichend tragfähig, beginnt die 
Umsetzung der Planung. Doch auch wenn nun die 
Konstruktion des Gebäudes einsetzt, gibt es weiterhin 
Wechselwirkungen mit der Planung. Bestimmte 
Detailplanungen werden erforderlich, Fehler und 
Unklarheiten zeigen sich in der Ausführung, Wissen 
aus der Praxis verändert die bisherige Ausgangslage. 
Es kommt zu weiteren Revisionen und Überarbeitun-
gen, die sich nun im Austausch mit der praktischen 
Umsetzung ergeben.
Entwerfen lässt sich daher als komplexer Aushand-
lungsprozess charakterisieren, in dem etwas Neues 
entsteht, das signifi kant über seine Ausgangsbedingun-
gen hinausgeht. Ein wesentliches Merkmal von Ent-
wurfsprozessen ist, dass sie zugleich ein schöpferischer 
Vorgang als auch ein Vorgang des Erkennens sind. 
Beides, Erkennen und Gestalten, sind im Entwerfen 
untrennbar miteinander verwoben [vgl. Goodman 
1978: 37]. Aus diesem Zusammenspiel geht etwas 
Neues hervor: Für den Erkenntnisvorgang sind hier 
neue Einsichten und Wissen zu nennen, für den Gestal-
tungsvorgang Artefakte. Damit werden zwei Perspekti-
ven auf den Entwurfsvorgang deutlich, die in ihrer 
Betrachtung jeweils unterschiedliche Schwerpunkte 
setzen. Die Erste betrachtet Entwerfen als Vorgang, der 
zur Entwicklung und Herstellung von Artefakten führt. 
Sie ist in der Regel bezogen auf das spätere Bauwerk 
und prägt das gängige Bild von Entwurfsvorgängen. 
Die zweite Perspektive betrachtet den Entwurfsprozess 
unter wissensbezogenen Aspekten. Sie rückt das 
Entwerfen als einen kognitiven Vorgang in das Zent-
rum der Analyse. Zugleich sind diese beiden Vorgänge 
stark miteinander verbunden und können nicht zuletzt 
durch die Betrachtung ihrer Wechselwirkungen wich-
tige Aufschlüsse zur Rolle von Wissen in Entwurfspro-
zessen geben. (Vgl. Abb. 1)
Wichtig in diesem Zusammenhang ist, dass die 
Ergebnisse des Entwurfsvorganges mittelbar wieder 
auf neue Entwurfsvorgänge zurückwirken. Das erarbei-
tete Wissen fl ießt als Grundlage und Erfahrungsschatz 
in neuerliche Entwurfsprozesse ein und hat auf diese 
Weise wiederum Auswirkungen auf den Vorgang und 
seine Ergebnisse. Ähnliches gilt für die aus den Ent-
wurfsprozessen hervorgegangenen Artefakte. Sie 
prägen in hohem Maße unsere Lebenswelt, was 
wiederum nicht ohne Einfl uss auf laufende Entwurfs-
entscheidungen bleibt. Zugleich wird das Entwerfen 
durch eine Reihe von Faktoren beeinfl usst, die in den 
jeweiligen Umgebungsbedingungen des Prozesses 
liegen. Hierzu zählen individuelle und singuläre 
Komponenten ebenso wie kulturelle und gesellschaftli-
che Rahmenbedingungen. Durch diese Kreisläufe 
können schließlich selbstverstärkende Effekte und 
Mechanismen der Vervielfältigung eintreten (vgl. 
Abschnitt 5).
3 Elemente des Entwurfsvorgangs
Charakteristisch für den Entwurfsvorgang ist, dass 
auf ihn eine Reihe von Einfl üsse einwirken und das 
spätere Ergebnis prägen. Zum Teil werden sie im 
Verlauf des Prozesses explizit und stecken als Randbe-
dingungen den Entwurfsraum ab; zum Teil bleiben sie 
aber auch implizit und beeinfl ussen den Entwurfsver-
lauf oftmals unerkannt und unbewusst. In einer groben 
Übersicht (vgl. Abb. 2) lassen sich die auf den Ent-
wurfsvorgang Einfl uss nehmenden Faktoren wie folgt 
charakterisieren. 
Prägend für jeden Entwurfsvorgang sind die 
unmittelbaren Anforderungen aus der Bauaufgabe, die 
in der Regel individuell für jede Entwicklung gegeben 
sind. Hierzu zählt beispielsweise die Frage, ob es sich 
um Wohn-, Arbeits- oder Kulturbauten handelt, welche 
Anforderungen Umgebung und Bauplatz stellen oder 
welcher Kostenrahmen zur Verfügung steht. So begin-
nen die Planungen im Gebäudeentwurf oftmals mit 
Raumprogrammen, die sich aus den Wünschen der 
Bauherren entwickeln und städtebauliche Erwägungen, 
die sich aus der Grundstückslage ergeben. 
Für stärker künstlerisch orientierte Entwürfe ist 
oftmals auch eine für das Bauvorhaben prägende 
Leitidee zu nennen, die einen wichtigen thematischen 
Rahmen vorgibt. Sie ist im engen Zusammenhang mit 
der Entwurfspersönlichkeit des Projektverantwortli-
chen, dem jeweiligen Stil oder der Handschrift zu 
sehen.
Neben diesen unmittelbaren Anforderungen der 
jeweiligen Bauaufgabe lassen sich eine Reihe weiterer 
Einfl ussfaktoren benennen, die als stärker losgelöst 
vom Einzelfall zu betrachten sind. Unter dem Punkt 
Entwurfspraxis sind Aspekte zusammengefasst, die 
nach Praktiken des Entwerfens selbst fragen. Letztere 
sind vom Können, der Erfahrung, dem Training und 
den Fertigkeiten der Entwerfenden beeinfl usst. Hierbei 
spielen Ausbildungsstrukturen und die Weitergabe des 
oftmals nur impliziten Entwurfswissens eine Rolle. 
Auch die Kommunikationsstrukturen innerhalb des 
Entwurfsteams, der Aufbau und die Zusammensetzung 
der Gruppen oder die Einbindung von Experten sind 
hier zu berücksichtigen. 
Durch die Betrachtung des Entwerfens als Praxis 
und als Prozess gewinnt die Frage nach den verwende-
ten Arbeitswerkzeugen und der Art ihres Einsatzes an 
Gewicht. Je nachdem, welche „Entwurfskulturen“ 
vorherrschen, fi nden unterschiedliche Medien ihren 
Einsatz, die nicht ohne Auswirkungen auf das spätere 
Ergebnis sind. Wichtig ist hierbei beispielsweise, 
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welche grafi schen Hilfsmittel zu welchem Zeitpunkt 
eingesetzt werden – seien es Stifte, Papiere oder 
Computerprogramme; welche Techniken der Visuali-
sierung und Notation angewandt werden; ob zweidi-
mensionale Darstellungsformen durch dreidimensio-
nale Medien ergänzt werden und welche Geräte und 
Materialen in der Modellbildung zum Einsatz kommen. 
Da mit ihrer Hilfe nicht nur die Gestaltung des späteren 
Gebäudes dargestellt wird, sondern sie ebenso als 
Entscheidungsgrundlage in der Entwicklung dienen, 
wirken die Arbeitswerkzeuge selektiv und strukturie-
rend.
Der Punkt Wissensbestände, auf den im Folgenden 
noch genauer einzugehen ist, umfasst jene Komponen-
ten, die die Einfl ussnahme verschiedener Wissensfor-
men widerspiegeln, die implizit oder explizit, perso-
nengebunden oder in Manifestation vorliegen. Auf der 
einen Seite ist hier das meist implizit vorliegende, 
umfangreiche, praxisgebundene Bauwissen zu nennen. 
Hierzu zählen Bautechniken und handwerkliche 
Praktiken sowie Erfahrungen aus der Bauausführung 
konkreter Projekte. Explizite Wissensbestände sind in 
Nachschlagewerken, Lehrbüchern, Fachveröffentli-
chungen, Datenbanken, Normen, Richtlinien und 
Vorschriften zu fi nden. Im Verlauf der Ausarbeitung 
müssen die Ansprüche zahlreicher Fachdisziplinen 
berücksichtigt werden, die mit zunehmenden Detaillie-
rungsgrad komplexer werden. Statische Anforderun-
gen, gefolgt von bauphysikalischen Ansprüchen, gehen 
mit der Wahl bestimmter Materialien einher; Klima-, 
Heiz-, Installationstechnik oder Brandschutz gilt es 
oftmals durch die Einbindung weiterer Experten zu 
berücksichtigen.
Unter gesellschaftlichen und kulturellen Rahmen-
bedingungen ist ein umfangreicher Komplex von 
Faktoren gefasst. Zu den beeinfl ussenden gesellschaft-
lichen Faktoren gehören beispielsweise der Verlauf und 
die Art von Entwurfsentscheidungen, Einbindung von 
Beteiligungsverfahren, staatliche und kommunale 
Einfl ussnahmen, Behördenvorschriften oder Gesetzes-
regelungen, Arbeits- und Produktionsformen in der 
Umsetzung und Ausführung oder der Zugang zu und 
die Ausgrenzung von Wissensressourcen. Daneben sind 
ethische und ästhetische Vorstellungen von großer 
Wichtigkeit. Hier seien exemplarisch die Ideen vom 
guten Leben, von Wohn-, Lebens- und Arbeitsformen, 
von Ökologie oder Nachhaltigkeit genannt. Darüber 
hinaus wirken auf den Entwurfsprozess Vorstellungen 
von Schöpfung, Schönheit, Harmonie, Gestaltung in 
ihrer jeweiligen kulturellen Gebundenheit ein. Diese 
Konzepte sind nicht zuletzt durch die oftmals implizite 
Auseinandersetzung mit bestehenden Bauwerken in 
unserer alltäglichen Benutzung gegeben.
4 Wissen in Entwurfsprozessen
Vor diesem Hintergrund kann nun die Rolle von 
Wissen in Entwurfsprozessen genauer bestimmt 
werden. Charakteristisch für den Entwurfsvorgang ist, 
dass hierbei Wissen transformiert wird. Bestehende 
Wissensbestände, die sich aus vielerlei Quellen spei-
sen, werden aufgegriffen, modifi ziert, weiterentwickelt, 
an neue Begebenheiten angepasst: Auf diese Weise 
entstehen neue Strukturierungen und Ordnungen. Weit 
mehr als reine Ableitungen des vorab Gegebenen, wird 
hierbei etwas Neues erarbeitet. Der Entwurfsvorgang 
generiert demnach neue Wissensbestände, die nun für 
zukünftige Entwurfsprozesse zur Verfügung stehen und 
bei Bedarf eingespeist werden können. Welche Wis-
sensbestände in das aktuelle Entwurfsprojekt eingehen, 
ist von der jeweiligen Entwurfssituation abhängig. Es 
werden jeweils Schwerpunkte gesetzt und Gewichtun-
gen vorgenommen, die die spezifi sche Auswahl der 
Wissensbestände bedingen. In Verbindung mit den 
singulären Anforderungen jedes neuen Entwurfsvor-
ganges entsteht hierdurch eine individuelle Entwurf-
sumgebung, die den Entwurfsraum beeinfl usst. In einer 
vorläufi gen Charakterisierung können nun die in die 
Entwurfsprozesse einbezogenen Wissensformen wie 
folgt beschrieben werden (vgl. auch Abb. 3).
4.1 Entwurfswissen
Um die Transformationen im Entwerfen vorneh-
men zu können, ist ein Wissen von und über die 
Entwurfsprozesse notwendig, das im Folgenden als 
Entwurfswissen bezeichnet werden soll. Das Entwer-
fen, das als Aushandlungs-, Optimierungs- und Präzi-
sierungsprozess verstanden werden kann, bedarf ein 
Wissen um die darin vorkommenden Entscheidungs-
strukturen sowie ein Wissen, wie Entscheidungen 
gefällt und Ergebnisse erzielt werden können. Auf 
diese Weise fi nden Transformationen bestehender 
Wissensbestände statt, die entscheidend durch die Visu-
alisierungstechniken gestützt und ermöglicht werden. 
Bislang ist dieses Wissen noch stark personengebun-
den, wenn auch der Einsatz intelligenter Planungspro-
gramme zunimmt, die einen Teil dieses Wissens im 
Zusammenhang mit bestehenden Wissensbeständen zur 
Verfügung stellt und automatisiert.
4.2 Bestehende Wissensbestände
Der Entwurfsvorgang greift auf bestehende Wis-
sensbestände zurück. Charakteristisch für architektoni-
sche Entwurfsprozesse ist, dass sie auf das Wissen 
zahlreicher Disziplinen zurückgreifen und in eine neue 
Wissensordnung bringen [vgl. Hauser 2004]. Hierbei 
sind zahlreiche Experten eingebunden, deren Wissen 
auf unterschiedlichen Ebenen und zu unterschiedlichen 
Zeitpunkten des Vorgangs integriert und transformiert 
wird. Zugleich ist eine Besonderheit, dass in hohem 
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Maße ein Praxiswissen Eingang fi ndet, das sich aus der 
Erfahrung aus früheren Konstruktions- und Realisie-
rungsprozessen der Beteiligten speist und nur in 
Ausschnitten explizit und in formalisierter Form 
vorliegt.
4.4 Generierte Wissensbestände
Unter generierte Wissensbestände sind jene zu 
fassen, die als Ergebnisse aus den Entwurfs- und 
Planungsprozessen hervorgehen. Zu unterscheiden sind 
hier Zwischenformen oder Endprodukte eines überwie-
gend ephemeren Vorganges. Ein Großteil dieses 
Wissens ist personengebunden. Eine wichtige Rolle 
spielen aber auch hier die spezifi schen Repräsentati-
onsformen der Architektur als Manifestationen dieses 
Wissens. 
4.5 Wissensmanifestationen
Im überwiegend ephemeren Vorgang des Entwer-
fens nehmen Manifestationsformen des entwickelten 
Wissens eine entscheidende Rolle ein. Sie dienen 
einerseits als Werkzeug im Entwurfsverlauf dazu, die 
Ergebnisse zu erarbeiten. Anderseits dienen sie zur 
Ergebnissicherung und -vermittlung. Zu den Manifes-
tationsformen gehören beispielsweise Skizzen und 
Pläne, Modelle und Computervisualisierungen sowie 
Berechnungen und Simulationsergebnisse, Baube-
schreibungen, Ausschreibungsunterlagen und Doku-
mentationen. Eine wichtige Manifestation des Ent-
wurfswissens ist auch das realisierte Gebäude, welches 
als eines der Ergebnisse des Entwurfs- und Planungs-
vorganges gelten kann. In der Regel geht es als Arte-
fakt aus den Entwicklungsprozessen hervor und trägt in 
seiner Konstitution vielfältige Spuren des vorausgegan-
genen Entwerfens. Im weiteren Sinn sind zu den 
Manifestationen auch mündliche Äußerungen und 
Handlungen zu zählen. Als Refl exionen über das 
Entwerfen sind zudem in diesem Zusammenhang die 
Erläuterungen der Entwerfenden, Projektbeschreibun-
gen, architektonische Traktate und Ästhetiken des 
Entwerfens zu nennen.
5 Das Wissen der Architektur
Soweit ein kurzer Überblick über die verschiede-
nen Formen des Wissens, die in Entwurfsprozesse 
einfl ießen. Für eine Fortführung der Untersuchung 
kann dies als grobe Einteilung dienen, die noch weiter 
zu differenzieren ist. Um das Wissen der Architektur 
näher einzugrenzen, war die Betrachtung ausgehend 
von den Entwurfs- und Planungsprozessen hilfreich. 
Doch sie stellen nur einen Teilbereich der Architektur 
dar. Weitere wichtige Bereiche sind der Bau- wie auch 
der spätere Nutzungsprozess. In beiden Bereichen 
fi nden sich weitere wichtige Wissensformen der 
Architektur. Federführend für die Bau- und Realisie-
rungsprozesse sind sicherlich Formen des praktischen 
Wissens. In den Nutzungsprozessen tritt als wichtiges 
Element das Nutzerwissen hinzu. Dabei dürfen diese 
Phasen nicht als entkoppelt verstanden werden, viel-
mehr treten zwischen den Bereichen zahlreiche Wech-
selwirkungen und Phasenüberschneidungen auf.
Auffällig hieran ist jedoch zweierlei: Zum einen 
stellt sich das Wissen der Architektur nicht als einheit-
liche Struktur oder Organisationsform dar. Deutlich 
geworden ist vielmehr, dass sich das Wissen der 
Architektur aus sehr unterschiedlichen Wissensformen 
zusammensetzt, die miteinander in Wechselwirkung 
stehen und aufeinander einwirken. Zum anderen ist 
auffällig, dass auch die Wissensformen aus den Bau- 
und Nutzungsprozessen, auf die in diesem kurzen 
Überblick nicht genauer eingegangen werden konnte, 
wiederum indirekt in Entwurfs- und Planungsprozesse 
eingehen. Das Nutzungswissen geht als Wissen über 
Bauten und ihren Gebrauch in die Entwurfsvorstellun-
gen ein. Zugleich fl ießt auch das Wissen aus vergange-
nen Bauprozessen in die Planung: erst auf ihrer Grund-
lage kann eine sinnvolle und funktionierende 
Neuplanung in Angriff genommen werden. So bleiben 
die beiden weiteren großen Bereiche architektonischen 
Wissens auf den Entwurfsprozess bezogen und müssen 
für eine umfassende Entwurfsbetrachtung integriert 
werden. Dies bestätigt nicht zuletzt den eingangs 
gewählten Zugang zur Bestimmung des Wissens der 
Architektur anhand von Entwurfs- und Planungspro-
zessen. Durch ihre epistemische Analyse ist es mög-
lich, das Wissen der Architektur in seiner Gesamtheit 
systematisch zu erschließen.
Für einen abschließenden Vergleich architektoni-
schen Wissens mit anderen Formen des Wissens ist es 
an dieser Stelle zu früh. Zeigen muss sich noch, ob im 
Zusammenspiel unterschiedlicher Wissensformen wie 
auch zwischen Wissen und Artefakten eine Besonder-
heit architektonischen Wissens liegt, oder ob hier nicht 
vielmehr Parallelen zu anderen Bereichen der Erkennt-
nisgewinnung liegen. Unterschiede jedoch, beispiels-
weise zu naturwissenschaftlichen Wissensformen, 
dürften einerseits in der Art ihrer Manifestationen 
liegen, anderseits aber auch in der Form ihrer Gewin-
nung. Die zugrundeliegenden Entwurfsprozesse prägen 
den Bereich der Architekturerkenntnis durch eine 
inneliegende Dynamik. Der Rückgriff auf zuvor 
erarbeitete Ergebnisse kann bei Veränderungen zu einer 
besonderen Verstärkung dieser Prozesse führen. Diese 
Dynamiken, bedingt durch Rückkopplungs- und 
Vervielfältigungseffekte, dürfte eine der Besonderhei-
ten von Wissenstransformationen in Entwurfsprozessen 
sein.
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Architektur als Speicher von Bildwissen  
–– Einige Bemerkungen über Giottos Noli 
me tangere-Darstellung in der Cappella 
degli Scrovegni zu Padua
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Für sein vor gut zehn Jahren beendetes Opus 
Magnum Histoire(s) du cinéma verwendete der franzö-
sische Filmregisseur Jean-Luc Godard ein Gemälde aus 
Giottos um 1306 entstandenem Freskenzyklus in der 
Cappella degli Scrovegni zu Padua. Und zwar handelt 
es sich um Giottos Darstellung einer biblischen Epi-
sode, der sogenannten Noli me tangere-Szene, in der 
Maria Magdalena dem auferstandenen Jesus begegnet. 
Zu sehen ist, wie Maria sich erhebt und die Erschei-
nung berühren möchte (Abb. 1). Godard wählt einen 
Ausschnitt, der die Figur der Maria Magdalena betont, 
dreht das Bild um 45 Grad im Uhrzeigersinn und 
überblendet es mit einer in Schwarzweiß gedrehten 
Filmsequenz, die Liz Taylor in Badeanzug an einem 
See zeigt.1  Maria erscheint wie ein Engel am oberen 
linken Bildrand und streckt ihre Arme nach unten zu 
der Hollywood-Schauspielerin (Abb. 2-5). Dass 
Godard ausgerechnet dieses Bild aus dem Freskenzy-
klus gewählt hat, ist bei allen Veränderungen, die er an 
ihm vornimmt, höchst bemerkenswert. Denn auch bei 
filmischen Figuren, die auf der Leinwand zu sehen 
sind, handelt es sich ja nicht um Körper, sondern um 
Erscheinungen in Form von Körpern. Und zumindest 
im Film besteht die physische Substanz dieser Erschei-
nungen aus Licht und Schatten. Im Folgenden möchte 
ich im Hinblick auf die Noli me tangere-Szene in 
Giottos Freskenzyklus, in welcher das Berührungspro-
blem besonders manifest wird, in skizzenhafter Form 
der Frage nachgehen, welches körperliche Affizie-
rungspotenzial die Fresken Giottos enthalten, welche 
Rolle die Architektur als Bildträger dabei spielt und 
welches Bildwissen sie damit speichert.
Um diese Fragen zu beantworten, lohnt es sich, 
zunächst die dargestellten Figuren näher in den Blick 
zu nehmen: Tatsächlich wird in Giottos Darstellung der 
Szene der Erscheinungscharakter der Figur Christi 
nicht unmittelbar kenntlich. Giotto hatte bekanntlich 
das Vermögen wiederentdeckt, dreidimensionale Kör- 
per auf einer zweidimensionalen Fläche zu illusionie-
ren. Dabei spielen Licht und Schatten als Gestaltungs-
elemente eine besondere Rolle. Und diese Kunst der 
1 Die Sequenz stammt aus dem Film A Place in the Sun (USA 1951; R: George 
Stevens); vgl. dazu Jean-Luc Godard. Son + Image 1974-1991, hg. v. Raymond 
Bellour u. Mary Lea Bandy, The Museum of Modern Art, New York 1992, S. 141. 
Illusionierung von Körpern in der Fläche erstreckt sich 
erkennbar auf beide Figuren in der Noli me tangere-
Szene gleichermaßen, ob wohl sie doch streng genom-
men unterschiedlichen ontologischen Orten zuzurech-
nen wären. Maria Magdalena einer sinnlichen, die 
Figur Christi aber einer übersinnlichen Sphäre. Bei 
genauerem Hin sehen zeigt sich aber, dass Giottos 
Darstellung durchaus Indizien aufweist, an denen sich 
der Status einer ‚Erscheinung‘ ablesen lässt. Um diese 
Indizien aufzudecken, gilt es allerdings zuerst nach den 
Gründen zu suchen, warum sie nicht direkt auffallen. 
Ich beginne mit einer Analyse des architektoni schen 
Raumes.
Bild und architektonischer Raum
Giottos Fresken sind in mehrfacher Hinsicht auf 
den architektonischen Raum zu beziehen. So lässt sich 
eine Nähe zwischen Fresken und dem dreidimensiona-
len architektonischen Raum feststellen, ganz einfach 
deshalb, weil die Wand als Bildträger fungiert. Das 
bindet die Fresken, zumindest vor dergründig, enger an 
den Körper des Betrachters. In den frühesten überlie-
ferten Fresken – Felsmalereien, die an Wänden in 
Höhlen aufgebracht wurden – stand die Wandmalerei 
noch in unmittelbarer Beziehung zum Betrachter als 
konkretem physischen Lebewesen. Die Malereien 
zeigen dementspre chend Objekte aus dem Leben der 
damaligen Menschen: Tiere, Jagdtechniken, mitunter 
auch die Wanderrouten der Tiere. In die Wahrnehmung 
dieser Bilder durch die damaligen Rezipienten war die 
Erfahrung einer direkten Kommunikation der darge-
stellten Motive mit dem eigenen Körper bereits einge-
schrieben. An diesem Potenzial der Bilder zur unmittel-
baren körperlichen Affizierung des Betrach ters hat sich 
bis zur Wandmalerei des Mittelalters sicherlich einiges 
geändert, aber es lohnt sich gleichwohl, auf einige 
mögliche strukturelle Überschneidungen hinzuweisen, 
die mit der räumli chen Gegebenheit der Bilder zu tun 
haben.
Der Raum, der hier zur Diskussion steht, ist kein 
natürlicher, sondern ein architektonischer Raum. 
Überdies ist er ein sakraler Raum. Die Bilder, um die 
es geht, sind nicht unmittelbar der Lebenswelt der 
zeitgenössischen Betrachter, sondern der Heiligen 
Schrift entnommen. Dargestellt sind Geschichten aus 
dem Leben von Maria und Jesus. Anders als in den 
Höhlenmalereien ist keine Erfahrung einer direkten 
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Kommunikation mit dem Betrachterkörper in die 
Bilder eingeschrieben. Wenn man sich ansieht, wie 
Giotto – neben der Darstellung von Gefühlen, die hier 
nicht thematisiert werden soll – das physische Affizie-
rungspotenzial der Bilder hervorruft und steuert, fällt 
als Erstes die Größe des architektonischen Raumes auf. 
Gemessen an den hohen Räumen der berühmten 
nordischen Kathedra len wie etwa Chartres, die unmit-
telbar vor Giottos Wirkzeit entstanden sind, ist die 
Scrovegni-Kapelle entsprechend ihrer ursprünglichen 
Funktion als private Grabkapelle der Familie Scrovegni 
von überschaubarer Größe, auf menschliche Maße 
abgestimmt. In Auftrag gegeben von Enrico Scrovegni, 
der ab 1300 in Padua im Areal des antiken Amphithea-
ters einen neuen, großen Familienpalast baute, der bis 
ins 19. Jahrhundert bestand, war die Kapelle südlich an 
das Wohngebäude angeschlossen. Das reale Bauwerk 
taucht als Modell, das der Stifter Enrico Scrovegni 
überreicht, in dem Fresko über dem Eingangsportal 
auf. Derartige Stifterdarstellungen waren damals 
üblich. Trotzdem ist die Darstellung erwähnenswert, 
weil das Bauwerk, dessen Innenwände Giotto komplett 
mit Bildern bedeckte, dem Rezipienten auf diese Weise 
in seiner realen Räumlichkeit in Erinnerung gebracht 
wird. Aus der Stifterdarstellung an der Eingangswand 
ist darüber hinaus zu ersehen, dass der Bau ursprüng-
lich größer hätte ausfallen sollen, als er sich heute 
darbietet.2 So ist das Querhaus, das die Maße des 
Raumes erheblich vergrößert hätte, nicht zur Ausfüh-
rung gelangt. Ansonsten stimmt das in dem Fresko 
gezeigte Modell der Kapelle bis ins Detail mit dem 
ausgeführten Bau überein. Es handelt sich dabei um 
einen einschiffigen Backsteinbau mit polygonal 
abschließendem Chor. Das Langhaus ist im Innern von 
einem durchgehenden Tonnengewölbe überfangen. Nur 
die Südseite weist eine Reihe von sechs steil proportio-
nierten Fenstern auf, die dem Scrovegni-Palast zuge-
wandte Nordseite hingegen ist fensterlos. Festzuhalten 
ist: Die vergleichsweise geringe Größe des architekto-
nischen Raumes kommt den natürlichen Körpermaßen 
des Rezipienten entgegen.
Neben den Abmessungen des Raumes ist eine 
Analyse des Verhältnisses von Farbauftrag und Bildträ-
ger aufschlussreich, um das besondere körperliche  
Affizierungspotenzial der Bilder verstehen zu können: 
Durch die gewählte Maltechnik vertieft sich die 
Anbindung des Dargestellten an die Architek tur. 
Freskomalerei ist bekanntermaßen eine Malerei, die auf 
der frischen Kalktünche einer Wand aus geführt wird. 
Cennino Cennini, der 1398 in Padua wohnte, wo er am 
Hof des Francesco da Carrara diente, beschreibt die 
Freskotechnik in seinem berühmten Malereitraktat sehr 
genau. Er macht Schritt für Schritt mit den Regeln 
2  Vgl. hierzu und zum Folgenden Joachim Poeschke, Wandmalerei der Giottozeit in 
Italien 1280 – 1400, München 2003, S. 184.
bekannt, nach denen der Maler vorgehen muss.  
„[N]imm zuerst Kalk und Kiessand, das eine wie das 
andere gut gesiebt.“3 Die Farben, die auf diese Kalk-
tünche kommen, sind in Kalkwasser angeriebene und 
mit Wasser vermahlene Pigmente, die auf dem frischen 
Kalkputz trocknen und sich unlöslich mit ihm verbin-
den. Im Unterschied zu Tafelbildern ist Freskomalerei 
nicht einfach von der Wand abzunehmen, sondern 
unaufhebbar mit dem Werkstoff der Architektur 
verbun den. Das allein reicht aber noch nicht aus, um 
Giottos ‚Engführung‘ von Malerei und architektoni-
scher Räumlichkeit angemessen zu erläutern. Auch 
eine Analyse des Lichteinfalls durch die Fenster ist 
wichtig. Giotto hat ihn bei der Gestaltung des inner-
bildlichen Lichts – soweit dies bei der asymmetri schen 
Verteilung der Fenster möglich war – zu berücksichti-
gen versucht. Die Noli me tangere-Szene findet sich 
gegenüber der Fensterfront im ersten Register über der 
Sockelzone. Das Licht kommt von schräg vorn. Dem 
gemalten Lichteinfall entspricht in etwa jener des 
südwestlichen Nachmittagslichts durch die hohen, 
schmalen Fenster. Ähnlich versucht Giotto später bei 
seinen Fresken in Florenz die Verteilung von Körper-
licht und Körperschatten mit dem Lichtgang des durch 
die Kapellenfenster in den Raum einfallenden Lichts in 
Einklang zu bringen.4 Dieses im Bild realisierte neue 
Raumbewusst sein bedeutet nicht weniger als einen 
Paradigmenwechsel im Sinne einer Übereinstimmung 
von Male rei und Architektur. Für das Fresko gilt jetzt: 
„Es wird […] die konstante Beleuchtung der leeren 
Wand aufs Bild übertragen.“5 Auf diese Weise „integ-
riert“ die Malerei sich besonders deutlich in das 
Material der Architektur. Und auf diese Weise wird 
auch der Betrachter – zumindest unter dem Aspekt des 
Lichts – in ein raumzeitliches Kontinuum mit den 
dargestellten Ereignissen und Personen gebracht. 
Bild und Material
Wie schon anhand der Stifterdarstellung mit dem 
Modell des realen Bauwerks gezeigt wurde, kommt 
dem Material des tatsächlichen Raumes auch innerbild-
lich eine Bedeutung zu. Das Bauwerk besteht aus 
steinernem Material. Stein als Werkstoff ist stabil, 
formbeständig und schwer. „Die materiale Haupteigen-
schaft des Steins – genauer: des natürlichen Steins, von 
dem hier im Unterschied zum Kunststein die Rede sein 
soll –, seine Beständigkeit, ist sprichwörtlich und schon 
biblisch abgesichert. Während Holz wächst und 
verrottet, sich in menschheitsgeschichtlichen Dimensi-
onen datieren läßt, ist Stein Ausdruck naturgeschichtli-
3  Cennino Cennini, Il libro dell’ arte o Trattato della pittura, hg. v. F. Tempesti, 
Mailand 1975. Dt. Übersetzung in: Ders., Das Buch von der Kunst oder Tractat der 
Malerei, in: Quellenschriften für Kunstgeschichte, hg. v. R. Eitelberger v. Edelberg, 
übers. u. erläutert v. Albert Ilg, Wien 1888, S. 43.
4  Vgl. Wolfgang Schöne, Über das Licht in der Malerei, Berlin 1954, S. 88. 
5  Ebd. S. 89. 
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cher Zeit, und zwar unabhängig davon, wie hoch das 
Alter einer ein zelnen Gesteinsart auch sein mag. Stein 
ist das immer schon dagewesene, das ewige Material 
schlechthin.“6 Schon in der antiken Naturtheorie spielt 
es eine Rolle. Die physischen Grundelemente, um die 
diese Theorie in immer neuen Variationen kreist, sind 
Erde, Wasser, Luft und Feuer. Stein ist dem Element 
der Erde strukturell verwandt – so ließe sich mit Giotto 
zeigen. Am stärksten kommt das Material Stein und 
damit die Verwandtschaft zum Element der Erde 
innerhalb des Freskenzyklus in der Sockelzone zur 
Geltung. Hier sind Personifikationen der Tugenden und 
Laster als ungefasste Steinbildwerke in ebenfalls 
steinfarben gemalten Nischen zu sehen. Die Plastizität 
ihrer Wirkung ver dankt sich neben der Nachahmung 
des Mediums Skulptur einer Technik, die den Körper 
bewusst mit Licht und Schatten modelliert und für die 
spätestens seit Cennino Cennini der Begriff des 
„rilievo“ zur Verfügung steht.7 Licht und Schatten sind 
strukturell mit dem Element der Luft verwandt. Beide 
sind von einer durchlässigen Konsistenz. Die Kunsthis-
torikerin Michaela Krieger hat auf einen darüber 
hinausweisenden Aspekt aufmerksam gemacht, näm-
lich auf die Steinsichtigkeit von Giottos gemalten 
Skulpturen, die in dieser Epoche noch eine Besonder-
heit darstellt. Reale Plastiken können insofern nicht 
unbedingt als Vorbild gedient haben; denn trotz merkli-
chen Rückgangs bunter Fassungen um 1300 sind 
Krieger zufolge unbemalte Steinbildwerke damals 
durchaus nicht alltäglich gewesen.8 Sie stellt die 
naheliegende und wichtige Frage, was der Maler mit 
dieser Materialsichtigkeit wohl beab sichtigte.9 Zuge-
spitzt formuliert lautet ihre Antwort, Giotto habe den 
Blick auf das Material lenken wol len. Denn in dem 
gesamten Freskenzyklus werde – bis auf wenige 
Ausnahmen in den gemalten Archi tekturen – nur im 
Medium der illusionierten Skulptur in der Sockelzone 
von der Farbe abstrahiert. Es komme zu einer „Los-
lösung der steinernen Form von ihrer farbigen 
Fassung“.10 Damit wird eine Art Freisetzung des 
Werkstoffs erreicht, aus dem die Figuren hergestellt 
sind. Anders als etwa bei wert vollen Elfenbein-, 
Alabaster- oder Marmorarbeiten dient die Materialsich-
tigkeit hier aber wohl weniger einer Präsentation der 
Kostbarkeit des verwendeten Materials,denn bei Giotto 
kommt bloß einfacher grauer Stein zum Vorschein wie 
sich etwa in seiner Darstellung des Glaubens zeigt 
(Abb. 6).  Der Hinweis auf das schlichte Grau der hier 
in Frage stehenden Figuren ist gleichwohl wichtig. 
Denn diese Farbe ist auch und gerade im Hinblick auf 
6  Monika Wagner, Das Material der Kunst. Eine andere Geschichte der Moderne, 
München 2001, S. 170.
7  Vgl. Cennino Cennini, a.a.O., S. 8f.
8  Vgl. Michaela Krieger, Grisaille als Metapher. Zum Entstehen der Peinture en 
camaieu im frühen 14. Jahrhundert, Wien 1995, S. 56.
9  Vgl. ebd. S. 57.
10  Ebd., S. 62.
die antike Naturtheorie interessant, stellt sie doch eine 
Beziehung her zwischen dem Material Stein und dem 
Element Erde. So erhält in zwei Handschriften der itali-
enischen Fassung von Leon Battista Albertis Malerei-
traktat „De Pictura“ aus dem 16. Jahrhundert Grau den 
Charakter einer Ursprungsfarbe, wenn sie dort mit dem 
Element der Erde in Verbindung gebracht wird.11 Man 
könnte sagen, dass auf diese Weise der erdgebundene 
Charakter der Architektur nochmals akzentuiert wird. 
Ähnlich wie zuvor schon hinsichtlich der Lichtführung 
lässt sich also auch auf der Ebene des Farbeinsatzes 
feststellen, dass der Künstler die Erfahrung eines 
geteilten raumzeitlichen Kontinuums suggeriert und 
damit den Betrachter stärker körperlich in die Bildwelt 
hineinzieht.  
Bild und Zyklus 
Betrachtet man die Noli me tangere-Szene vor der 
Folie des bislang Erarbeiteten, stellt man fest, dass sich 
nirgendwo Indizien für den Erscheinungscharakter der 
Figur Christi finden lassen. So werden in der Sockel-
zone Elemente betont, die den Steincharakter hervorhe-
ben und gemäß Albertis Farbtheorie an das Element der 
Erde denken lassen, mithin an etwas Berührbares. Auch 
in den buntfarbigen Schilde rungen in den oberen 
Registern findet sich überraschend häufig die Darstel-
lung von mineralischem Material. So tauchen, parallel 
zur Nichtfarbigkeit der Personifikationen der Tugenden 
und Laster in der Sockelzone, auch in den oberen 
buntfarbigen Bildern monochrom gemalte Skulpturen 
auf – als Aus schmückung der dargestellten Bauwerke. 
Hinzu kommt die Darstellung der Architekturen selber. 
Die gemalten architektonischen Räume weisen nicht 
immer eine korrekte Perspektive auf, doch sie sind im 
Detail sehr konkret. Da gibt es spitzgiebelige Dächer, 
schlanke, gedrehte Säulen und Marmorver blendungen 
oder reliefgeschmückte Wände und besagten mono-
chrom gemalten Skulpturenschmuck. Der Detailreich-
tum lenkt den Blick des Betrachters auf die Architektu-
ren. Zu Recht wurde außerdem bemerkt, dass Giotto 
die Architekturen in diesem Freskenzyklus häufig nicht 
bildparallel, sondern asymmetrisch zur Bildfläche 
anordnet. Die Raumdimension wird uns so viel stärker 
bewusst. „Giotto erreicht das, indem er Figuren und 
Bauwerke nicht in zwei bildparallelen Schichten, also 
reliefartig, aufreiht, sondern sie schräg von links vorne 
bis an den rechten hinteren Rand des Bodenstreifens 
staffelt.“12 Das dient auch der plastischen Anlage der 
Figuren. „Konstitutiv für die einzelne Figur und ihre 
ästhetische Funktion im Bildzusammenhang ist nicht 
mehr ihre Silhouette, die sie von einem neut ralen 
11  Vgl. John Gage, Kulturgeschichte der Farbe. Von der Antike bis zur Gegenwart, 
Ravensburg 1994, S. 119.
12  Gerhard Schmidt, „Giotto und die gotische Skulptur. Neue Überlegungen zu einem 
alten Thema“, in: Römische Historische Mitteilungen, Wien 1979, S. 127-144, hier 
S. 135.
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Grund abhebt, sondern ihre plastische Gesamtform, die 
zu anderen, ebenso körperhaften Gebil den in räumliche 
Beziehung tritt. Man kann die Probe aufs Exempel 
machen, indem man versucht, die „Grundrisse“ giottes-
ker Kompositionen zu skizzieren. Die Standflächen der 
Personen zeichnen sich in solchen Skizzen als Schei-
ben ab.“13 Die Personen stehen im Raum wie Skulptu-
ren auf Postamenten. Auf diese Weise werden Wir-
kungsprinzipien aus der Sockelzone in abgeschwächter 
Form auch in den oberen Registern aktiv. 
Hinzu kommt Stein als natürlicher Gegenstand. So 
ist der Boden, auf dem die Figuren stehen oder auf dem 
sie gehen, häufig steinern. Außerdem sind im Hinter-
grund der Gemälde auffallend oft Felsland schaften zu 
sehen, die darüber hinaus zum Teil kompositionell 
sorgfältig auf die Figuren im Vorder grund bezogen 
sind, etwa in der Darstellung der Flucht nach Ägypten. 
All das führt dazu, dass das heilsgeschichtliche 
Geschehen inklusive der Noli me tangere-Szene 
bemerkenswerterweise nicht als ein Prozess zunehmen-
der Vergeistigung und Immaterialisierung, sondern als 
durchaus körperliche Erfahrung vermittelt wird. Es 
wurde oben schon gesagt, dass die Figur der Maria 
Magdalena und die des auferstandenen Christus 
körperlich gleich wirken, dass Giotto also in der 
physischen Darstel lungsweise der Figuren selbst keine 
ontologische Differenzierung vornimmt. Für die 
weibliche Figur wurden sogar explizit skulpturale 
Bezüge hergestellt. So ist die Figur der Maria Magda-
lena, wie die Forschung konstatiert hat, eventuell 
angeregt durch Arnolfo di Cambios Skulptur der 
Durstigen an seinem Brunnen in Perugia.14 Auch wenn 
Unterschiede in Ausdrucksdimension und Gewandung 
festzu stellen sind, gibt es doch Übereinstimmungen in 
der Drapierung und Körperhaltung. Wichtig ist im 
gegenwärtigen Zusammenhang, dass solche Bezüge 
von der Forschung deshalb hergestellt wur den, weil sie 
das Potenzial der bildlichen Darstellung zur körperli-
chen Affizierung des Betrachters zu erklären helfen. 
Sofern Giottos Figuren mit Bezug auf Skulpturen 
interpretiert werden, heißt das, dass sie besondere 
taktile Qualitäten aufweisen. 
Zurück zur Ausgangsfrage: Wie fügt der Erschei-
nungscharakter der Figur Christi in der Noli me tan-
gere-Szene sich in diesen Zusammenhang ein? Giotto 
meißelt seine Figuren nicht aus Stein, sondern er 
modelliert sie mit Licht und Schatten. Das ist das 
Material, dem er als Maler am meisten Beachtung 
schenkt. Während Stein fest, stabil und schwer ist, ist 
Licht leicht, transparent und flüchtig. Allerdings 
kommen bei Giotto kaum projizierte Schatten oder 
Schlagschatten vor, die sichtbarstes Indiz für das 
Vorhandensein eines Körpers wären. Die Figuren 
13  Ebd., S. 132 f.
14  Vgl. ebd. S. 129.
werfen fast nie Schatten. Victor I. Stoichita erinnert in 
seiner Studie Eine kurze Geschichte des Schattens  
daran, dass die mittelalterliche Op tik der Schattenpro-
jektion lebhaftes Interesse widmete. Aber die Kunst 
habe das Problem zur gleichen Zeit fast gänzlich 
ignoriert.15   Man muss ihm recht geben, wenn man sich 
die schattenlosen Gestalten auf Giottos Bildern ansieht. 
Der Grund für das Weglassen des Schlagschattens ist 
laut Stoichita der ontologische Status des mittelalterli-
chen Bildes. Dieses sei grundsätzlich eine Entität, die 
einen extra korporalen Status beanspruche.16 Bei Giotto 
ändert sich das nur ansatzweise. Erst mit der Entde-
ckung der Perspektive hundert Jahre später wird der 
projizierte Schatten Gegenstand bewussten Studiums 
durch die Maler. Doch das Fehlen des Schlagschattens 
ist in der Noli me tangere-Szene bei beiden Figuren zu 
sehen, insofern lässt auch dieses Merkmal sich nicht als 
ein Indiz für den extrakorporalen Status, für den 
Erscheinungscharakter der Figur Christi produktiv 
machen. 
Was zeigt sich nun, wenn man die Noli me tangere-
Szene eingehender untersucht? Giotto stellt auf den 
ersten Blick den Leib Christi, nicht aber dessen 
Erscheinungscharakter dar. Bei genauerem Hinsehen 
zeigt sich aber, dass er durchaus eine Lösung für das 
Darstellungsproblem findet. Aufschluss reich ist es hier, 
die Positionierung des Körpers der Figur Christi und 
seiner Mitspielerin im Raum zu analysieren: Während 
Maria Magdalena von Giotto vor einer Felsenland-
schaft positioniert wird, ist die Figur Christi hinterfan-
gen von einem himmelblauen Grund. Die Art und 
Weise wie der Körper des Auferstandenen und die 
landschaftlichen Elemente (Felsen, Himmel) auf der 
Bildfläche angeordnet erscheinen, ist präzise auf den 
Inhalt der biblischen Szene abgestimmt. Durch die 
dezidierte Einbeziehung der Landschaft in die Gestal-
tung der Szene, vermag Giotto den prekären Status der 
Figur Christi kenntlich zu machen. Giotto erzeugt 
einen Unterschied im onto logischen Status der Figuren, 
indem er den Körper von Jesus partiell dem Himmel 
oder – naturtheoretisch gesprochen – dem physikali-
schen Element der Luft zuordnet. Luft wurde jedoch 
weiter oben als strukturell verwandt mit den Materia-
lien Licht und Schatten angesehen: Luft, Licht und 
Schatten sind durchlässig, nicht berührbar. Man könnte 
sagen, dass durch die Herstellung einer dezidierten 
Nähe der Figur zum Element des Himmels (und der 
Luft) der epiphanische Charakter (d.h. der „Erschei-
nungscharakter“) des Dargestellten hervorgehoben 
wird. 
Ein möglicher Einwand gegen diese Schluss-
folgerung könnte lauten, dass auch etliche andere 
Figuren innerhalb des Freskenzyklus in der Arena-
15  Vgl. Victor I. Stoichita, Eine kurze Geschichte des Schattens, München 1999, S. 44
16  Vgl. ebd.
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Kapelle vor blauem Himmel dargestellt sind. Und zwar 
nicht nur positiv besetzte wie zum Beispiel Joachim, 
die drei Könige und eben Christus, sondern auch 
negativ konnotierte Figuren wie der Henker im Bethle-
hemitischen Kindermord. Dabei gilt es allerdings zu 
berücksichtigen, dass das Verhältnis zwischen Figur 
und Grund nicht immer gleich ist. Mal verbinden die 
Figuren sich mit dem Grund, mal erscheinen sie von 
ihm getrennt. Hinter dem erwähnten Henker etwa ist 
ein Scherge zu sehen, der ein Kind aus den Händen 
einer Frau raubt. Das unschuldige Kind fungiert hier 
als trennendes Element zwischen Henker und Himmel. 
Im Gegensatz dazu erscheint die Figur Christi in vielen 
Bildern wie beispielsweise der Taufe Christi, der Aufer-
weckung des Lazarus und Einzug in Jerusalem unmit-
telbar vor Himmelsgrund. Dass es in den erwähnten 
Bildern nur ein Teil des Körpers ist, der Oberkörper, 
der vor dem blauen Grund erscheint, lässt sich als ein 
Indiz für die halb menschliche, halb göttliche Natur 
Christi werten. Besonders deutlich wird dies in der Noli 
me tangere-Szene. Das macht auch ein Vergleich mit 
einer späteren Umsetzung des Themas aus der Giotto-
Schule deutlich. Die Darstellung in der Kirche San 
Francesco in Assisi von um 1320 zeigt beide Figuren, 
Maria Magdalena und Christus, jeweils gänzlich vor 
einer Felsenlandschaft. Der prekäre Status der Figur 
Christi wird in dem späteren Bild ganz konventionell 
durch eine Aureole kenntlich gemacht, deren Strahlen 
die Gestalt des Auferstandenen ovalförmig umfassen. 
Obwohl die Szene mehr als ein Jahrzehnt später 
entstanden ist als die von Giotto, wirkt sie doch 
wesentlich konventioneller. Auch wenn Giotto die 
Figur noch mit Nimbus darstellt, kann er doch durch 
die Einbeziehung der Landschaft auf das verklärende 
Attribut der Aureole verzichten. Der epiphanische 
Charakter des Dargestellten wird durch das überlegte 
Zusammenspiel von Figur und Grund anschaulich.
Schluss
Bei der Betrachtung der Fresken gewinnt man den 
Eindruck, Giotto habe das Material des Bildträgers sehr 
ernst genommen. Das Material Stein wird in vieler 
Hinsicht thematisch: auf der Ebene der Licht führung, 
der skulpturalen Gestaltung der Figuren und der 
dezidierten räumlichen Adressierung des Betrachters. 
Vielleicht liegt darin der Schlüssel zum Erfolg von 
Giottos Fresken heute. Damals stellten sie eine enge 
Verschränkung mit der Funktion des Raumes als 
Grabkapelle dar. Heute können die Bilder, losgelöst 
von ihren spezifischen ursprünglichen Funktionen, auf 
neue Zusammenhänge unter schiedlichster Art übertra-
gen werden. So konnte Godard eines der Bilder in die 
filmische Architektur seiner Histoire(s) du cinéma 
einfügen. Und es ist nur konsequent, dass es sich dabei 
um die Noli me tangere-Szene handelt. Denn hier wird 
jener Konflikt zwischen Gegenständlichkeit und 
Erscheinung manifest, der auch im Medium Film eine 
bedeutende Rolle spielt – adressieren die filmischen 
Gegenstände neben dem Seh- doch besonders den 
Tastsinn und sind sie gleichwohl nur aus Licht und 
Schatten konstituiert.
Was bedeutet das alles für die Architektur als 
Speicher von Bildwissen? Ist sie heute überflüssig? 
Nein. Godard bezieht sich in seinen Histoire(s) du 
cinéma mehrfach auf die Kunstgeschichte. Doch in 
dem Rekurs auf Giottos Fresko wird besonders deut-
lich, inwiefern die Architektur als genuiner Ort ästheti-
scher Erfahrung ins Spiel kommen kann. Giottos Bild 
des Noli me tangere-Themas zirkuliert als Reproduk-
tion in den unterschiedlichsten Medien (Postkarten, 
Bücher, Fotos, Filme, Internet). Sieht man das Bild 
allerdings „in echt“ kommen neben der Erfahrung des 
architektonischen Raumes, der Farbigkeit und des 
originalen Formats vor allem die des natürlichen 
Lichteinfalls hinzu. Das Licht, das durch die hohen 
Fenster von schräg hinter dem Betrachter/der Betrach-
terin auf das Fresko vor ihm/ihr fällt, ähnelt strukturell 
dem des Projektors im Kino. Und auch die Modellie-
rung der innerbildlichen Körper mit Licht und Schatten 
weist in ihrer Übereinstimmung mit dem Lichteinfall 
von außen gewisse Parallelen zur Lichtgestaltung im 
Kino auf. Vielleicht hat Godard an diese strukturellen 
Ähnlichkeiten gedacht, als er das Fresko von Giotto in 
seine Histoire(s) du cinéma einfügte und mit Bildern 
aus dem Film A Place in the Sun überblendete. Jeden-
falls erfährt die Architektur als Speicher von Bildwis-
sen vor der Folie des Godard-Films eine Aufwertung, 
weil sie, wie das Kino, dessen Mechanismus in 
Godards Film in jeder Sekunde präsent ist, den Blick 
für das Licht als ein zentrales Element bildlicher 
Gestaltung damals wie heute zu schärfen vermag.  
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Cover of Complexity and Contradiction in 
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2
Architecture students conducting insitu 
analysis of the Church of the Autostrada,
credit: author.
3
Figure 3. Prix des Rome rendering, 
credit: Architecture and its Image.
5
Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown 
driving in Las Vegas in 1966, 
credit: Form and Content.
4
Exodus, or The Voluntary Prisoners of 
Architecture, 
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Abstract
This essay considers a footnote in the second 
edition of Robert Venturi’s seminal Complexity and 
Contradiction in Architecture as a demonstration of a 
signifi cant, but often overlooked, aspect of how 
architectural knowledge is constructed, evaluated, 
represented, and distributed. It focuses on the acquisi-
tion of knowledge insitu as a disciplinary practice that 
has historically used observation-based methods of 
research to evidence its claims but has rarely recog-
nized the subjectivity in the representation of this 
evidence. This essay suggests an approach that embra-
ces the often circumstantial nature of ‘fi eld-based’ 
research, linking it to both the interpretive agency of 
the subject and the capacity of practices of representa-
tion to effectively evaluate, convert, and distribute 
information as knowledge. 
Keywords: architecture, knowledge, insitu, 
evidence, effects, Robert Venturi
“…we were jolted clear out of our aesthetic skins.” 
Denise Scott Brown, in reference to the effect of 
visiting Las Vegas in 1966 with Robert Venturi 
(Brownlee, 37)
Which Complexity…?
There is a single correction made to the text of 
Robert Venturi’s seminal book Complexity and Contra-
diction in Architecture in the printing of its second 
edition in 1977. In the margins of page 19, following 
the introduction to the book’s central thematic by way 
of a series of case study analyses, he notes: “I have 
visited Giovanni Michelucci’s Church of the Auto-
strada since writing these words, and I now realize it is 
an extremely beautiful and effective building. I am 
therefore sorry I made this unsympathetic comparison.” 
(Venturi, 19) This retraction does not seem like much 
more than a minor editorial revision to what is gene-
rally regarded as an epoch-defi ning work of architectu-
ral theory. Venturi, however, considered it to be of 
enough consequence to the argument that he later chose 
to include it as a footnote in the book’s second edition, 
eleven years after its original printing in 1966. What 
made Venturi change his mind? What was so effective 
about his experience of the Church of the Autostrada 
insitu? What was the intended effect of retroactively 
apologizing for what the author considered to be an 
inaccurate analysis? 
Venturi’s footnote referenced a conclusion made in 
the chapter entitled “Complexity and Contradiction vs. 
Simplifi cation or Picturesqueness.” After describing 
what he meant by “simplifi cation” with a comparison 
of two classic Modernist residences by Philip Johnson, 
he compares Michelucci’s Church of the Autostrada 
(1964) located in a highway round-about outside of 
Florence, Italy to Alvar Aalto’s Church of the Three 
Crosses (1959) located in a pine forest near Imatra, 
Finland. In this analysis, Aalto’s building was used to 
demonstrate how the author understood – and would 
advocate for – the terms “complexity” and “contradic-
tion” as positive attributes of an architectural object. In 
his attempt to resurrect the terms from their exile by 
orthodox Modernism, Venturi defi ned them as charac-
teristics in which a case of architectural expressionism 
is justifi ed so long as it is integral to the (spatial, pro-
grammatic, etc.) structure of the whole. 
Michelucci’s church was presented as an anti-thesis. 
Its “willful picturesqueness” was deemed a “false 
complexity”, as unfounded and subjective as that of 
Modernism’s “false simplicity” (Venturi, 18). This 
perceived expressionism was not the type of architectu-
ral characteristics that Venturi wanted to attribute to a 
condition of “true” complexity. As such, the Church of 
the Autostrada served as the fi rst sacrifi cial case study 
of his book – a necessary parting of the waters for 
Venturi to lay the groundwork for its thesis. Aalto’s 
church was offered as the fi rst of a selection of 
architects – Michelangelo, Hawksmoor, Sullivan, even 
Le Corbusier – and their projects to be retroactively 
cast as a case-by-case genealogy of what Venturi did 
mean by “complexity and contradiction”. While this 
critical distinction is developed in the text of the fi rst 
edition of Complexity and Contradiction in Architec-
ture, Venturi does not elaborate in the second edition as 
to the cause(s) of his change of opinion upon visiting 
the Church of the Autostrada in person. From the 
published evidence, one can only presume that the 
retraction had something to do with the two architectu-
ral characteristics that are singled out by the author in 
his footnote — that the building was “beautiful and 
effective” (Venturi, 19).
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Venturi’s usage of the terms “beautiful” and 
“effective” appears to be somewhat commonplace – 
that he simply liked how the Church of the Autostrada 
looked and that this quality corresponded with the 
attributes that he was advocating for in Complexity and 
Contradiction in Architecture. In the footnote, he refers 
to characteristics of the architectural object proper, not 
to his experience of it. Yet its presence in the text is 
evidence that something signifi cant happened between 
the object and subject insitu that had not previously 
occurred when Venturi analyzed its photographic 
representation. As such, this footnote could be taken as 
an indicator that a more complex aesthetic experience 
had become operative in Venturi’s thinking. This more 
performative usage of ‘beauty’ and ‘effects’ posits that 
the understanding of a given characteristic of the object 
itself is relational and dynamic, tied to a subjective 
response that it produces in the perceiving subject. Its 
defi nition might be construed as a conceptual construc-
tion between the architectural object and subject that 
situates normative perceptual experience as a dynamic 
set of exchanges between the two – that an effect is 
everything that the object itself is not. Architects Ben 
van Berkel and Caroline Bos describe this condition by 
saying that “effects are felt, but cannot be grasped” 
(van Berkel, Bos, 15). They are de-objectifi ed as 
ambient, immersive, virtual conditions.
Direct Effect
The notion of beauty and effects as a subjective and 
elusive quality residing beyond the material object 
proper resonates with Walter Benjamin’s assertion that 
any work of art has an aura – a unique “presence in 
time and space” (Benjamin, 220). This conditional 
specifi city stands in opposition to classical notions of 
aesthetics whereby ‘beauty’ is understood to be solely a 
characteristic of the object itself and is thus given a 
quantifi able status through a fi xed set of rules for 
representing, understanding, and producing it. In 
Musings on Atmospheres and Modernism critic Peter 
Buchanan critiques the suppression of this subjectivity, 
by suggesting that “one of Modernism’s conceptual 
problems was that its sense of reality, and so the 
authentic, was too narrowly exclusive, so that the quest 
for anything as nebulous and subjective as atmosphere 
was at odds with that of authenticity” (Buchanan, 82). 
With his concept of atmosphere, Buchanan proposes to 
fi ll the void left by Modernism’s removal of anything 
subjective or irrational from the material object by 
connecting its defi nition to one of ‘authenticity’. While 
the use and defi nition of architectural effects attempts 
to distance itself from the linguistic terms of represen-
tation, symbolism, and signifi cation associated with the 
cultural project of Post-modernism, it does seem to 
share in the intention of what Venturi’s “complexity” 
aimed to recuperate in the architectural object. This 
shift of focus towards the subjectivity of experience 
loosens relations between architecture as such and it as 
a cultural project. Aesthetic experience is instead 
situated in a complex process of co-production that 
renders ambiguous the line between the subject, the 
object, and its effects, as well as their causal relation-
ships. These architectural effects not only posit a 
difference between the object and its effects, but also 
include how those effects operate in time and space to 
construct and destabilize relations between the subject 
and object. Venturi’s footnote in Complexity and 
Contradiction in Architecture evidences this distinction. 
It points out that the effects produced by the image of 
the Church of the Autostrada appeared not to be 
equivalent to those produced by the building itself. 
Venturi’s apprehension of the Church of the Autostrada 
in pictures led to one conclusion, while the insitu 
experience led to another. His revised analysis, then, 
gives authority to the status of the insitu experience of 
architecture as a direct engagement of the object and its 
effects in the acquisition of architectural knowledge 
without the mediating fi lter of representation. 
An unmediated experience between subject and 
object represents an similarly rarifi ed form of discipli-
nary engagement for the architect in the design-to-
construction process. While it is the production of 
representations that constitute the primary work of the 
architect, a building’s materialization has been histori-
cally emeshed in the problematics of representation. 
Indeed, it has been a conventional practice of architec-
ture to use virtual techniques to access and engage 
material reality through the transformation of one into 
the other. Taken as a surrogate for the object itself, such 
representations occupy a virtual space that precedes the 
work’s materialization. The architectural critic Robin 
Evans recognized this diffi culty as the “peculiar 
disadvantage under which architects labour, never 
working directly with the object of their thought, 
always working at it through some intervening 
medium” (Evans, 156). Given such a seemingly innate 
and defi ning contradiction, it might be said that it is in 
the spaces between ideas, representations, and build-
ings that architects perform their work, engage the 
world, and materialize it. This disciplinary scheme 
prioritizes the architect’s role in orchestrating a series 
of information transfers between different mediums 
(drawings and buildings) in production. As such, the 
performance of representation is that of constructing 
communication networks and transmitting information 
between architectural objects and their intended effects 
in real space and time.
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Variations on Travel
In its well-intended desire to foster an appreciation 
of cultural phenomena, casual and mass tourism not 
only involves travel to physically visit sites, but travel 
to places in time (usually ones of historical signifi -
cance). While these practices can be productive, its 
typical presentation of reality exists as an endless 
delirium of postcards, T-shirts, video recorders, and 
self-guided audio tours. The experience is often 
designed as such. In this consumption-driven mode of 
travel, it is hard to pay attention to anything. While 
casual and mass tourism often take architecture to be 
its modus operandi, these practices are fundamentally 
different from the architect’s travel as a disciplinary 
practice. The difference is that for the architect, the 
travel experience is (presumably) a means to a discipli-
nary end – done with the intention of engaging aesthe-
tic experience and the acquisition of architectural 
knowledge. 
The disciplinary tradition of the Grand Tour fi nds 
its roots with Renaissance architects conducting 
archeological surveys of the ruins of antiquity. These 
widespread, empirically-based practices involved most 
of the major architects of the time – Brunelleschi, 
Alberti, da Sangallo, Peruzzi, etc. – and can thus be 
seen as a source for the era’s design production in 
which the subjective particulars of fi eld-based circum-
stance were converted into a basis for universal theory 
of design. In this instance, an ancient heritage is 
reconstituted via the systemic geometricization of the 
Classical language. The travel practices of nineteenth-
century English architects re-enacted this tradition and 
reoriented its historical focus towards a topological 
interest in place (Kaufman, 60). Examples reveal how 
disciplinary travel is coupled with cultural models of 
collection and consumption: John Soane’s collection of 
antiquities at his residence at Lincoln Field’s Inn as the 
architecture itself, Robert Adam’s drawing practices as 
the basis of his Neo-Palladianism. A more interpretive 
and synthetic application of these travel practices lies 
in the use of these semi-fi ctions about the past in the 
theorizing and construction of the present (and future) 
is perhaps most operative in Piranesi’s Campo Marzo 
project from 1778 in which source material is transfor-
med in the author’s imagination and becomes genera-
tive in their design work.  In each architect’s case, 
knowledge was generated thru a process beginning 
with the material artifacts observed insitu.
The privileged status of these disciplinary travel 
practices – and the direct experience involved – as a 
mode of acquiring knowledge became fully institutio-
nalized as a part of the architect’s professional educa-
tion when the Prix de Rome was initiated at the Ecole 
des Beaux Arts in Paris (Crowe/Hurtt, 9). In this 
academic model, each year’s top graduating student 
was awarded a government-funded fellowship to travel 
and study the Ancient monuments. This prize organized 
the architect’s collection and documentation of evi-
dence from the fi eld within a formal educational 
process. Architect Henri Labrouste’s Prix de Rome 
‘in-living-color’ reconstruction of the temples of 
Paestum and its implicit anti-establishment criticism 
offers a particularly interesting case with regards to the 
objectivity of his insitu research and its subsequent 
application. For his fi nal student project, Labrouste did 
not represent the temples in a manner deemed ‘correct’ 
by the academy, but instead as he discovered them to 
be on site through his own insitu observation and 
analysis. His ‘mis-representation’ to the academy 
shows that a crisis of representation is a crisis of 
authenticity. The breakdown of the Ecole des Beaux 
Arts system, at the institutional level, corresponded 
with the rise of Modernism. In “Visual Notes and the 
Acquisition of Architectural Knowledge”, Norman 
Crowe and Steven Hurtt suggest that the disassociation 
of drawing (in general) from architectural education 
came from a perceived diffi culty in evaluating such 
practices objectively (Crowe/Hurtt, 10). While there 
remains a residue of this institutional authority within 
architect’s travel tradition in the form of university 
foreign study programs and fellowships (semester-long 
study abroad, summer programs, individually awarded, 
etc.), self-initiated architectural travel still serves as an 
important learning venue for many architects and 
students. The formative experience of travel and the 
synthetic dimensions of such experiences on architec-
tural production are evident in even a cursory survey of 
notable architects from the twentieth century: Le 
Corbusier’s sketches of the Parthenon, Erich Mendel-
sohn’s photography of industrial structures in ‘Ame-
rika,’ Louis Kahn’s pastels of the Egyptian pyramids, 
Aldo Van Eyck’s fi eld studies of vernacular in Mali, to 
name a few. Robert Venturi’s own educational process 
included such an experience. The Rome Prize fellow-
ship gave him the opportunity to try his hand at the 
Grand Tour and it is worth noting here that these 
experiences served as much of the raw material for 
Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture.
Of particular interest to the issue of the ‘expected’ 
travel experiences is Rem Koolhaas’ essay “Field Trip” 
in which he recounts research done to fulfi ll academic 
requirements as a student in 1971. Instead of following 
the typical Grand Tour itinerary of historical monu-
ments, Koolhaas went to fi nd architecture in the Berlin 
Wall. It was a purposeful and polemical choice of 
place. Purposeful because Berlin was ‘known’ (as a 
major European city) and polemical because of how 
the city had been rendered ‘foreign’ as a divided city of 
the Cold War era. In the essay, he describes the “shock” 
of experiencing the architectural object and its effects 
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insitu: “My fi rst impression in the hot August weather: 
the city seems almost completely abandoned, as empty 
as I always imagined the other side to be. Other shock: 
it is not East Berlin that is imprisoned, but the West, 
the ‘open society.’” (Koolhaas, 216) Mentioning along 
the way the wall’s peculiar beauty and deadly effects, 
he concludes that “this was a fi eld trip that spoiled the 
charms of the fi eld; tourism that left a kind of scorched 
earth. It was as if I had come eye to eye with architec-
ture’s true nature.” (Koolhaas, 222)
As with the case of Koolhaas’s Berlin Wall, the 
authenticity typically ascribed to the traveling mode of 
acquiring architectural knowledge is a function of it as 
the experience of the reality – of the object and its 
effects – and its verifi ability insitu. Following from the 
notion that knowledge comes from experience, 
architectural travel is a process that has its basis in the 
logic of scientifi c method and thus places a high value 
on empirical evidence. This evidence is subjective in 
the sense that it is based on the specifi c circumstances 
surrounding its acquisition (i.e. Berlin’s weather), but 
while it is not an indexing of universal truth, its use as 
evidence does make claims for objectivity vis a vis the 
authenticity of its author’s engagement with the real – a 
specifi c moment in time and space. 
Media Matters
In the essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mecha-
nical Reproduction”, Walter Benjamin suggests that a 
particular frame of mind is necessary in order to fully 
appreciate architecture insitu. He states: “Architecture 
has always represented the prototype of a work of art 
the reception of which is consummated by a collecti-
vity in a state of distraction.”(Benjamin, 239) Benjamin 
expands upon this to include the operative terms of this 
mode of attention: 
“Buildings are appropriated in a twofold manner: 
by use and by perception – or rather, by touch and 
sight. Such appropriation cannot be understood in 
terms of the attentive concentration of a tourist before a 
famous building. On the tactile side there is no counter-
part to contemplation on the optical side. Tactile 
appropriation is accomplished not so much by attention 
as by habit. As regards architecture, habit determines to 
a large extent even optical reception. The latter, too, 
occurs much less through rapt attention than by noti-
cing the object in incidental fashion. This mode of 
appropriation, developed with reference to architecture, 
in certain circumstances acquires canonical value.” 
(Benjamin, 214).
Do either of these modes – use or perception – 
whether habitual or not, constitute a means for achiev-
ing aesthetic experience for the traveling architect? If 
this experience requires a certain degree of familiarity 
with the object that is not based upon its representation, 
then the answer would seem to be ‘no’. Even though 
one could suppose, given a disciplinary interest, that 
the architect would pay attention insitu, how can this 
happen within the transient and limited time of the 
traveler? It seems that the disciplinary practice of 
architectural travel might reframe the terms of ‘approp-
riation’ for the architect as a function of time, of its 
duration and of its frequency. In that it requires the 
subject’s time, it also requires the subject’s attention. 
Representation is a central feature of architectural 
travel practices. The coupling of travel and representa-
tion has historically utilized drawing as a mode of 
inquiry and research to distinguish these practices as 
‘disciplinary’. Here it would be useful to expand upon 
a previous distinction made in this essay between the 
activities of specifi cally going to see a building as an 
architectural object instead of its engagement in 
everyday perceptual experience. The architect draws 
insitu not so much as to represent, but as to know. 
Thus, the analytical processes of representation serve 
as a means to a synthetic, interpretive end. Le Corbu-
sier eloquently, if romantically, articulated this position: 
“When one travel and works with visual things – archi-
tecture, painting, or sculpture – one uses one’s eyes and 
draws, so as to fi x deep down in one’s experience what 
is seen. Once the impression has been recorded by the 
pencil, it stays for good, entered, registered, inscribed… 
Inventing, creating, one’s whole being is drawn into 
action, and it is this action that counts. Others stood 
different – but you saw.” (Le Corbusier)
It is the immersive potential of drawing described 
here that can become operative in the context of direct 
experience as an analogous form of occupancy within 
the space of representation. This sensibility is echoed 
by architect Enric Miralles in “Things Seen to the Left 
and to the Right (Without Glasses),” in which he 
recognized the instrumentality of this mode of attention 
in the acquisition of architectural knowledge insitu: “To 
not know what one draws – or thinks – nor how one 
draws – or thinks. Instead we enter it.” (Miralles, 91)
It is this use of the term ‘drawing’ that repositions 
it as a dynamic, performative activity with extraordi-
nary potential to remap the cognitive relations between 
an architectural object and subject. The diffi culty in 
translating this experience into the terms of representa-
tion is not an easy task practically or psychologically, 
but it is a process that opens up to the subject the full 
range of effects produced by the architectural object. 
The effect of this process has potential to direct and 
channel this fl ow. In this mediated exchange, the 
duration and intensity of the subject’s time spent 
drawing, can co-produce the object’s ‘effects’. In a 
strange twist of this architectural plot, the more fi ction 
that is produced through this process, the closer reality 
is approximated. Another way to say this is that the 
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more one knows of a building’s physical reality – the 
fi ssures and traces of its material production – the more 
one understands the nature of the fi ctions that it enables 
and how they too were fabricated. 
Conclusion
The effect of drawing, as a disciplinary mode of 
engaging the architectural object while traveling, 
allows the subject to participate in this kind of fi ction 
about the building in lieu of actually engaging it 
habitually as a user. It is this potential of drawing while 
traveling that might be offered as a form of shock 
treatment for the type of direct experience-turned-epi-
phany that Robert Venturi had when he visited the 
Church of the Autostrada. In our endeavors to create a 
new conceptual territory for such research, it is import-
ant to recognize that – for better and for worse – there 
is rarely a one-to-one co-relation between an architec-
tural object and its representation. The exploration of 
such a latent paradox – one that engages the architectu-
ral object as a co-production of direct experience insitu 
and its mediated image – is ever-more-so relevant in 
contemporary culture as our collective experience is 
increasingly a composite of virtual and material terms. 
In the photographic credits of Complexity and 
Contradiction in Architecture twelve out of 253 images 
are credited to the author. Out of these twelve, fi ve 
sketches appear to have been produced by the author 
insitu. Is this evidence of his travel and the authenticity 
of his knowledge? On the whole, the reader is left to 
speculate on the possibility that out of over 200 build-
ings offered as evidence of the book’s reformulated use 
of the term ‘complexity’, it is possible that the author 
did not travel to, or draw, any more than a handful of 
them. While this speculation is probably a bit oversta-
ted, it is not intended to pass judgment. It is, however, 
intended as a suggestion that Venturi’s acknowledge-
ment of his “reverse epiphany” at the Church of the 
Autostrada might serve as a platform for a more 
expansive questioning of the sources of architectural 
knowledge and the means of its acquisition insitu.
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J.-H. Fragonard, Le verrou 
(The Bolt), c. 1778
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Abstract
If we wish to study the architecture of a particular 
period in history, we must not overlook the insight 
given into it by contemporary literature or art. This is 
particularly true when the architecture itself features 
unreal elements or fi ctions, elaborated in space as if 
they were stories made not of words but constructed 
forms. This is the case of eighteenth-century French 
architecture so often conceived of as a theatre stage 
upon which aristocrats lived out their lives, whilst the 
more prosaic facets of their existence took place in the 
wings. Addressing eighteenth-century French architec-
ture from the viewpoint of the literature of that period, 
this paper aims to reveal the relationships between 
literary fi ction and the imaginary or deceptive nature of 
architectural space.
Keywords: libertine literature, gallant painting, 
eighteenth-century, French architecture
1
Regardless of its type – a literary text, a work of art 
or a play performed on stage – the ultimate aim of 
fi ction is the credibility of its subject, for, by defi nition, 
fi ction is intended “to convey something not true.” 
Fiction is proof of a deception and consequently an 
inherent element of art. Not for nothing have some 
authors associated its decline with the “decay of lying” 
[Wilde 2000]. Unlike undeniable, scientifi c principles, 
art aims to “make people believe.” Its realm is not that 
of demonstrating the truth but of evoking things 
credible. Knowing there is no need to say or show 
everything in order for people to understand, artists 
employ their resources to stimulate the beholder’s 
imagination.
This being the case of literature, painting and 
drama, one wonders if architecture might involve a 
similar type of fi ction too. Weighed down by imperati-
ves of function and construction, there seems to be 
little room for illusion.
However, a theatre’s stage is basically an architec-
tural space. What is more, at certain times in history, 
the house or household where certain people led their 
everyday life was conceived of as a sort of stage where, 
far from behaving naturally, individuals acted out roles 
assigned to them by a theatricalised society. And in this 
“theatre of the world” [Denon 1995, 61] what mattered 
was not so much their identity as subjects as their 
participation as characters in the fabric of society 
[Armiño 2009, 15]. This was the case of French society 
during the Ancien Régime and its architecture too: a 
fi ction that was in itself a new art form, the “endless 
mechanical manipulation of space” [Vidler 1995, 15].
The literature and architecture of eighteenth-cen-
tury France were very closely interwoven. There can be 
no doubt that literature fl ourished in that century 
although the art of the novel was still regarded as a 
subgenre. Aristocratic society preferred the short story, 
libertine or erotic novels. Reams of memoires and 
letters were written, that convey to us the customs of 
that time. Many authors subsequently resorted to 
architecture as an excuse for inventing a literary fi ction. 
The descriptions they give us of French architecture in 
the Age of Enlightenment are more often than not 
based on anecdotes, and yet they usually conceal truths 
of a more profound nature within. As “light arts” [Gall 
and Gall 1953, 11] painting and literature (and possibly 
architecture too) are underpinned by truths hidden 
behind their deceptive appearance.  
But what was the role of architecture in literary 
fi ction? According to César Aira, in any of those 
eighteenth-century tales, “the descriptions of settings 
served merely to conceal secret gateways to the un-
known. What lies beyond must be invented, and this is 
the raison d’être of fi ction” [Aira 2004, 58]. Architec-
ture is resorted to, as we shall see, to “give the imagina-
tion a fresh impetus” [Denon 1995, 35]. An undeniably 
effective resource for the French art of distribution was 
a medley of artifi ces linking it to the theatre: things 
happening in full view of everyone were just as import-
ant as what went on behind the scenes in the intricate 
networks of hideaways to be found in any hôtel parti-
culier of that period. It was in fact there, amongst the 
intricacies of architectural plans that the real drama or 
“essential intrigue” took place [Perrot 1989, 119]. 
2
As Madame de Hausset, Madame de Pompadour’s 
maid, tells us in her memoires, “leisure-bound” 
[Armiño 2009, 30] aristocracy was particularly fond of 
society theatres and the plays performed in their 
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cabinets [Lence 2007, 94; Gall and Gall 1953, 39-40]. 
The apartment of king Louis XV’s favourite in 
Versailles can justifi ably be compared with a theatre 
device: a series of luxurious, interconnected chambers 
running the length of a long, rear corridor duplicated 
on the mezzanine level and forming the back of the 
stage. 
A narrow staircase built inside the wall linked the 
chambers of the king’s favourite to his petit apparte-
ment, although he had another, far more theatrical way 
of descending to the ground fl oor of his palace in 
search of pleasure: a chaise volante or “fl ying chair”, 
an ingenious contraption fi tted with a pulley and 
counterweight more at home in an opera than a royal 
household. It appears in the plan of Madame de 
Pompadour’s apartment next to one of the inner patios. 
It is unusual to fi nd such a detailed drawing of the 
mezzanines where the servants used to live. Studying 
these plans seems rather indiscreet, as if we were 
delving into the marchioness’s private life whilst 
studying the secrets of her apartment. In addition, these 
plans leave no doubt as to the inventiveness of the 
architect, a stage designer working simultaneously on 
the magnifi cent sets and hidden mechanisms of the 
apartments as if they were two sides of the same coin.
Félicia, the famous main character in Andréa de 
Nerciat’s work (1775), describes very similar devices 
in Sir Sydney’s house, designed purely for pleasure. 
She is reluctant to publish the layout because the 
“architect asked her not to so that no one could copy 
something he had taken so long to invent” and also 
because “she thought it was pointless to reveal these 
secrets to people who might misuse them”. She 
nonetheless admits that anyone of suffi cient means to 
afford such superfl uities would have no trouble fi nding 
an artist to design them [Nerciat 1977, 211-212].
Indeed, Nerciat’s entire tale seems to revolve 
around the “mysteries of the two mezzanines” in Sir 
Sydney’s house [Nerciat 1977, 220]. Hence one fi ction, 
of the literary type, is underpinned by another, no less 
deceptive type: architecture. Although the chaise 
volante mechanism is merely an anecdote in Nerciat’s 
text, the mention of the mezzanines is undoubtedly 
more signifi cant for no theoretician of the architecture 
of that period fails to mention the role of such mezzani-
nes in the homes of high society.
In his story La petite maison (1758) Jean-François 
de Bastide also mentions the “mysterious mezzanines” 
reached via hidden staircases [Bastide 2004, 27]. 
Although in his story the purpose of this space nestling 
discreetly between two fl oors is merely evocative, its 
use was in fact far more prosaic, that is to give the 
smallest rooms suffi cient ceiling height, or to increase 
the size of the servants’ quarters and the less formal 
rooms used by the nobility. It is, however, this effective 
translation of real architecture to literary texts that 
enables us to glimpse certain spatial attributes not 
visible in the theoretical writings of D’Aviler, Blondel, 
Briseux, Laugier, etc.
Bastide’s tale is generously sprinkled with referen-
ces to architecture, to the extent that it may be conside-
red to be a singular combination of two genres: an 
erotic novel and a treatise on architecture [Vidler 1995, 
9]. As Louise Pelletier points out in her comparison of 
Bastide’s tale and Le génie de l’architecture (1780) by 
Le Camus de Mézières, the two works focus on the 
most unintentional aspects of architecture, i.e. the 
episodes paving the way for analogies with the theatre 
[Pelletier 2006, 155-168]. The table machinée in the 
dining room, the dramatic use of lighting, the concert 
given by musicians in a secret corridor behind a thin 
wall, are all evidence that certain devices used in the 
architecture of that period were inspired by the theatre 
[El-Khoury 1995, 30; Aira 2004, 76; Pelletier 2006, 
159].
3
We would now, however, like to address not so 
much this analogy with the theatre or opera as the 
structural aspect of Bastide’s text. To what extent does 
the structure of the tale implicitly describe the structure 
of the house? The marquis of Trémicour leads his guest 
Mélite through a series of chambers running further 
and further inwards from the sober lobby. The rooms 
get smaller, more private and lavishly decorated but 
Mélite may leave at any time, fearing for her virtue. 
The route taken ends not, as one would expect, at the 
heart of the house but unexpectedly “on an edge, 
almost on the outside” [Aira 2004, 77]. The characters 
seem to move through the house along a spiral whose 
very centre is a vanishing point. The cadence of the 
narrative itself recalls this spatial arrangement. But is 
this not, in fact, the layout typical of apartments of that 
period? It must be said that this “gradation” from more 
public to more private rooms was commonplace 
[Pelletier 2006, 161-163]. Furthermore, the route 
tended to coil around itself, metaphorically at least, 
with each turn implying another stage of intimacy. 
Finally, the dégagements or passageways (featuring 
escape routes or false doors) ensured a discreet exit at 
any time, something which, it must be said, never 
occurred in the case of Mélite.
The use of such passageways – designed for the 
strictly utilitarian purpose of enabling servants to move 
around – for reasons of pleasure, is mentioned several 
times in Choderlos de Laclos’s famous novel Les 
Liaisons dangereuses (Dangerous Liaisons)  (1782) in 
which an intricate distribution provides the backdrop 
for the fabric of intrigue woven by the leading charac-
ters. For example, when arranging to meet a gentleman 
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by the name of Danceny one night, Cécile de Volanges 
couched her instructions in the following terms: “The 
doorman said that when you wish to visit like this, you 
should knock at his window instead of at the door, and 
he will immediately let you in; you will then see the 
narrow staircase, and since you will be unable to bring 
a light, I will leave the door of my room ajar which will 
always cast a little light. Take great care to make no 
noise near my mother’s little door. Don’t worry near 
the maid’s door, she has promised not to wake up; and 
she’s a good lass too. When leaving you must do 
exactly the same. Now we’ll just have to wait and see 
if you come” [Choderlos de Laclos 2002, 355].
4
If Laclos had drawn the plan of this house, it would 
have closely resembled those used by the famous 
professor of architecture, Jacques-François Blondel, to 
illustrate his distribution classes. The place the bed 
occupied in the bedrooms was very often the actual and 
symbolic destination of the passageways like the one 
Cécile de Volanges advised her lover to use to reach 
her chambers secretly in the dead of night. Winding 
passages, secret staircases and wardrobes, where maids 
party to the intrigues slept, were all part of these 
cascades of places tucked away out of sight within the 
thickness of the walls. 
Many eighteenth-century tales like this one use 
Blondel’s architecture as a setting. As a result, the art 
of distribution gradually crept into the libertine novel, 
endowing it with a structure and effective counterpoint 
to the anecdote. This is what happened in one of the 
most famous tales of this genre too, Vivant Denon’s 
Point de lendemain (1777). The setting is a château far 
removed from the great city where preparations are 
under way for the reconciliation of Madame de T. and 
her husband. Madame de T. takes the young leading 
character there and seduces him after her husband 
retires to his apartment after dinner. The garden 
pavilion or the boudoir in the château where their 
pleasurable encounters take place are paradigmatic 
cases of architectonic spaces theatricalised by a host of 
artifi ces such as the slide the couple hurtles down from 
the sumptuous boudoir in a “new sanctuary” to land 
“softly on a pile of cushions”. The spell is fi nally 
broken when a confi dant warns them that day is 
dawning. “Everything vanished, as quickly as a dream 
when one awakes”, admits the young man. He wanted 
to go to his chambers but wondered, “How will I fi nd 
them? Any information would give me away, any 
mistake would be a faux pas” [Denon 1995, 56-57].
5
It is clear that this impromptu lover was not 
familiar with the location of his rooms in the château of 
the cuckolded husband. In fact, he admits to be “wan-
dering around in a labyrinth” [Denon 1995, 52]. Had 
there been a recognisable system of circulation such as, 
for example, a corridor like those Briseux designed for 
his country houses, one may suppose that the young 
man would not have got lost. Blondel detested corri-
dors and championed a different system of circulation 
based on enfi lades and discreet escape routes along 
hidden passages and staircases. This is undoubtedly 
what Vivant Denon had in mind for the château of the 
cuckolded husband: a layout in which the desired 
destination could be found by merely entrusting oneself 
to fate. As one might expect, the young man fi nally 
happens upon his chambers purely by chance, “we 
found them by chance as we walked along” [Denon 
1995, 61].
If we take a look at the plans these authors set forth 
in their treatises and compare them with the descrip-
tions in literary texts, we will inevitably be rather 
disappointed to fi nd little more than an empty, rather 
lifeless scene. The architects’ plans and comments lack 
the fi gure that would breathe meaning into the distribu-
tion: the leading character in the libertine novels by 
their contemporaries. In comparison with dry treatises 
on architecture, writings by the likes of Bastide, Laclos 
and Denon are an expression of life, an interwoven 
sequence of moments and fl eeting scenes snatched out 
of the air by a pen well-versed in portraying the 
licentious customs of their times.
Is this not precisely what the painter Jean-Honoré 
Fragonard achieves in his painting Le Verrou (The 
Bolt) (c. 1778)? A painting that depicts a fl eeting 
moment, the portrayal of a relationship with “no 
future”, like the libertine episodes of that period [Gall 
and Gall 1953, 206; Lence 2007, 102]. Once again the 
architectural setting is intended to stimulate the 
beholder’s imagination. The bolt symbolises the lady’s 
resistance and tells us that the lovers are in a hideaway 
behind a wall that silences their adventure. Like 
libertine literature, Fragonard’s rapturous gesture 
rounds off Blondel’s minute descriptions. Together, 
the writer, the painter and the architect document the 
life and architecture of an entire period in history.
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Zusammenfassung (dt.)
Dieser Beitrag widmet sich einem Aspekt innerhalb 
des großen Korpus’ zum architektonischen Wissen – 
jenem der Zugänglichmachung und Vermittlung von 
Wissen über die Form des (Fach-)Lexikons. Es sind die 
Ideen der Anordnung und der Systematisierung von 
Wissensbeständen, die hier angesprochen sind. Ange-
sichts solcher Ordnungssysteme lässt sich die These 
verfolgen, dass damit nicht nur ein gesamter Wissens-
bestand neu festgeschrieben, sondern auch in der 
literarischen Neu(an)ordnung der Gegenstand selbst 
und dessen Eigensicht materiell veränderbar ist.
Von dieser Behauptung ausgehend wird ein bedeu-
tendes deutsches Nachschlagewerk zur Baukunst 
betrachtet, das nichts weniger zum Ziel hatte, als eine 
neue Gesamtsicht der Baukunst in einem der „Zeit 
entsprechenden“ lexikalischen Werk zu publizieren: 
Wasmuths Lexikon der Baukunst in fünf Bänden von 
1929–32 und 1937.
Welche Fragen sind an ein solches publizistisches 
Vorhaben des frühen 20. Jahrhunderts zu stellen? Was 
war die Welt, die hier nach dem ABC geordnet wurde? 
Wo bestand sie aus Sammlung, aus Synthese und wo 
aus Neuordnung? Wie ist hier überhaupt der Gegen-
stand, die Baukunst, in seiner Gesamtheit begriffen?
Keywords: architecture, classifi cation system, 
dictionary, encyclopaedia, knowledge, Wasmuths 
Lexikon der Baukunst
Introduction
“Architecture; […] l’art de bâtir suivant des 
proportions & des règles déterminées.” – is the succinct 
and at the same time determining fi rst sentence under 
the header “Architecture” in Quatremère de Quincy’s 
dictionary of the art of building, which was published 
in the series Encyclopédie méthodique from 1788 
onward. This reference book was laid out to categorize 
the entire area of the art of building before 1800, but it 
also contained one single entry under the keyword 
“Architecture”. The latter, astonishingly, was spread 
over 19 pages (fi gs. 1.1 and 1.2).
The ‘lexical appearance’ of architecture within this 
kind of media – I am talking here about a dictionary of 
the art of building in the closest sense, and not about 
any other reference books within the discipline – seems 
to be in itself already a truly ‘encyclopaedic’ matter. I 
would like to stress this fact with this fi rst marginal 
remark.
Given the fact that there are many different aspects 
within this topic to be discussed, the critical question is 
which ones to select. First, I would like to refer to the 
encyclopaedia as a means of collecting and indexing 
within architecture. Second, I would like to seize an 
argument of Sylvia Lavin’s [Lavin 1994] who claims, 
while closely investigating Quatremère de Quincy’s 
encyclopaedia, that dictionaries (of architecture) are 
not only able to re-establish a whole body of know-
ledge, but can also change the subject matter and its 
self-understanding substantially by the literary re-clas-
sifi cation. Subsequently, I will introduce another 
encyclopaedia of building, which with its release from 
1929 was striving again for a complete view of the art 
of building: the lexical work of the Berlin publishing 
house of Ernst Wasmuth (fi g. 2).
Architecture and encyclopaedia
The relationship between architecture and ‘lexica-
lity’ shall here be considered from the following three 
points of view: First, the concept of the dictionary as a 
print medium that tries to index a complex individual 
science; by doing so, we need to keep in mind its 
classifi cation parameters.
For historical dictionaries of architecture from the 
early modern to the modern period, e.g. Penther’s 
Lexicon Architectonicum, or Stieglitz’ Encyklopädie 
der bürgerlichen Baukunst, or Viollet-le-Ducs’ Diction-
naire raisonné, it is necessary to ask primarily for the 
defi nition of the subject matter of architecture, the art 
of building (fi gs. 3.1 and 3.2). What does this mean? Is 
it described as an art above all arts, or as art among the 
arts? Is it described as an individual or as a universal 
science? Apart from this, what is about the order and 
categorization of this particular art in itself?
In any case, the idea of the encyclopaedia in its 
original sense – as a totality of knowledge, or as a 
presentation of the “structure and context of human 
knowledge” [d’Albembert 1751/1989, 12] – as a 
fundamental compendium, is no longer valid in moder-
nity. It has become more of an “instrument of know-
ledge transfer”, a ‘search engine’: “The encyclopaedia 
is a work that is less following programs than respon-
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ding to practices.” [Schneider 2008, 246, 249]
It is no coincidence that the research on the pheno-
menon of the encyclopaedia is often more interested in 
its particular character as an instrument rather than in 
its actual content. Still, the ‘art of giving order’ to 
knowledge and its history has some miraculous examp-
les in store, such as systems of classifi cation that are 
based on “knowledge trees”, “memory palaces” or on 
chronological orders [Schneider 2008, 245f.].
By contrast, the system that seemed to be more 
appropriate to search, select and link knowledge, 
appearing as a ‘conceptually proportioned’ word 
sequence, was and is the plausible, because necessarily 
compulsory ABC. This classifi cation system is regar-
ded as objective. Subsequently, we will therefore also 
have to ask ourselves what was intended and achieved, 
and what remained hidden by the alphabetic order, 
using the example of Wasmuths Lexikon der Baukunst 
(Wasmuth’s dictionary of the art of building).
But before we will do that, some remarks on the 
previously mentioned possibilities of how to alterna-
tively approach the topic of architecture and encyclopa-
edia: Gerd de Bruyn for instance states that architecture 
in its own true substance is an encyclopaedic art and 
science [de Bruyn 2008, 16f.]. He refers to the 
architects and scientists of the Renaissance, who 
supposedly had carried all the knowledge of their 
world. However, the modern world is characterized by 
specialisation so that we can only face a fractured 
universe. Without access to universal knowledge, one 
can only see the ‘encyclopaedic’ in architecture, the 
great order, in small units.
One question remains: What about all the attempts 
– also in modern architecture – if not to produce a 
harmonia mundi, then at least to establish a totality that 
is comprehensible at the level of printed encyclopae-
dia? In addition to that, by taking the idea of ‘lexica-
lity’ literally, one can have a look at examples, which 
were transforming the ABC into buildings (fi gs. 4.1 
and 4.2); e.g. Steingruber’s ideal design for a built 
sequence of letters all the way to Libeskind’s “Aleph” 
project (fi g. 5), the connection between architecture 
and letters, between geometry and superimposed 
meaning, has been a source of fascination [Steingruber 
1773; Oechslin 1982; Katti 1998].
Writing and classifying 
– the construction of knowledge
We all know of the reference in Foucault’s Order of 
Things to Borges’s story of the Chinese encyclopaedia, 
which classifi es animals according to a system distin-
guishing between those “belonging to the emperor” and 
those “going astray” [Borges 1992, 116]. The manner 
in which Borges demonstrates that every system of 
categories for the classifi cation of the universe can be 
arbitrary, Foucault takes as a starting point for his 
revolutionary way to think categories for giving order 
[Foucault 1966/2008, 17ff.]. Nonetheless, the encyclo-
paedia, regardless of how the knowledge is arranged, 
has the power to “constitute reality”. It provides order 
to a fi eld of knowledge not only through language, but 
also in substance [Schneider 2008, 251].
As a challenge more than as a solution to this vast 
array of questions, I will now take a closer look at one 
of the countless reference books on the art of building: 
Wasmuths Lexikon der Baukunst. This work of fi ve 
volumes was edited between 1929 and 1937. The fi rst 
four volumes appeared in rapid succession. The 
appendix volume was added under radically altered 
political and intellectual circumstances. Every volume 
comprises 600 to 750 pages and contains hundreds of 
images, some in colour, in excellent quality (fi gs. 6.1 
and 6.2).
The content is distributed in a slightly uneven 
manner, from A-Byz, C-Gyp, H-Ozo, P-Zyp. Possibly 
the editors intended much more than they were actually 
able to perform in the process of editing – a typical 
problem of the immense task of a dictionary. In any 
case, as the editor Günther Wasmuth writes in the 
preface to the fi rst volume: 
“The fact that there has been no alphabetical 
reference book of the art of building for many years, let 
us conceive of the plan to try to create a comprehensive 
dictionary of the art of building that matches the 
requirements of its time, which provides quick and 
secure orientation to the user in all crucial issues of his 
profession. Because of the abundance of the constantly 
increasing technical innovations und the progress in all 
areas of the building industry, it is impossible that 
every word and every technical term is always up to 
date and clear to understand [...].” [Wasmuth 1929].
This dictionary intended to master practice, theory, 
history, teachings on form, aesthetics of the art of 
building, the most important building monuments (all 
over the world), biographies of architects of the past 
and present, construction techniques, the science of 
building materials, latest products and processes, the 
building industry, building codes, manufacturers’ 
instructions, questions regarding town planning, 
statistical evidence and housing as the booming 
building task of its time. A huge array, tailored to the 
sphere of interest of the modern practicing architect. 
Moreover, it was the attempt to reunite a rapidly 
expanding fi eld that continued to split into specialised 
areas, into a harmonizing unity. Would such an enor-
mous endeavour ever be successful?
If so, how do we evaluate such an achievement, 
considering that the enormous growth of the fi eld of 
publications for architects since the end of the nine-
teenth century well into the 1920s was its point of 
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departure? Every day architects faced the task to 
choose for their day-to-day building practice from a 
huge market of new building materials and building 
elements which itself could hardly be surveyed. They 
had to choose between modern and counter-modern 
propaganda on one side and, on the other, they were 
confronted with amounts of information provided by 
trade fairs, great exhibitions and piles of books (fi g. 7).
Apart from this, prefaces in dictionaries mostly 
formulate noble intentions, but hardly give any inform-
ation as to how the collection of knowledge has been 
accomplished in terms of material and detail [Schneider 
2008, 248]. The list of collaborators on Wasmuth’s fi rst 
volume at least identifi es the different areas of the 
dictionary and suggests that the knowledge was 
brought together by about seventy notable national and 
international writers. Among them: an expert for 
mechanical engineering in a building company, a 
director of an aquarium, a lawyer, a land reformer, 
professors of architecture from technical colleges, an 
expert for the building of motorways, and many more. 
All of them worked under the editorial superintendence 
of the architect, author and architectural theoretician 
Leo Adler (1891–1962). Adler studied under Cornelius 
Gurlitt in Dresden, where he received his doctoral 
degree in 1920. Thus, he was equipped with a solid 
background in the history of building. Starting in 1927, 
he gained experience in the editorial offi ce of Was-
muths Monatshefte für Baukunst and proved to be an 
excellent writer. Furthermore his book Vom Wesen der 
Baukunst, which was to be understood as an “attempt 
of laying the foundation for the science of architec-
ture”, was published in 1926 (fi g. 8).
Günther Wasmuth’s preface thankfully gives some 
indication of what the reader and searcher can expect 
of this work: a hybrid dictionary that places facts next 
to hypotheses. The former with the postulated objectiv-
ity appropriate to a dictionary; the latter labelled by 
name and sometimes, depending on the author, excessi-
vely expanded. Written in the fi rst-person and intended 
to as pointed remarks, thesy were inserted into the 
fi xed order of the ABC. The body of facts thus incorpo-
rates the hypotheses.
Because of their principle of representation across 
disciplines, encyclopaedias of mixed content [Schnei-
der 2008, 248] are usually organized in alphabetical 
order. However, what happens when a dictionary of 
building is ordered from A to Z? Does it not follow the 
categories of a single discipline? Or was the world of 
building in 1930 already so diversifi ed that one could 
no longer talk of one discipline, but rather was forced 
to impose the order of the ABC to again produce a 
totality? (fi gs. 9.1 and 9.2)?
The reviewers of the fi rst volume of the dictionary 
appeared to be pleased with the publication. Gustav 
Lampmann wrote in the Zentralblatt der Bauverwal-
tung that the dictionary meets the standards of the 
factual and professional content in the area of modern 
building materials and techniques (the manufacturers’ 
notices were not so much understood as indispensable 
advertisements, but rather as a useful directory). The 
articles published under a specifi c heading by special-
ists were deemed acceptable due to “the incisiveness of 
the investigation in the individual case”. Because of 
that, Lampmann criticized the imbalance in the taxo-
nomy of the material’s distribution and the lexical 
conciseness. He called this “a picking apart of doctri-
nes”, straining the average reader. This is where he also 
seems to recognize the hypothetical nature of the 
collection [Lampmann 1930, 263]. Further on, Lamp-
mann sums up: An “excellent reference book” – of the 
upmarket price range – that due to its orientation 
towards architects was, however, below standard in the 
articles on civil engineering. This fact reveals the well-
known problem of defi ning and limiting the scope of 
modern architecture in which civil engineers would 
repeatedly claim their role, especially in the avant-
garde.
Even in the 1960’s, Leonardo Benevolo still 
understands Wasmuths Lexikon der Baukunst as a 
remarkable attempt at integrating the countless publica-
tions and positions of the modern movement into the 
traditional writing of history. He describes it as the 
“grafting of a new experience onto a traditional trunk” 
[Benevolo 1994, vol. 2, 517]. And even in 2000, in a 
critical afterword to Leo Adler’s Vom Wesen der 
Baukunst, Martin Kieren considers the dictionary to be 
useful up to the present day, “in this form and content 
an unrivalled compendium” [Adler/Kieren 1926/2000, 
17]. In fact, today’s reader can use it only to refer to 
history: use the dictionary as a knowledge device that, 
in an animated fashion, is capable of communicating 
the building world of 1930 even today (fi g. 10).
Skimming through
Briefl y, I would like to browse through the diction-
ary and select some keywords in order to demonstrate 
what a dictionary of building can ask and achieve; in 
terms of content, with regard to its ideas and concern-
ing its instrumentality.
The two volumes of Wasmuth’s dictionary from 
1929 and 1937 start with “Aachen”. In comparison, 
Pevsner’s reference book Weltarchitektur, published 
more than thirty years later, starts with the keyword 
“Aalto”. Wasmuth does not yet know “Aalto”, not until 
the additional volume of 1937 when the architect 
appears under “Finland”. In any case “Aachen” seems 
to prepare the solid base for a history of building to a 
much better degree. Just as well as with the keyword 
“Zypern” one has found a fi rm ground for the end of a 
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classifi cation of knowledge that strongly refers to the 
history of building.
The keyword “Architektur” (architecture) itself is 
embedded between “Architekt” (architect), “Architek-
tenkammern”, (professional associations of architects) 
“-vereine” (architects’ clubs), “-vergütung” (architects’ 
fee structure) ... following “Architektur-Ästhetik” 
(architectural aesthetics), “Architektur-Bibliographie” 
(architectural bibliography), “Architekturbüro” (archi-
tecture offi ce)... “-psychologie” (-psychology), “-sozio-
logie” (-sociology), and to fi nish this group of terms 
“Architektur-Theorie” (architecture theory) and 
“-wissenschaft” (-science). The taxonomy alone, 
meaning the linguistic classifi cation, would be worth 
an investigation [Wasmuth 1929, 171ff.].
The entry listed under “Architektur” is of medium 
length and is equated by Adler – who wrote almost all 
entries around “Architektur” himself – with “Baukunst” 
(art of building). He sees the former term nearly 
replaced by the latter. Hence, their defi nition out of 
history and within the construction of a continuous 
historical tradition seems evident. Even more so since 
the link to the term “Baukunst”, written again by Adler, 
contains a much longer entry with remarks to his 
Wesen der Baukunst [Wasmuth 1929, 39ff.]. Closer to 
the present, even though well grounded in history, is 
the entry on the “Architekt”. He is among other things 
a legal entity, a “Bauanwalt” (building lawyer), to be 
organized in associations, a “Baugläubiger” (building 
creditor), etc. – and therefore understood and described 
as a modern service provider [Wasmuth 1929, 169ff.].
Let us get to the particularity of the very personal 
opinions of the experts in Wasmuths Lexikon der Bau-
kunst. The building director of Cologne Adolf Abel for 
instance presented his view on “Ausstellungsgebäude, 
dauernde” (exhibition buildings, permanent). He wrote 
his article from a fi rst-person perspective but was still 
keen to practice objectivity, by stating not to be willing 
to talk about form giving and artistic positions. In 
addition, this fi nally reveals a dilemma that is almost 
impossible to dissolve, as long as authors provide their 
individual expertise in the service of a dictionary.
Other strategies to attempts to provide objectivity 
in Wasmuths Lexikon der Baukunst were placing newly 
drawn fi gure ground plans side by side: as for instance 
those of the keyword “Ausstellungsgebäude” (exhibi-
tion buildings) [Wasmuth 1929, 261]. However, despite 
their visual appeal, the value of the information about 
the buildings themselves remains quite limited in this 
comparison (fi g. 11).
The professional information that the dictionary 
contains on the theme of building materials further 
underscores its hybrid existence. It wants to describe 
both the timeless basic principles of a trade and to be a 
contemporary repository for all questions concerning 
modern architecture. Is this the task of the dictionary, 
especially with regard to the booming building manuals 
of its time? An example is the table for common mortar 
aggregates and protective agents for concrete, which is 
spread over eleven (!) pages of the dictionary. The 
compilation would have proved its use value, but the 
question of the proportion of information within a 
single dictionary is strained to the utmost [Wasmuth 
1929, e.g. 500].
Looking at the fi rst volume of 1929 and with regard 
to the topicality of the reference book it is obvious that 
it published the state of the art, reporting on the most 
recent developments. Examples include the building 
exhibition in Breslau of the same year (keyword 
“Außenganghaus”, or gallery access building) as well 
as the brand-new German pavilion in Barcelona by 
Mies van der Rohe. In addition, one can also fi nd new 
and most recent architectural examples in comparative 
panels, for example under the entry “Außentreppen” 
(exterior stairways) [Wasmuth 1929, 254ff.]. If the 
beginning of the history was set with stairs of Gothic 
churches, the preliminary end was with stairs by Le 
Corbusier and Andre Lurçat. “Außentreppen” (fi gs. 
12.1 and 12.2) was thus also to be identifi ed as a 
component of contemporary European architecture. 
Beyond that, such classifying panels follow an encyc-
lopaedic principle of presentation. In dictionaries of 
architecture, they are to be understood in succession to 
tables of classical orders [Noell 2008, 263]. They now 
appear in changed form and media – as photo panels. 
Such columns of illustrations want one thing: to shape 
the construction of architectural history.
At this point, to talk about volume fi ve, the addi-
tional volume of the series of dictionaries from 1937, 
would go beyond the scope of this article. Suffi ce it to 
quote Günther Wasmuth as to its scope: “It was beyond 
question that above all, the important buildings and 
building projects which Germany owes to the initiative 
of the ‘Führer’ and in which the German building style 
is announced, had to be appreciated accordingly.” 
[Wasmuth, 1937, preface] The emphasis lies on “had 
to” (fi g. 13). Leo Adler had emigrated in 1933. The 
editorship was in different hands. Albert Speer, of 
course, got an entry. Günther Wasmuth was arrested in 
1944 and was detained in Sachsenhausen.
Conclusion
So if the system of knowledge propagated in 
Wasmuths Lexikon der Baukunst refl ected its time and 
the whole “Bauwesen” of the late 1920’s and the early 
1930’s, it remains to be asked why, again and again and 
to this day, such one-sidedness dominates the interpre-
tation of and writing about this “glorious” phase of 
German architecture.
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What is the reason for the blind trust in the suppo-
sed canon? Why are “sources” not re-consulted, e.g. 
such a dictionary, once more, in order to discover a 
much more diverse world of architecture than the 
presumed categories of modern and counter-modern?
The thesis formulated at the beginning of this 
article, stating that dictionaries of architecture are able 
to re-order and re-constitute a discipline in their time 
and therefore are able to chronicle, as a medium, the 
great changes, should perhaps be reversed on the basis 
of the example discussed: A historical dictionary of 
architecture such as Wasmuth’s is in fact able, seventy 
years after its publication, to re-constitute today our 
perspective over a period of architectural production 
that has been highly restricted and fi ltered by the subse-
quent writing of history.
Such a repository of knowledge, taken as a whole, 
should be allowed to “found reality” – because it is 
likely that dictionaries always arise when a stock of 
knowledge, provided by so many sources, has stabi-
lized itself, in order to be fi xed for a short moment in 
history in the form of an ‘encyclopaedia’.
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Abstract 
Today’s architectural agenda seems to look forward 
to a more complex, networked environment, advancing 
towards an emergent character. In our opinion, to 
understand and approach this culture of architectural 
design, it is necessary to look at two aspects:  the 
modern/postmodern epistemological mutation; and the 
current interest in computational processes which were 
made possible by early work on “cybernetic” architec-
ture, most notably by Gordon Pask. This short text is 
comprised of two parts. The fi rst part points to “the 
shift of the 1960s and 70s and the acknowledgement of 
new attitudes,” evidenced by a series of “notes about 
systems thinking in the language of architecture” and 
the development of postmodernism. The second part, 
based on my PhD, provides a very quick overview of 
exchanges between the fi elds of architecture and 
systems research, including brief notes highlighting 
Gordon Pask’s relevant projects and exchanges with 
Cedric Price and John Frazer.
Keywords: Architecture, systems thinking, Gordon 
Pask, Cedric Price.
 “The shift of the 1960s and 70s and the Acknowl-
edgment of New Attitudes”: “Notes about ‘Systems 
Thinking’ in the Language of Architecture”
The 1960s and 70s were a period of shift, which 
acknowledged the individual user and the circularities 
of time and impermanence. Such a “postmodern” 
challenge coincided and benefi ted from many events, 
being among them the so called “system thinking”. The 
following text alludes to the context within which the 
systemic focus emerged in architectural and to some of 
the protagonists involved [Furtado 2008]. 
We recall that in matters concerning architecture, a 
complex development took place during modernity. 
The anthology Texts of Modernity provides a historical 
sequence fi lled with important moments, emphasizing 
that modernity encompassed a long historical period 
[Hereu et al, 1999]. Moreover Montaner’s anthology 
Arquitectura y Critica, for instance, describes a series 
of developments in terms of architectural theory and 
criticism [Montaner 1999]. Architecture’s Modern 
Movement saw itself as engaged in a civilizational 
process. It had been fueled by an internal logic of 
positivistic rationalism and a utopian impulse, which, 
supported by scientifi c and industrial technological 
progress, believed that its architecture would help lead 
to a better equalitarian society. As Henket and Heynen 
summarized: “[T]he modern movement advocated an 
approach that would keep pace with technological 
developments, do justice to the needs of the rising 
masses and convey an image of universality. […] This 
architecture was bound up with a utopian impulse, in 
that its promoters fi rmly believed that the creation of a 
better architecture would automatically lead to a better 
society.” [Henket and Heynen 2002]. The Modern 
Movement went on to hold an operative role in post-
war European reconstruction, while, in parallel, it 
raised a sequence of expressions linked to its own 
sense of crisis. To a certain extent, what took place 
throughout that history could be associated with a 
continuous problematization of the architecture’s 
purpose and role in society. 
Goldhagen and Legault’s book Anxious Moder-
nism: Experiments in Postwar Architectural Culture, 
elucidated the existence of an intrinsic complexity and 
the evolution of modernist architecture [Goldhagen and 
Legault 2001]. They state that modern architecture was 
internally multifaceted and had a dynamic evolution 
that occurred interactively with society through the 
consideration of social, cultural and political parame-
ters. (Cedric Price is here identifi ed as pertaining to a 
modern trend of radical critics.) Another author, 
Dominique Rouillard, in Superarchitecture: Le Futur 
de l’ Architecture 1950-70, described three expressive 
trends that carried the crisis of modernist architecture 
in the period 1950-1970 He fi rst mentions Team X, 
constituted in 1951, which was abandoned by a “new 
utopia” called Megastructuralism; this was followed by 
Radical Architecture, formed in the mid-1960s in 
which the previous technological optimism stopped 
being thought of in terms of “progress or happiness” 
but expected to “reveal reality.” [Rouillard, 2004]. 
Price occupies a special place in such evolution. 
According to Rouillard’s obituary for Price: “A la 
réponse systémique, en terme de structure, et bientôt de 
méga structure apportée par la génération du Team X, 
Cedric Price oppose l’echelle de l’individu, estimant 
qu’il est’ plus facile de permettre la fl exibilité indivi-
duelle que le changement organize.” [Rouillard 2003] 
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(In addition I recall that the recent MoMA’s exhibition 
and publication titled The Changing of the Avant-
garde, which included some of C.P.’s drawings showed 
all this evolution, encompassing moments from the 
megastructural era up to the postmodern shift. As Riley 
stated, these were the sources of current architecture). 
[Riley 2002a]1 “The shift in architectural thinking in 
the 1970s […] reined in the singularly focused ambi-
tions of the heroic modern period, allowing the emer-
gence of various vectors of architectural development, 
from historicism to deconstruction to digital architec-
ture.” [Riley 2002b]
It should be pointed out that the realization of the 
fact that to overcome the imposition of modernist 
planning and architecture, there needed to be an 
acknowledgement of users and a representation of the 
dynamics of time, went back to sometime during the 
post-war debate. And in this connection, Ewan Branda 
in his outstanding paper on this theme, titled “Program-
ming the Utopia of the Present”, mentions that by 
acknowledging the relevance of the temporal aspects, 
and refl ecting systems thinking, methods and notations 
developed by war military operations research, several 
post-war practices from the late 1950s and 1960s, 
enabled uncertainty-indeterminacy to be dealt with. 
Notably, Branda’s account opens with the Smithsons’ 
and Team X’s criticism of CIAM top-down planning, 
and includes an allusion to the outstanding role that 
was later performed by Price and Friedman [Branda 
2003].
I want to digress slightly, to highlight that in 
regards to the postmodern shift which followed moder-
nist crisis and evolution, it must of course be identifi ed 
in conceptual-philosophical terms, related to a non-
hierarchal sensibility and non-linear thought, rather 
than merely being associated with the well-known 
historicist aesthetics being promoted at the time. In this 
connection, for instance, Hal Foster’s book provides a 
multidisciplinary discussion on the postmodern shift 
with the inclusion of texts from a range of fi elds. 
[Foster 1985]2 In what concerns architecture, an 
overview of post-war Architectural Culture 1943-1968 
is provided by Joan Ockman’s anthology [Ockman 
1983], while the subsequent period of architectural 
theory is well covered by Hays’s Architecture Theory 
since 1963 [Hays 1998]. Finally, the task of Theorizing 
a New Agenda for Architectural Theory is provided by 
Nesbitt’s anthology, focusing on the period from 
1965-1995 [Nesbitt 1996].
1  Riley stated: “It [the collection] provides us with a rare and compreenen-
sive view of a signifi cant moment in history and also with fundamental 
documentation of the root sources of our architecture today.” [Riley 
2002a]
2  One also notes that Leach’s anthology of philosophical texts concerning 
architecture provides a basis for “Rethinking Architecture” through a 
focus on critical studies [Leach, 1997].
The 1960s and 1970s possessed a very particular 
atmosphere which is revealed in magazines of the time, 
events, and the role of avant-garde protagonists. In this 
connection, one recalls the Architectural Design’s 
section on “Cosmorama” (1960s-70s), the 1967 
prospective issue of Architectural Design “2000+” 
edited by McHale [McHale1967], and the issues of 
Archigram of which a complete set (1961-1974) exists 
in Centre George Pompidou. Recently, a retrospective 
exhibition on the 1960s was held at Centre George 
Pompidou [VVAA 2001]3, and an Architectural Design 
issue edited under the title “The 1970s is Here and 
Now” focused on the following decade [Hardingham 
2005]. Many protagonists are still alive, and conversa-
tions with individuals such as Green, Webb from 
Archigram and Friedman from GEAM were of great 
importance to this subject in understanding the period 
from a fi rst-hand perspective.4 The era was marked by 
a desire for fl exibility, technological optimism, and 
social intervention.5 These desires marked what 
became known as the “megastructural” movement 
– discussed in depth and largely promoted by Banham 
in a huge book [Banham 1976] – and that continued to 
be present in many practices. 
The Envisioning of an Evolving Environment
At this juncture, it could be pointed that, to a large 
extent, architecture’s desire for fl exibility and its 
technological optimism, the acknowledgement of users 
and time and the anticipation of the subsequent post-
modern shift, coincided with the potential benefi ts from 
the application of systems research and computation 
from the 1960s onwards as a way to support such a 
challenge. And in this connection, the role of some not 
so well-known protagonists were central players in 
this. Indeed, British maverick Cedric Price’s design 
attitude was characterized by the aforementioned 
concerns. It was also the case that from the mid-1960s, 
John Frazer – then a student of architecture – had 
contact with Price’s and cybernetician Gordon Pask’s 
work. (I recall that Pask’s initial engagement with 
architecture was linked primarily to one of Price’s fi rst 
projects – the Fun Palace – as well as to his involve-
ment in the Architectural Association school milieu. He 
had, although, previously developed artistic experi-
ments such as the “Musicolour.”). If Price, and eventu-
3  An overview of the 1960s was provided by the event-exhibition orga-
nized by the Centre George Pompidou under the curatorship of Catherine 
Gremer, from 15 March to 18 June 2001. 
4  In this connection, see for instance my 2004 interviews with David 
Green, Michael Webb, Yona Friedman.
5  In relation to the latter aspect, one recalls the existence of previous 
architectural histories which had attributed a particular role to technology, 
going back to Gideon’s Mechanization Takes Command or Banham’s 
Design in the First Machine Age. [Banham 1960, Giedion 1969] 
A rigorous account of the presence of the concept of fl exibility in 
architectural discourse was more recently provided by Forty; while Hill 
has also discussed and expanded on it [Forty 2000, Hill 2001].
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ally Frazer, might be known by a small group of people 
in our context, Pask is largely unknown. Even though 
he was not an architect, he was a personality who 
actuated in the architectural world – and who should 
fairly be recognized as one of the major contributors to 
the development of systemic architectural languages 
and evolving communications.
In the introduction to Frazer’s “The Architectural 
Relevance of Cybernetics” (indeed, a homage to Pask), 
Frazer summarized the involvement in architecture of 
cybernetics stating: “Architectural thinking in the 
sixties was preoccupied with issues of fl exibility, 
impermanence, prefabrication, computers, robotics, 
and a global approach to energy, resources and culture. 
The implied systems thinking in architecture inevitably 
came to embrace cybernetics and cybernetics inevita-
bly came to embrace Gordon Pask.” [Frazer 1993]
In my thesis, the so-called history of exchanges 
between architecture and systems research was divided 
into three parts: The fi rst part relates to early develop-
ments involving cybernetics and architecture. It 
includes Pask’s career and the rise of a second-order-
cybernetics, as well as Price’s breakthrough posture 
and tireless promotion of an impermanent architecture 
opened to user participation. The second part provides 
a complete account of Price’s Generator. It focuses on 
the project’s diverse phases and consultancies, and 
highlights John and Julia Frazer’s contribution as 
systems consultants, which led this project to be 
acknowledged as the fi rst intelligent building. The third 
part focuses on the rise of the information environment 
and the later reencounters between and achievements 
of Pask, Price and Frazer. It includes revisits to the 
Generator project, a complete account of the Japan Net 
competition entry, as well as pointing out outstanding 
ideas on evolving installations and essays of both Price 
and Frazer. 
Conclusion
It becomes clear that the current architectural 
agenda, focused on the new techno-cultural order of the 
information society and an aesthetics of emergence, 
can benefi t from these seminal exchanges, encounters 
and projects. Contemporary architecture  should 
acknowledge its roots in the 1960’s systems approach, 
and a precise idea of complexity oriented to an 
“architecture  of knowledge” [ABEL, 1996].
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2
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architect A
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Abstract 
The everyday-idea of human knowledge is shaped 
by the image of rational storage and conscious retrieval 
of recorded facts and skills. But does this impression 
correspond to the daily work-process of the profession 
of architects? On the basis of a competition-example 
and with the help of ideas and concepts of Ludwik 
Fleck and Michael Polanyi, this paper attempts to 
illustrate the qualities and the development of architec-
tural knowledge. This knowledge appears in form of 
skills, capabilities and views or visions biased in a 
certain way than as explicitly represented facts. This 
“tacit knowledge” (Polanyi) roots in several experien-
ces of the individual but also in the “thought style” 
(Fleck) of the community it belongs to. These skills 
and capabilities become concrete in the direct actions 
of people and groups (like sketching a plan), creating 
new situations to which they once again respond 
creatively. The blurring which occurs in the concretion 
contributes signifi cantly to the transformation of 
knowledge. In each such design process the original 
inkling of an idea is not only substantiated into a 
fi nished building, but also transforms the knowledge, 
skills and knowledge of the involved parties and 
thereby the architects themselves. 
Keywords: Thought collective, explicit knowledge, 
implicit knowledge, process of knowing, architectural 
design process
---
Today, human knowledge is generally thought of as 
the rational storage and conscious retrieval of recorded 
facts and skills in much the same way that a computer 
accesses its hard disk. At fi rst glance, this idea seems to 
concur with reality. For example, after learning that a 
balcony railing has to be ninety centimetres in height, 
an architect can remember and apply this knowledge 
again and again. Any changes to the standard are 
“overwritten” with the new values, such as a hundred 
instead of ninety centimetres, in the architect’s 
memory. However, more complex problems also seem 
to be resolved at this level. For example, explanatory 
reports on architecture give the impression that specifi c 
issues are answered in logical, rational application of 
architectural knowledge and creatively combined into 
one building during the design process. But does this 
impression correspond to the daily work-process in the 
architectural profession? 
I would like to draw on a specifi c competition and 
refer to the ideas and concepts of Ludwik Fleck and 
Michael Polanyi in addressing this issue. 
Fig. 1 shows the fl oor plan of a competition entry 
for a parent and child sanatorium on the foothills of the 
Alps. The draft was developed as a joint effort between 
three architects and a structural engineer acting as a 
team. All decisions were to be made by unanimous 
consent of all four parties. In the beginning however, 
there was a single sketch by architect A. (Unfortuna-
tely, the original drawing was probably disposed of. 
Therefore Fig. 2 shows an attempted reconstruction.)
Further processing halted. The two other architects 
were to be given the opportunity to develop their own 
versions over a weekend, completely free of any 
interference. Fig. 3 shows as an example the variations 
presented to the team by architect C the following 
Monday. All three versions are based on quite similar 
basic arrangements: the slightly modifi ed version of the 
fi rst idea, the second version in a curved shape and the 
third in the form of a half-moon.
However, the drafts were not as freely designed as 
the team had hoped for. There had already been talks 
the week before, dealing extensively with the question 
of how to integrate the new building into the rural 
landscape. The essence of such a sanatorium was 
discussed. Samples and images like Gion Caminada’s 
timber architecture in Vrin were brought into the 
conversation. Terms such as “village green,” “network 
of paths,” and “centre and periphery” arose. These 
ideas were still very individual in character, but all of 
them were already biased in a certain way. 
Some alternatives or conceptual details were 
discussed intensively. One point was the form of 
creative expression that a parent and child sanatorium 
should be given. But there was not any question 
whether the inquiry into the design itself made sense – 
this was a simple “given” for everyone concerned. 
Some key aspects of the very fi rst sketch by architect A 
were also not questioned. The arrangement of the 
particular functions relating to the point of the compass 
with regard to the landscape and the road situation 
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seemed to be a foregone conclusion. It was not even 
discussed.
Looking back a few centuries, it becomes apparent 
that this building orientation is not self-evident. At that 
time, the building might have been oriented towards 
the street, where transport and public life took place. 
Or local climate, wind and weather might have had a 
far greater infl uence on the orientation of the structure. 
Even nowadays, a lawyer or a civil engineer would 
look quite differently at the site and competition 
briefi ng, as did the architects. were already planning 
functional relationships and lighting concepts while the 
others would more likely be busy with contract issues 
or problems with sewer connections. 
At this point one comes into confl ict with the 
common concept of knowledge. Even before the fi rst 
conversation, there had been criteria, images and 
notions by which each sketch had yet to be evaluated. 
But a substantial part of the knowledge that infl uenced 
the fi rst sketches was not available to the designers in a 
consciously retrievable and refl exible form. The 
participants had a “tinted view” on the project from the 
beginning – a view already trained in a certain way to 
see the “essentials” and to weed out the “unimportant”. 
Certain aspects were assumed to be true and correct, 
others were not even perceived. 
The Polish immunologist Ludwik Fleck summa-
rized this disposition of “directed perception, with 
corresponding mental and objective assimilation of 
what has been perceived” [Fleck 1979, 99] as style of 
thinking. This thought style always implies a group of 
“persons mutually exchanging ideas or maintaining 
intellectual interaction” [Fleck 1979, 39]. Fleck 
described this group as a thought collective. In his 
epistemological considerations, he especially had larger 
institutionalized social groups in mind, such as a 
community of physicians. In his principal work Gene-
sis and Development of a Scientifi c Fact, Fleck used 
the example of the concept of syphilis to show how a 
“conceptual framework” of concepts, skills and abili-
ties evolves by exchange within a medical collective 
for each single member. This “framework” does not 
determine what is exactly seen by the individual, but 
how the individual sees it. A phenomenon will only 
become a scientifi c fact to an individual in a thought 
collective if it has a place in the thought style of its 
discoverer or inventor; that is, if it can be seen or 
described in any form.
Fleck did not illustrate this form of knowledge as 
an arbitrary application of certain forms of thought or 
concepts, but rather as a “way of being”. An individual 
acquires this way of being on admission into the 
“esoteric circle” of a given discipline. Any training, 
any study is such an initiation process. After gradua-
ting, a young doctor is not only capable of detecting 
bacteria colonies through a microscope – he cannot see 
anything else. These splashes of colour to a layman are 
(involuntarily) perceived as nerve cells or organ 
structures by a young doctor. Similarly, the trained 
architect does not see just a house, but a baroque 
building with neoclassical additions, while the estate 
agent “automatically” sizes up its return on investment 
on the real-estate market. 
None of the three can say exactly why he sees what 
he sees. To Fleck, this ability to see subject-specifi c 
characters (gestalts) along with specifi c skills – such as 
preparing specimens or sketching a architectural idea 
– is an essential aspect of thought style and an impor-
tant example of the infl uence of jointly supported 
knowledge on human behaviour in the face of the 
world.
To describe this special quality of capabilities and 
skills, Michael Polanyi chose the concept of tacit 
knowledge. Like the immunologist Fleck, the chemist 
Polanyi was encouraged by gestalt theory. However, 
Polanyi did not lay his focus on the social component 
in scientifi c discovery, but on the nature of human 
cognition and action 
One very important aspect in the matter under 
discussion seems to me to be Polanyi’s notion that 
“knowledge is an activity, which would be better 
described as a process of knowing” [Polanyi 1969, 
132] – a process that is simplifi ed and characterized by 
three levels: 1, subsidiary awareness; 2, focal aware-
ness, and 3, the subject [Polanyi 1968, 31]. The subject 
“looks” from the perceived subsidiary details to the 
unifi ed whole in the centre of its (focal) attention. For 
example, one would not recognize a particular face if 
he or she would concentrate his or her attention specifi -
cally to the nose or the ears. Recognition is only 
possible by seeing the whole face “with the help” of 
the individual elements nose, mouth, eyes. 
This concept extends beyond vision; the same 
applies to making sketches for a sanatorium project, for 
example. The tools themselves, the pencil and tracing 
paper, and their manipulation are not in the centre of 
attention for a trained draftsman. Not even a single line 
is really essential. Focal attention is directed to the 
appearance of the sketch as a entireness, which appears 
as a full three-dimensional world to an architect (as 
opposed to a layman). 
In my view, this possibility to see more as it is 
“really” visible in a sketch is an essential aspect of the 
architectural knowledge. It bases upon fundamental 
human abilities, and is yet also characterized by a 
“wealth” of collective and individual experience of the 
architect. An architect can only achieve connoisseur-
ship in the distinction of architectural styles and of 
good or bad architecture by positive and negative 
experiences in study and practice, by merely observing 
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and practising. The planner will only gain the ability to 
express ideas in sketches, as in a text, without looking 
at the drawing or writing itself, but only at the content 
by trial and error. 
Only a small proportion of these levels of (techni-
cal) knowledge is explicitly represented by the knower 
– he or she “can know more than [he or she] can tell” 
[Polanyi 1966, 4]. However, in my view, the explica-
tion of knowledge plays an important role in the 
process of knowing and developing knowledge. 
To clarify this thought, I would like to return to our 
team of designers. The four planners were still faced 
with their draft versions and had to opt for one of them. 
Only one variant could be used for further development 
to win the competition. But the architects did not know 
what the variant would have to look like to achieve this 
objective. All four planners knew full well that railings 
had to be drawn ninety centimetres high, but none of 
them had previously built a sanatorium. The task still 
had to be resolved. They had no “real knowledge” 
about the actual issue of a sanatorium in a rural lands-
cape, but they had many questions. They were equip-
ped with the fund of images and concepts already 
mentioned. They were also aware that the contractor 
had only approached their studio due to a motorway 
service station that architect A had planned a few years 
earlier. Naturally, they could not transpose this curved 
wooden building one-to-one onto this new challenge. 
The architects needed more than just knowledge. 
And they were actually endowed with a form of 
foreknowledge [Polanyi 1958, 135]. At the beginning, 
not one of them had known what the fi nished design 
would look like, but even at this early stage all of them 
returned a verdict on the fi rst sketches using their “gut 
instinct”. This ruling was an intuitiveness, that emerged 
from the architect’s own experiences and by the 
framework of the competition. Thereby aspects such as 
the image of a motorway service station with its signifi -
cant formal quality acted as a pointer towards the goal 
– the fi nal draft – even if that goal did not exist yet. 
This foreknowledge formed the basis for a delibe-
rate search for a defi nitive draft. After an emotional 
struggle, the planners fi nally settled for the half-moon 
version by architect C. Nevertheless, with this decision 
the discussion about the further development of the 
draft itself started. It was led with the help of words, 
pencilled sketches, plasticine and cardboard models 
(Fig. 4), always motivated by a desire to convince the 
others of one’s own point of view. 
As described above, there were collective “fi xed” 
pre-assumptions and conditions of conceptual and 
visual art, but there was also a signifi cant uncertainty in 
some of the ideas that were associated with images and 
concepts. That fact could be revealed by utterances 
such as “I know what you’re getting at, but I just can’t 
see it in the drawing.” However, it was necessary that 
the others saw what the individual saw. They wanted to 
agree on a common design that would win the competi-
tion. Thus, bridges had to be built between the openly 
available facts and the ability to see these facts in a 
coherent entirety. The participants were constantly 
facing the task of turning their own silent intuition into 
an explicit form to convince their colleagues. In some 
way each sketch, each model became a translation of 
still vague ideas into a tangible form that could be 
discussed. Therefore, the visualizations and interpreta-
tions also had to match the commonly accepted and no 
more scrutinised pre-assumptions.  
In order to save the overall shape one had to 
abdicate a detail or include an element from a different 
drawing. Similarly, the team also needed to consider 
the practical requirements of structural engineering and 
building applications in developing on the draft. In this 
concretion, each sketch, each model got a new and 
surprising interpretation within the existing framework 
of thoughts. Thereby fortuities, inaccuracies in the 
drawings, and minor errors in the plasticine models 
could also turn the view on the design towards  a new 
direction. 
Explanations had played an important role in this 
process. Similarly to the various single stages of design 
process, planning aspects that had previously attracted 
little attention were justifi ed creatively and surprisin-
gly. Suddenly, the orientation of the concave arrange-
ment of the rooms onto a landscape-dominating 
mountain caught the planner’s eye. A “quiet” gesture in 
a draft developed into a reasoned decision that could 
not easily be challenged. It was reasonable on the basis 
of the earlier “tacit” decision on how best to fi t the 
sanatorium into the landscape. 
The possibly surprising “discovery” of the moun-
taintop led to conscious clearer elaboration of this 
aspect in further planning. With many other aspects, it 
eventually merged into a model (Fig. 5), into plans and 
building explanations – a fi nal wholeness, a wholeness 
that seems to have been generated by a rational and 
logical processes straight towards this goal. 
The example of the sanatorium merely demonstra-
tes something like a laboratory situation compared to 
normal daily routine of architects with effi ciency-min-
ded builders and rigorous authorities. Even so, the 
history of the draft clearly shows some essential 
qualities of architectural design knowledge. For the 
most part, this knowledge is absent in any explicit 
form, but precisely emerges from the “application” of 
skills and connoisseurship in its direction towards a 
goal. Even conscious knowledge – such as the ninety 
centimetres sill height – does not come without a lot of 
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hidden assumptions, and can fall back to the level of 
subsidiary awareness at any moment once focus shifted 
to a different aspect. 
“Silent” knowledge, although individually tainted 
in many areas, is based on a broad, overlapping know-
ledge base of social communities in which the indivi-
dual lives. This thought style with its tacit and explicit 
components has to stand the test of everyday challen-
ges in responses to situations that each individual 
encounters every day. Tacit knowledge takes shape in 
the directed actions of people and groups, creating new 
situations to respond to again with creativity. 
The blurrings which occur in this forming process 
substantially contribute to transforming knowledge. 
They change the direction of knowing. This often 
happens imperceptibly, but as often with great effect. 
An original inkling of an idea in any design process not 
only turns into a fi nished building, but also transforms 
knowledge, views and skills amongst those involved, 
and also the designers themselves. At the end of each 
project the architect is another than at the beginning. 
And this perhaps rises the question not only whether 
we search for or generate architectural knowledge 
but whether we are generated by architectural knowl-
edge too. 
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Parent and Child Sanatorium, Final model
4
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Skizzierte Theorie
–– Suchen oder generieren wir architek-
tonisches Wissen?
Volker Kleinekort, Hochschule Wiesbaden
Josef Rott, Universität Innsbruck
Abstract
Sowohl für das Suchen als auch für das Generieren 
von Wissen sollten wir uns unser Letztvokabular, also 
unseren jeweils aktuellen intellektuellen Refl ektions-
stand benennen. Verbindet sich Selbstrefl ektion mit der 
Fähigkeit des Zeichnens kann daraus architektonisches 
Wissen im Anspruch einer Theorie entstehen. Erst 
durch die Rückkopplung des aus den Skizzen realisier-
ten Entwurfes vollendet sich die Wissensproduktion in 
Architektur.
Keywords: Architecture, Design, Concept, Ent-
wurf, Städtebau, Stadtplanung
Sowohl suchen als auch generieren
Suchen von Wissen impliziert, dass Wissen latent 
vorhanden sein müsste. Es könnte dann, überspitzt 
formuliert, „nur“ darum gehen, das latent vorhandene 
Wissen zu entdecken? Denkt man dies weiter, wäre es 
hypothetisch möglich, dass irgendwann irgendjemand 
das absolute Wissen, eine Art Weltformel fi ndet. Ab 
diesem Zeitpunkt wäre jede weitere Suche überfl üssig.
Generieren von Wissen lässt zu, dass Wissen 
vollkommen induktiv, das meint, aus dem Genius des 
Architekten heraus entsteht. Sicher ist dies eine 
Extremposition. Aber gerade die Moderne mit ihrem 
gespaltenen Verhältnis zur Baugeschichte bestärkt 
Architektinnen und Architekten in dem induktiven, rein 
auf sich bezogenen Vorgehen und dem Erfi nden des 
Neuen, des so noch nie da gewesenen.
So verstehen wir den Titel unseres Artikels nicht 
als Aufforderung, uns für das eine und gegen das 
Andere zu entscheiden. Es geht auch nicht darum, den 
alten Streit zwischen Moderne und Postmoderne, oder 
zwischen dem Platonischen Zugang, mit einer vertret-
baren Idee der zum Durchbruch verholfen werden 
muss, oder dem aristotelischen Zugang mit den vielen 
Möglichkeiten, wieder aufzunehmen. Das kategorische 
entweder-oder würden wir gerne ersetzen durch das 
sowohl-als-auch, wie es etwa durch den Sonderfor-
schungsbereich „Refl exive Modernisierung“ von 
Ulrich Beck formuliert wurde [Beck, Lau et al. 2005]. 
Es geht uns um das sinnvolle Zusammenwirken des 
Suchens, von uns auch Entdeckung genannt, mit dem 
Generieren, das wir auch Erfi ndung nennen.
Eine kleine Regel liegt unserem Verständnis zu 
Grunde: Es könnte der Disziplin in ihrem wissenschaft-
lichen Renommee weiterhelfen, wenn anstelle der 
beiden Extreme – dem Sichtbarmachen latent Vorhan-
denem sowie dem rein intuitiven Produzieren – ein 
benennbares „Letztvokabular“ als Grundlage des 
Entwerfens gestellt wird. Letztvokabular meint nach 
dem Philosophen Richard Rorty das in einem Indivi-
duum angesammelte und zum Zeitpunkt der Interpreta-
tion einer Sache aktive und angewendete Wissen über 
Theorien, Meinungen, Werthaltungen. Die Benennbar-
keit des Letztvokabulars ist nach Rorty notwendig, um 
eine Argumentation aus einem subjektiven Small-Talk-
Bereich in einen nachvollziehbaren diskursfähigen 
Status zu heben [Rorty 1992]. Diesen Artikel sehen wir 
beispielsweise als einen Beitrag, das disziplinäre 
Letztvokabular sichtbar werden zu lassen.
Anstelle der Gegenüberstellung von Suchen-Entde-
cken und Generieren-Erfi nden setzen wir das Verb 
Entwickeln. Entwickeln ist sowohl als etwas entwi-
ckeln wie auch im refl exiven Sinn als sich (von selbst) 
entwickeln denkbar.
Skizzierte Theorie, oder vom Zeichnen zum Bauen
In diesem Statement möchten wir weiterhin dem 
Zeichnen und dem Bauen das Wort reden. Zeichnen 
sehen wir als visuelle Vorbereitung dessen was dann 
räumlich umgesetzt, also gebaut werden soll. Gerade 
die möglichst einfache, reduzierte Form der Zeichnung, 
die Skizze, die früh in einem Prozess auftaucht, hat die 
größten Potentiale in sich, der Disziplin in der eigenen 
theoretischen Entwicklung weiterzuhelfen. Zugleich 
möchten wir der anhaltenden Tendenz entgegentreten, 
in der wir feststellen, dass Entwerfen und Bauen in den 
allermeisten Fällen synonymisch gesehen werden. Es 
ist beileibe nicht so, dass das, was Entworfen ist, auch 
gebaut wird, in der mehrheitlichen Zahl der Fälle 
weicht das Gebaute deutlich von den Kernaussagen des 
Entwurfs ab [Rott 2009]. Ein Entwurf muss auch nicht 
unbedingt mit dem daraus Gebauten identisch sein 
– wenn man gesellschaftliche Aushandelungsmechanis-
men unterschiedlicher Akteure, wie Entwerfer, Bauher-
ren, Politiker, Juristen, die sich auf Augenhöhe begeg-
nen, ernst nimmt. Dennoch braucht das Wissen der 
Architektur den Diskurs über gebaute Werke ebenso, 
wie es permanenten Input an z.B. zeichnerischen Ideen 
braucht.
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Spricht man vom Wissen der Architektur, 
dann stellen sich als erstes die Fragen, nach den 
verwendeten Begriffsbestimmungen.
1. Was verstehen wir in diesem Zusammenhang 
unter Architektur? Das Verständnisfeld ist weit und 
auch die Disziplin selbst hält sich mit schriftlich 
niedergelegten Begriffsbestimmungen zurück. Sucht 
man in Lexika, so kommt man auf das Merkmal der 
bewussten Refl exion über das, was baulich räumlich 
entsteht. Architektur setzt sich damit vom bloßen 
Bauen ab, indem eine Idee oder ein Thema räumlich 
umgesetzt wird. Es erscheint uns unmöglich, an dieser 
Stelle eine einheitliche Defi nition von Architektur 
niederzulegen. Somit beschränken wir uns auf einen 
kurzen Umriss des Begriffs, wie wir ihn als Arbeitsbe-
griff in diesem Statement verwenden: Architektur 
entsteht dann, wenn über das reine Anordnen und 
Ordnen von Funktionen, das reine Konstruieren hinaus, 
räumlicher Ausdruck entsteht. Dieser räumliche 
Ausdruck muss dabei nicht bei jedem Projekt eine 
epochenprägende Einzelleistung sein. Es erscheint 
ausreichend, wenn eine schlüssige intellektuelle 
Auseinandersetzung mit der Aufgabe erkennbar und 
nachvollziehbar ist. Dabei ist sowohl die Refl exion der 
Architekten, als auch die der Betrachter und Nutzer 
von Bedeutung. Und diese Refl exionen stehen zueinan-
der in spezifi scher Weise in Bezug. Wir gehen von der 
Vermutung aus, dass Architektur dadurch etwas sehr 
Kommunikatives hat. Die Verbindung aus Erzählen 
und Anhören von Geschichten erscheint uns auch 
wegen der darin enthaltenen sozialen Wirkung von 
Architektur geeignet. Diese Begriffseingrenzung 
verweist auf zwei Seiten einer Medaille: Es geht um 
eine interne Sehweise der Disziplin auf ihr eigenes 
Tun. Und es geht um die Sehweise der Nutzer, der 
Laien – mit all den Aspekten von Architekturvermitt-
lung, Perspektivwechsel und weiteren.
2. Was bedeutet Wissen für die Disziplin der 
Architektur? Architektur verstehen wir als Einzeldiszi-
plin, d.h. es handelt sich im lexikalischen Sinn um ein 
Teil-Wissensgebiet der Gesellschaft. Dieses Wissen 
wird durch unterschiedliche Mechanismen produziert, 
beziehungsweise weiterentwickelt. Entwerfende und 
bauende Architekten sind die größte Gruppe der 
Handelnden innerhalb der Disziplin. Des Weiteren 
entsteht Wissen aus dem Diskurs über gebaute oder 
ideelle Projekte, über epocheprägende Texte oder aus 
der Refl ektion anderer wissenschaftlicher Erkenntnisse 
[Forsyth 2007]. Wie die Entwicklung neuer Konstrukti-
onsmittel als Einstieg in die bauliche Moderne – im 
Gegensatz zur literarischen Moderne, die bereits mit 
der Aufklärung begonnen hat. Ausdrucksmittel dieses 
disziplinären Wissens sind Skizzen, Zeichnungen, 
Pläne, Modelle und das Gebaute sowie die textliche 
Refl exion.
Wie entsteht also dieses Wissen der Architektur? 
Im Wesentlichen über Entwerfen!
Dazu scheint eine Annäherung von Marc Angelil 
hilfreich, der Entwerfen pragmatisch als die Verbin-
dung handwerklicher, intellektueller und intuitiver 
Praxis beschreibt [Angelil 2004]. Handwerkliche 
Praxis meint darin das Operieren mit Produktionsfor-
men. Intellektuelle Praxis beinhaltet theoretische 
Untersuchungen einschließlich der Produktion von 
Theorie und intuitive Praxis bezeichnet das Assoziieren 
und Träumen. Innerhalb dieses Werkzeug-Mixes 
möchten wir vor allem die ersten, vagen Skizzieren und 
das konkrete Umsetzen in den Vordergrund rücken:
Ein Entwurfsprozess arbeitet von Beginn an mit 
zeichnerischen oder dreidimensionalen Modell-Skiz-
zen. Diese Phase der Ideenentwicklung charakterisiert, 
dass die Informationen so begrenzt bleiben, dass sie 
unmittelbar intuitiv, das heißt mit Hilfe der Einsicht 
verarbeitet werden können. Qualität und Originalität 
des Entwurfs steigen tendenziell mit abnehmender zu 
verarbeitender Informationsmenge [Sieverts 1977].
Eine Skizze wird ab dem Moment, an dem sie 
gemacht ist, als Argument wirksam. Sie ist nicht mehr 
und nicht weniger als der Versuch einer Darstellung 
einer Idee. Sie kann Grundlage für ein späteres Werk 
sein. Damit erfüllt sie die gleichen Anforderungen, wie 
eine Theorie, wenn man als Charakteristika einer 
Theorie gelten lässt, dass es sich um ein vereinfachen-
des Bild eines Ausschnittes der Realität handelt und als 
Prognose oder Handlungsempfehlung verstanden 
werden kann. Skizze und Theorie werden nach unse-
rem Verständnis somit synonym.
Es ist verlockend, sich in diesem (zeichnerischen) 
Spiel der Wissens-Entwicklung zu verlieren. Spinnt 
man den Gedanken einer ausschließlich abstrakten 
Wissensproduktion ohne baulichen Handlungszwang 
weiter, wie sich dies beispielsweise an Tendenzen des 
so genannten Forschenden Entwerfen zeigt [Kleine-
kort, Rott; et al. 2008], führt dies zur Akademisierung 
der Disziplin Architektur. Daraus entsteht das Paradox, 
dass die Disziplin Architektur erst durch Aufforderung 
anderer Akteure ihre Ideen in einen Realisierungspro-
zess einspeisen kann. Bleibt sie ausschließlich auf der 
Stufe der (akademischen) Wissensproduktion stehen, 
ohne zu bauen, wird sie über kurz oder lang nicht mehr 
aufgefordert.
Das Gebaute entspricht meist nicht den theoreti-
schen Ansprüchen, dennoch ist es ein wesentlicher 
Bestandteil der Wissensproduktion. Wissen braucht den 
Diskurs der Werke zueinander, was man in der Kunst 
als Intertextualität bezeichnet [Luhmann 1995]. Finden 
in dem Diskurs der Werke zueinander lediglich theore-
tische Aspekte Eingang, dann läuft die Disziplin 
Gefahr der endlosen Selbstreferenz [Sewing 2003]. 
Für die iterative Weiterentwicklung des fachinternen 
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Wissens werden die relativ konsequent aus dem 
Entwurf realisierten Projekte also ebenso benötigt, 
wie die „komplett aus dem Ruder gelaufenen“ 
Realisierungen.
Das Bauen ist in der Skizze nicht nur bereits 
mitgedacht, es ist sozusagen ein wesentlicher Antrieb 
der Entwerfenden. Die in der Skizze implizierte 
Vorwegnahme zukünftiger Räume ist zwar wegen ihrer 
Unbestimmtheit, ein Charakteristikum der Skizze, 
unrealisierbar – und dennoch gehören Skizze und 
Gebautes zusammen, da es eine unerklärbare Faszina-
tion ausübt, physisch durch seine eigenen Gedanken-
welten zu gehen. Diese Faszination wirkt auf die 
Entwerfenden ebenso, wie dies anderen Akteure spüren 
und sich doch immer wieder von diesem Zauber 
anstecken lassen.
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1
Pollock in front of his studio, 
photograph: Rudi Burckhardt
from: Landau, Ellen G., 
Jackson Pollock, New York: 
Abrams, 1989, p.19.
2
Pollock inside his studio 
painting Autumn Rhythm, 
photograph: Hans Namuth
from: Landau, Ellen G., 
Jackson Pollock, New York: 
Abrams, 1989, p.184.
4
Blake and Pollock with the 
“Ideal Museum” model at the 
Parsons Gallery, 1949; photograph: 
Ben Schultz.
from the accompanying 
brochure to the architectural model 
of the “Ideal Museum for the 
paintings of Jackson Pollock 
1949/1995” published by the 
Pollock-Krasner House and Study 
Center, East Hampton, New York
3
A reconstruction of the “Ideal 
Museum” model, photograph of a 
model by Patrick Bodden
Photograph courtesy of 
Pollock-Krasner House and Study 
Center, East Hampton, New York
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Abstract
The seeming incompatibility of sensations and 
emotions with the methodologies and framework of the 
majority of architectural research has lead to their 
marginalization in current discourse. This is the result 
of a long-held distrust in the senses and emotions and 
their classifi cation as diametrically opposed to reason 
and knowledge, and has lead to these factors being 
largely written out of historical architectural context as 
“aberrations”. Without actually claiming that sensation 
and emotion can be seen as discrete forms of know-
ledge in their own right, the text wishes to demonstrate 
that they are inherent to all attempts to obtain know-
ledge and that the dichotomy of emotion and reason 
can no longer be upheld. 
My investigation of Peter Blake’s inspirations for 
his “Ideal Museum for Jackson Pollock’s Paintings” 
illuminates the role of the emotions and sensations as 
the conceptual origin of his design.  It also exposes his 
own efforts as well as those of his critics in suppressing 
the relevance of such inspirations in favour of architec-
tural precedence and the conceptual underpinnings of 
high modernity which is built upon a purely formal 
analysis devoid of any emotional correlations. Closely 
analyzing Blake’s use of language in his own descrip-
tion of the studio space, I suggest that his experience of 
Pollock’s studio was that of an irrational space, and 
that the spatial feeling depicted by Blake can be related 
to Freud’s notion of the oceanic feeling.  
Firstly, I will argue that the concept for Blake’s 
design for the “Ideal Museum” can be traced back to 
the spatial sensations he experienced when visiting 
Pollock’s studio for the fi rst time and not the architec-
tural precedence of Mies van der Rohe’s projects or the 
tradition of the Renaissance fresco, as he himself and 
his critics would have it.  
Secondly, I will propose that Blake’s appropriation 
of Pollock’s art in his design for the museum does not 
represent a domination of modern architecture over art 
as suggested in recent discussions of the project 
[Kaizen 2003], nor should the relevance of the project 
be seen in Blake’s attempt of an interdisciplinary 
collaboration with Pollock as suggested by the only 
contemporary review of the project [Drexler 1950].
But the design demonstrates Blake’s ability to 
re-connect two points of a fi eld, which has been 
historically separated into two discrete fi elds of know-
ledge – architecture and art – and as such bears witness 
to his sensory and emotional literacy. The “Ideal 
Museum” attempts to recreate the feeling of Pollock’s 
studio by collapsing the pictorial and the architectural 
into one perceptional fi eld in which the viewer would 
not contemplate or behold artworks, but in which he 
would become part of an irrational space where art and 
architecture, the real and the illusory, alternate. In other 
words, the bringing together of modern architecture’s 
tendency towards dissolution and the spatial effects of 
Pollock’s infi nitely extending classic drips as a totality, 
allowed Blake to instigate a new direction for both art 
and architecture, which, in some ways, pre-empted the 
emerging digitized and digital spaces of contemporary 
architecture and art.
Introduction. Architectural Knowledge
Traditionally, architecture formed part of the Fine 
Arts, together with sculpture and painting. Today, this 
is no longer the case, and architecture has not only 
readily ceded part of its subject matter to other discipli-
nes but has also positioned itself closer to science 
[Fernie 2002]. This shift is clearly refl ected in the way 
we pursue architectural research. In architecture, 
knowledge is commonly generated in the form of 
research through systematic enquiry, predetermined 
methodologies and a more or less linear process of 
reasoning. The most basic criteria of knowledge are 
that it can be shared and understood within the para-
meters of the architectural discipline, and that it is 
signifi cant and original. 
I am interested in ways of gaining new insights 
which are based on sensations and emotions and as 
such do not conform to the majority of criteria for 
architectural research and therefore have been conside-
red as deviations from the prescribed path of know-
ledge generation – aberrations. There is no form of 
enquiry, no methodology or linear process of thinking 
which leads us to these fi ndings – they are discovered 
unexpectedly and they almost always exceed our 
expectations. This criterion of the “unexpected” would 
preclude the fi nding of such knowledge via accepted 
paths of research methodology. But an even greater 
problem is their resistance to language and classifi ca-
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tion. Many insights which are derived from sensory 
impressions or emotions cannot be easily named – they 
are “indescribable.”
Text-based and Object-Based Knowledge
Within the discipline of architecture we distinguish 
between text-based knowledge – linked to design 
research, and object-based knowledge – linked to 
design practice. The value of object-based knowledge, 
however, is still widely debated, which is a clear 
indicator of how as architects we have positioned 
ourselves in closer proximity to science and distanced 
ourselves from the arts.
Chris Smith elucidates the fundamental difference 
in the way we communicate and generate these two 
categories of knowledge, namely through reading and 
perceiving, respectively: “Knowledge, then,” he says, 
“can be extracted from words, but also from objects 
and images. Although we privilege the word – as a 
product of thought – over the image or the object – as a 
product of making – these have nevertheless meaning, 
although how precisely to extract that meaning might 
be a more diffi cult question to answer. Partly, this is 
because objects or images cannot be read but are 
perceived or “imagined,” but also owing to the fact that 
the extraction of knowledge from an object or image is 
inherently subjective and its meaning fl uctuating 
depending on its context [Smith 2004, 2]. Object-based 
knowledge, then, necessarily relies on some form of 
stimulus. It is not told or represented through the object 
but evoked, and as such primarily springs from our 
sensations and emotions rather than from reasoning or 
abstract thought. It is characterized by the immediacy 
of insight rather than the linearity of thought.
But, in the fi eld of knowledge, is it really possible 
to make clear distinctions between text-based and 
object-based, evoked and represented, perceived and 
thought? Why are more spontaneous insights derived 
from sensations or emotions often considered less 
legitimate and less respectable claims to knowledge 
than those insights which have been drawn from a 
linear process of reasoning? 
Sensation,  Emotion and Reason
Rudolf Arnheim, amongst many others, has long 
argued that sensations and emotions cannot be seen as 
separate from the faculties of reasoning as represented 
by complex ideas, concepts and abstract thought 
[Arnheim 1969, 98-99]. Recent research shows that the 
very distinction between the “simple” faculties of 
sensation and emotion and the “higher” faculties of 
reasoning and abstract thinking is fundamentally 
fl awed. 
Philosopher Mary Midgley suggests that the 
dichotomy of reason versus emotion forms part of a list 
of “reassuringly simple oppositions” which she says 
have been used “to give colour to the idea of a general 
crusade of light against darkness” [Midgley 1985, 
112-113]. On her list of “mixed antithesis” we fi nd 
“reason” on the light side versus “feeling or emotion” 
on the dark side. These simplistic notions of the 
domination of one side over the other – the light side 
over the dark side – have also been applied to the 
functioning of the brain, where a belief in the domi-
nance of one hemisphere, the “calculating, articulate, 
scientifi c one”, over the other, which is “intuitive” and 
“humble” has been prevalent. Research, Midgely says, 
has long disapproved of such basic hierarchies and 
shown that the workings of our brain are based on 
much more complex interactions. Decisions are made 
primarily on the basis of feelings, and specifi cally in 
the frontal lobes of the brain, rather than the neo-cortex 
associated with cognition. Emotions and sensations, 
then, are not at all diametrically opposed to reason, nor 
are they inferior or separable from thought; and we 
should consider the complex interactions between all 
our faculties and the roles they play in the generation 
of architectural knowledge.
Aberrant Appearances
“Yet aberrations correspond to a reality of appear-
ances and possess an undeniable faculty for transfi gura-
tion. The life of forms depends not only on the site in 
which they actually exist but also on that in which they 
are seen and recreate themselves.“ [Baltrusaitis 1989, 
xi]
In this context, I wish to specifi cally discuss 
inspirations drawn from the experience of objects in 
unexpected scenarios, which give rise to seemingly 
irrational appearances. These experiences represent the 
evocative power which originates from the effects of 
real spaces and objects under exceptional circumstan-
ces in which the object/space is seen other than in the 
way it usually appears – a deviation. I have termed 
these deviant perceptions “aberrations”. Jurgis Baltru-
saitis, from whom I borrowed the word “aberration”, 
sees these as an ineluctable part of all attempts to attain 
knowledge. He suggests that the history of science is 
conditioned by “the multiplicity of areas where facts 
and errors rub shoulders.” [Baltrusaitis 1989, xi]
There are many examples of architectural and 
artistic inspirations which are based on deviations, but 
they are rarely subjected to serious investigation and 
remain in the realm of the anecdotal. Wassily Kan-
dinsky describes one such instance, when he remem-
bers coming back to his studio one evening at sunset, 
and fi nding himself unexpectedly mesmerized by a 
spectacular vision, which he recalls as “an indescriba-
bly beautiful picture, pervaded by an inner glow. […] 
At fi rst,” he continues, “I stopped short and then 
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quickly approached this mysterious picture, on which I 
could discern only forms and colors and whose content 
was incomprehensible. At once, I discovered the key to 
the puzzle: it was a picture I had painted, standing on 
its side against the wall.” [Kandinsky 1913]. This 
experience had such a strong impact on Kandinsky that 
he sought to reconstruct this sensation in a painting, but 
his attempts were futile and he found that objects were 
obstructing his vision. This insight instigated a signifi -
cant development in his work and it was an aberration 
– the sensation of viewing the picture, in a position in 
which it was not meant to be seen (standing on its side) 
and under lighting conditions under which it would not 
have been intended to be viewed (at sunset) – evoking 
pure sensation and emotion (“indescribably beautiful”, 
“inner glow”) which gave rise to his new conception of 
art as “objectless”.  We will fi nd that Peter Blake’s 
experience of Pollock’s studio in the summer of 1949 
evoked a similar reaction. Seeing Pollock’s paintings in 
a space in which they were not meant to be seen (a 
barn) and in a position in which they were not intended 
to be viewed (lying on the fl oor, leaning on the walls) 
was a deviation from the white gallery wall.
Pollock’s Studio – Irrational Space
It is unclear when Blake fi rst met Pollock. It is 
possible that it was either the fall of 1948, or more 
likely the summer of 1949 when, according to Blake, 
they were introduced through Swiss photographer 
Herbert Matter, a friend and neighbour of Pollock on 
Long Island. At the time, Blake was the Curator of 
Architecture and Graphic Design at the Museum of 
Modern Art (MoMA). When he visited Pollock in his 
studio the day after their fi rst meeting, it was not the 
fi rst time that he had come across Pollock’s work. He 
had already written an introduction to an exhibition 
catalogue for Berta Schaefer a few moths before the 
1949 exhibition at Parsons, in which his enthusiastic 
support of Pollock’s work had earned him sharp 
criticism from Alfred Barr, then the Director of 
MoMA. However, the encounter with Pollock’s 
paintings in the spaces of the Schaefer Gallery had 
seemingly failed to inspire him suffi ciently to make the 
connection to the Miesean precedent and also had not 
prepared him for what he saw when he entered 
Pollock’s studio for the fi rst time: “We walked into the 
studio, and it was like entering a palace: his canvases 
were pinned up all over the walls, and one huge one 
was still stretched out on the fl oor, where he had been 
working on it.” [Blake 1993, 110] Blake found the 
experience “absolutely overwhelming.” “It was a very 
sunny day and the sun was shining in on the paintings,” 
he said. “I felt like I was standing in the Hall of Mirrors 
at Versailles. It was a dazzling, incredible sight.” 
[Naifeh, Smith 1993, 587]
In his reminiscences, Blake acknowledges the 
importance of this fi rst visit to the studio for the 
concept of his “Ideal Museum” design: “In 1949, he 
[Pollock] asked me to hang his show at Betty Parsons’s 
Gallery, and for his exhibit I worked out something I 
had thought about ever since that fi rst day in his studio: 
I designed a large, somewhat abstract “exhibit”: of his 
work – a kind of “Ideal Museum” in which his pain-
tings were suspended between the earth and the sky, 
and set between mirrored walls as to extend into 
infi nity.” [Blake 1993, 111]
So Pollock’s paintings per se had not inspired 
Blake – he had seen them before. He had shown 
enthusiastic support, but more in the order of liking or 
cultural appreciation. What truly moved him however 
was the specifi c scenario in which he encountered the 
paintings in the studio barn, a scenario in which they 
were not meant to be seen – covering the walls, the 
fl oor, the entire barn; the rays of sunlight penetrating 
the barn-walls refl ected by the metallic colour of the 
paint. And it is this deviation – the sensation of being 
surrounded by indefi nite space – from which his 
inspiration for the “Ideal Museum” sprang. 
It could not have been more different to the cont-
rolled environment and white walls of the Schaefer 
Gallery in which he had previously encountered 
Pollock’s work. Blake remembers the atmosphere of 
the studio: “The colours were dazzling – silver, shades 
of off-white, traceries of black, lavender, blue – the 
splashes all quite controlled, the fi nished canvas 
luminous, almost translucent, shimmering in the 
sunlight. I was overwhelmed by the sheer beauty of his 
work. I don’t know what I expected, but it was clearly 
the work of someone who understood light and space, 
and the transparency of the wide, horizontal landscape 
of the inlets just beyond the little shack. I had never 
been so moved by any contemporary painting.” [Blake 
1993, 110-111]
The space of the studio clearly exceeded Blake’s 
expectations. The idea of a mirrored palace inside a 
modest barn, the idea of an infi nite space contained 
within a building that measures approximately 21ft x 
21ft represent a geometric impossibility, and in this 
sense, an irrational space. Although we are aware of the 
illusory character of such percepts, they nevertheless 
have a strong impact on us. 
Other visitors to the studio have made the observa-
tion that – even in the absence of Pollock’s paintings 
– one senses the seemingly impossible relation between 
the size of the studio and its former contents. Kirk 
Varnedoe describes his visit to the studio as follows: 
“The structure, often called a barn, is in fact more like 
a glorifi ed tool shed; and the working space, which 
Namuth’s overhead shots invite us to imagine as a New 
York loft, feels implausibly closeted when one fi nally 
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steps up into it. It’s roughly a twenty-one-foot square. 
Physically, Pollock’s big canvases just fi t; experien-
tially they don’t even come close.” [Varnedoe 1993, 
92] It is this irrational experience of an inside, which is 
larger than the outside, an inside which could not 
possibly be contained and hints at the existence of a 
space that cannot be accounted for. Varnedoe’s words 
reverberate with Blake’s own description: a barn which 
contains not only a “palace” (Versailles) but an infi nite, 
unbounded space.
Pollock’s studio – Oceanic Space
“As the eye moves across the labyrinth in confu-
sion, misled by a linear caprice that is perpetually 
sliding away to a secret objective of its own, a new 
dimension suddenly emerges, which is a dimension 
neither of motion nor of depth, but which still gives us 
the illusion of being so.” [Focillon 1989, 67].
Blake’s description of the studio as a “dream of 
endless, infi nite space” resonates with Focillon’s words 
when he describes highly ornamented architecture as 
giving rise to a new dimension, but also with Freud’s 
words when he discusses what his friend Romain 
Roland termed “the oceanic feeling”: “This, he 
[Roland] says, consists in a peculiar feeling, which he 
himself is never without, which he fi nds confi rmed by 
many others, and which he may suppose is present in 
millions of people. It is a feeling which he would like 
to call a sensation of ‘eternity’, a feeling of something 
limitless, unbounded – as it were, ‘oceanic’.“ [Freud 
1961, 10]
Unlike Roland, Freud cannot convince himself of 
the primary nature of this feeling and explains it 
psychoanalytically as a crisis in the delimitation of the 
ego and the outside world tracing it back to an early 
phase of ego-feeling. “Our present ego feeling is, 
therefore, only a shrunken residue of a much more 
inclusive – indeed, an all-embracing – feeling which 
corresponded to a more intimate bond between the ego 
and the world about it. […] In that case, the ideational 
contents appropriate to it would be precisely those of 
limitlessness and of a bond with the universe – the 
same ideas with which my friend elucidated the 
‘oceanic’ feeling.” [Freud 1961, 14] It is precisely this 
feeling which Blake describes when he talks about the 
fi rst time he entered Pollock’s studio – a feeling of 
limitlessness, of an intimate bond between a person and 
the external world. Freud refers to “being in love” as a 
situation where the demarcation of the self and the 
external world is broken down and we are taken by a 
desire to “become one” with the other. The space of the 
studio, then, is a space where not only the distinction 
between painting and architecture is confl ated but it is 
also a space where the distinction between the viewer 
and the space is broken down. It is a spatial concept 
based on the construction of a primary feeling – 
not on reason.
Inspirations for Blake’s “Ideal Museum”
Blake’s own writings about the ambitions of his 
“Ideal Museum” project are relatively modest, which 
might owe to the fact that he felt his work should speak 
for itself – a quality he recognized in Mies van der 
Rohe and also in Pollock himself. [Blake 1993, 92]
Although the “Ideal Museum” appears in most of the 
literature on Pollock, it is not discussed in much detail. 
The limited literature which examines the project more 
closely places it in the in the tradition of the “Renais-
sance fresco” [Drexler 1950] or positions it within a 
discussion of disciplinary difference maintaining that 
Blake’s architecture sublates Pollock’s art to the formal 
logic of modernist architecture. [Kaizen 2003, 88] For 
the most part, all sources suggest that the inspiration 
for Blake’s “Ideal Museum” is Mies van der Rohe’s 
“Ideal Museum for a Small City” of 1942 and as such 
represents Blake’s desire to further pursue Mies’s 
interests in an  interdisciplinary collaboration between 
architects and artists [Lum 1999, 64]. In fact, there is 
little evidence which hints at a serious collaborative 
intent between Blake and Pollock beyond the point of 
mutual agreement. Blake’s desire for a true collabora-
tion with Pollock – if it ever existed – has gone undoc-
umented. The only evidence of Pollock’s contribution 
to the “Ideal Museum” project is that he obtained 
funding for the “Ideal Museum” model from Alfonso 
Ossorio and obliged to Blake’s request to make small-
scale wire sculptures for the model – but not without 
reservations [Naifeh, Smith 1993, 587]. It seems 
unlikely, then, that Blake pursued a serious interest in a 
collaborative process between artists and architects.
Blake himself says that he based the plans on 
Mies’s “Ideal Museum for a Small City”. But it seems 
implausible that it gave him the actual inspiration for 
his own design, as he had been aware of Mies’s project 
for a number of years. Indeed, Blake was very familiar 
with his work. He had interviewed Mies as part of a 
series of surveys he conducted for the Architectural 
Forum in the autumn of 1947. It was also in the same 
year that Mies van der Rohe’s work had been exhibited 
at the Museum of Modern Art, New York – where 
Blake now held the position of the Curator of Architec-
ture and Graphic Design under the directorship of Barr. 
It is evident then, that he would have already been 
familiar with Mies’s “Ideal Museum” project for a 
number of years, when Pollock asked him to curate his 
solo show at the Betty Parsons Gallery and he started 
work on his own “Ideal Museum”.
The origin of the “Ideal Museum” cannot be found 
in the architectural precedent of Mies’s project or in the 
collaborative process with Pollock. Yet Blake was keen 
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to frame the project in this way when he introduced his 
“Ideal Museum” project at the opening of Pollock’s 
show at the Betty Parsons Gallery in November 1949. 
The precedence of Mies van der Rohe’s 1942 “Ideal 
Museum for a Small City”, which had been published 
in a 1943 issue of the Architectural Forum and the 
reference to the Renaissance Fresco allowed Blake to 
presents his project as another stage in the logical 
evolution of architecture – a lineage which can be 
traced back via modernity to the Renaissance.  The 
framing of Blake’s “Ideal Musem” project corresponds 
to the way in which Pollock’s “Abstract Expression-
ism” has been presented by both Alfred H. Barr and 
Clement Greenberg, who saw Pollock’s drip paintings 
as a stage in the continuous development of art from 
Antiquity, Renaissance and Cubism to Abstract Expres-
sionism. This historic placement of Blake’s museum 
would not have been possible if the origin of the 
project had been in the subjective experience of the 
atmosphere of a space with no architectural merit – a 
barn.
Emotive Literacy
The sensations and feelings experienced by both 
Kandinsky and Blake carry with them the notion of a 
small visceral shock which opens up sudden insights 
and evokes a desire to recreate the scenarios which 
gave rise to the experience. This kind of evoked 
knowledge cannot be designed into an object (be it a 
painting, or architecture) in so far that it relies on 
viewing in unforeseen circumstances and hence cannot 
be preconceived, yet it is somehow already contained 
within it. Once found, these inspirations often resist 
explanation through language and reason – the words 
“indescribable” and “incomprehensible” –both used by 
Blake and Kandinsky - are often a good indicator for 
insights of this kind. Such experiences clearly depend 
on the viewer’s ability and willingness to allow such 
perceptions and emotions– a kind of “emotive” literacy 
of the viewer. Blake’s real achievement is his ability to 
re-connect two points of a fi eld, which has been 
historically separated into architecture and art and by 
allowing the studio barn to inspire him, he has instiga-
ted a new direction for both art and architecture which 
pre-empted in parts much of the interactive and digital 
art and architectures of today.
Conclusion
In this text, I have illuminated the role of sensa-
tions and emotions as inspirations for architecture 
through the case study of Peter Blake’s “Ideal 
Museum”. Although science has long proven its 
relevance, we still have to acknowledge and further our 
understanding of the roles the emotive and sensory 
play and have played in the conception of architecture. 
The development of a spatial and emotive literacy 
would allow us to expand and re-evaluate the ways in 
which we attain architectural knowledge .Our capacity 
to connect previously unconnected facts and a willing-
ness to “unsee” the world as we have been conditioned 
to see it, through our education and our culture and our 
respective disciplinary and professional backgrounds, 
could open up a wealth of new possibilities and inter-
connections.
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Abstract 
Textile techniques can be a design methodology for 
generative modeling. The research presented originates 
from a computation and design seminar, which explo-
res textiles as a system of interlacing linear, fl exible 
parts forming a lump and leads to the fabrication of 
several digital and analogue prototypes.
Textile techniques use mathematical operations, 
which can be utilized as a method to create architectu-
ral systems. These operations are characterized by 
repetition and variation simultaneously, but are always 
based on defi ned rules, which, for example, include 
numbers of steps, quantities, degrees of deviations, 
relationships, etc. The algorithmic potential of the 
computer allows one to analyze these knotting tech-
niques and to develop a new language of architectural 
forms based on the manipulation of a pattern by the 
variables that make up its system.
Keywords: architecture, textile techniques, script-
ing, digital fabrication 
Introduction
Textile techniques can be a design methodology for 
generative modeling. The research presented originates 
from a computation and design seminar at the RWTH 
Aachen in 2009, which explores textiles as a system of 
interlacing linear, fl exible parts forming a lump and 
leads to the fabrication of several digital and analogue 
prototypes.
Textile techniques use mathematical operations, 
which can be utilized as a method to create architectu-
ral systems. These operations are characterized by 
repetition and variation simultaneously, but are always 
based on defi ned rules, which, for example, include 
numbers of steps, quantities, degrees of deviations, 
relationships, etc. The algorithmic potential of the 
computer allows one to analyze these knotting tech-
niques and to develop a new language of architectural 
forms based on the manipulation of a pattern by the 
variables that make up its system.
Repetition, variation and contrast can be seen in all 
kinds of patterns ranging from nature to arts, music and 
even literature. Using various patterns as a design tool 
has been a long tradition going back to all ancient 
cultures. The use of Grasshopper and ParaCloud allows 
introducing parametric behaviour to the surface 
systems. The algorithmic systemacy of knots can be 
used as a concept for a design computation course to 
introduce complex parametric relations between parts. 
Constant feedback loops between digital and analogue 
processes are used to inform systems and to explore 
structural and aesthetic properties.
The research follows a Semperian understanding of 
the wall as a “Gewand”, as a dress, as a textile system. 
Semper distinguishes “Wand” as a form of light, 
perforated enclosure from “Mauer” as a fortifi ed, solid 
and heavy wall. In his book Style in the Technical and 
Tectonic Arts; or Practical Aesthetics (1860–63) 
Gottfried Semper outlines his “Stoffwechselthese”, 
which states that one material system can inform 
another. This is proven for him by the Greek temple 
architecture of nomadic textile systems, which can be 
noted in the stone architecture of Greek temples. That 
means, according to Semper, that tensile construction 
can inform construction using structural compression.
Textiles can inform stone.
Knotted Nets
 “The knot is perhaps the oldest technical symbol 
and, as I have shown the expression for the earliest cos-
mogonic ideas that sprang up among nations. Knots 
serve fi rst to join the ends of two threads; their strength 
depends principally on friction. The system that 
maximizes friction by lateral pressure when two 
threads are drawn in opposite directions produces the 
strongest knot.(…) A very ingenious and ancient use of 
the knot led to the invention of netting.(…) The mesh 
of the net (…) has the advantage that damage to one 
mesh does not affect the whole system and is easily 
mended.” [Semper, 1860]
For Semper the knot is the fi rst tectonic element, 
which originates from nomadic tent architecture. Knots 
are always 3-dimensional objects, which join two 
components. Studying knots implies therefore studying 
joints. The immense knotting spectrum given by 
weaving, knitting, braiding, crocheting and other 
knotting techniques goes back in history for around 
5000 years, when the early Maya cultures used knotted 
systems as an accounting system (talking knots). 
The question can be raised whether the systemacy of 
knotting techniques can be used as a method of genera-
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ting form (knit surfaces) within strict parameters given 
by the original knot and its margins of variation, which 
can include stretching, widening and tightening. The 
research topics of the seminar are the following:
– Celtic and Norse knot designs (infi nite knots),
– sailing knots (links of one or more components),
– mathematical knots (infi nite knots),
– weaving, knitting, braiding, crocheting and other 
handcraft knots,
– macramé,
– knots in the work of Erwin Hauer,
– quasi-knotted systems in the work of Arne 
Quinze.
From a fi rst knot collection of about 120 knots, 
several knot categories have been selected to investi-
gate specifi cally the question of whether the algorithm 
of a singular knotted object can lead to a defi ned 
surface. Each knot is a unique element per se, but some 
knots have the capacity to create an interconnected 
fi eld – they can create a “net”. Each knotted net system 
again develops its own surface catalogue and the 
structural and aesthetic behaviour of each net is tested 
in physical models. Three knot systems in particular 
were explored in this research: Interlacing Bars, 
Trossenstek Knot (or Josephine Knot), and the Clove 
Hitch.
Interlacing Bars 
The project by Moritz Dörstelmann and Maximilian 
Schmitz is based on research of Arne Quinze’s work. 
Installations such as Uchronia – a large-scale wooden 
sculpture in the Nevada desert or Cityscape in Brussels’ 
Quarter, Louise focuses on chaos and order, random-
ness and determinism. In Quinze’s work a descriptive 
model determines the overall structure, whereas the 
local condition is purposely left to chance or to the 
craftsmen executing the construction.
Three main parameters of Quasi-Quinze systems 
using Grasshopper are investigated:
– Exchangeability of the guiding geometry: Any 
3- dimensional shape can be selected as a guiding 
geometry for the script.
– Structural integrity: The system of bars is descri-
bed in such a way that a structural surface is created.
– Randomness: While adding more determination 
through numbers 1 and 2, chaos and disorder are still 
kept in the system within a certain margin.
Any given form can be connected and represented 
with the ‚interlacing bar script‘. The given surface is 
evenly divided into a grid. Next to each grid point of 
the given surface a second point is created. The position 
of the second point has a random angle. The random 
angle is kept in a certain range around the original grid 
point. The maximum angle of rotation is never more 
than the system requires to stay structurally sound. 
The script connects lines between the grid point 
and the new random coordinates. On these lines a point 
at a given distance from the grid point is chosen to 
restart the process again and a net is woven. 
Altogether, the script creates a 3-dimensional point/
line net. The length of each line is defi ned by a second 
surface – a control surface. The further the distance 
between the two surfaces the wider the point grid 
becomes, and the wider the maximum rotation angle 
grows. The output of the point grid is a folded closed 
system. The system can either be extruded to bars or 
closed up with a surface. Both systems are self-sup-
porting. The project works clearly with chaos and 
order. In his 1979 book The Sense of Order: A study in 
the psychology of decorative art, Ernst Gombrich 
differentiates between biological patterns, which make 
use of truly random patterns such as camoufl age 
patterns, which aims at making the creature invisible to 
predators and man-made orders, and are characterized 
by a high degree of regularity. For Gombrich, aesthetic 
delight lies between boredom and confusion. The 
variety of biological pattern creates confusion because 
the amount of visual information is too high to process. 
The interlacing bar project is interesting in that 
respect because the system is rule-based and the 
amount of randomness is kept within a certain cont-
rolled margin, but still the overall fi rst impression is 
that of a “mess”, of random “stuff”. Closer observation 
makes it evident that there are clear rules for assembly 
and confi guration.
Trossenstek Knot (or Josephine Knot)
The research by Schwiete and Mersch investigates 
basic open knots. The focus lays on cross band and 
counter-changed cross band patterns. The Josephine 
Knot (Trossenstek Knot) is a sailing knot, which is 
used in situations with large structural stresses and 
strong environmental forces and can be seen as an 
example for basic open knots and their structural 
surface behaviour. The patterned surfaces result from 
the entanglement of the longitudinal strands, the wrap 
yarn. As Wolfgang Wersin (Elementary Ornamentation 
and its Order, 1940) points out, polarity is an essential 
organization principle of ornamental surface systems. 
Wersin defi nes six regular organization principles: 
vertical/horizontal, up/down, round/sharp, dark/bright, 
direction/counter-direction, wave/counter-wave. Next 
to these six organization principles, the second key 
elements for the analysis of regular patterned surface 
systems are rhythm and repetition, which have three 
basic forms of regular rhythm and continuous repeti-
tion:
– continuous repetition with interval/simple array
– continuous repetition with interchanging array
– continuous repetition with intersecting array
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Figure 4 demonstrates the three basic forms of 
rhythm. These different variations allow for openings 
in the carpet; zones of higher and lower density. The 
last pattern (Figure 4, right diagram) transfers the 
curvilinear diagram into a straight edge diagram. From 
this transformation a hidden property of the pattern 
emerges: the curvilinear state gives the impression of 
symmetry, whereas the linear diagramming reveals that 
there is a series of non parallel angles that constitute 
the overall pattern. The structural interweaving of the 
closed links develop a dense net system.
Archibald Christie [Christie 1969] describes in his 
book Pattern Designs the complication that results 
from imposing bandwork upon itself. “Crossband 
patterns can be studied from several standpoints, each 
of which emphasizes its own special view, stressing 
some feature neglected by the others, and in some 
issues obscuring the structural characteristics inherent 
in designs of this kind. Thus two or more distinct 
ornamental ideas may be combined in the same pattern, 
(...), with results that greatly enhance its rhythmic 
effect.“
Clove Hitch
The research by Klein and Nitsch also investigates 
crossband and counterchanged crossband patterns 
developed from sailing knots although they focus on 
the clove hitch. For a clove hitch, you place a loop 
around a pole, with the working end of the rope on top 
and then the working end being ran around the pole 
once more until you meet the place where the ropes 
cross. Finally the working end is passed under the 
cross. The clove hitch is characterized by numerous 
twists. These twists have been interpreted either as 
horizontal or vertical bars breaking the continuity of 
the strand into individual elements. As in the previous 
project, nets are created according to Wersin’s organi-
zation principles. In a possible next step scenarios 
including use as a high-rise façade system or for a 
structural roof system have been studied.
Conclusion and further research
Textile systems have shown a high potential for 
exploring parametric surface behaviour which investi-
gate both aesthetic and performative aspects. Future 
research needs to integrate performance analysis and 
optimization deeper into generative models and should 
not be limited to structural performance. Other evalua-
tion data such as sun and shadow data, refl ection data, 
acoustic data, airfl ow etc. should be integrated. An inte-
grated computational design system as proposed by 
Anas Alfaris and Riccardo Merello in The Generative 
Multi-Performance Design System [Alfaris, Merello 
2008].
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Over the past several decades, a new global order 
has emerged from the twilight of modern sovereignty. 
Within its open, expanding frontiers production tends 
increasingly toward a knowledge-based economy and 
toward the production of immaterial goods such as a 
service, a cultural product, or communication. In his 
publications on “design intelligence”, Michael Speaks 
discusses how this substantial change transforms 
critical practice in architecture today. In 2003 Speaks 
published a number of interviews with architects, such 
as Greg Lynn, Neil Denari, George Yu Architects or 
Archi-Tectonics, that give examples of how a know-
ledge-based economy can inspire architecture today. 
One of the architecture offi ces selected was the think 
tank AMO, founded by Rem Koolhaas, that is in many 
ways a counterpart to OMA’s architectural practice. 
Both practices are based in Rotterdam and often work 
in parallel for the same clients. However, while OMA 
remains dedicated to the realization of buildings and 
masterplans, AMO often operates in “areas beyond the 
traditional boundaries of architecture and urbanism, 
including media, politics, technology, art, curating, 
publishing, and graphic design.“(1) 
A close reading of AMO’s exhibition “The Image 
of Europe” may reveals how the specifi c use of 
architectural intelligence opens up new opportunities in 
today’s diffuse Foucauldian network of economical, 
political as well as cultural power. After fi fty years of 
growth the EU progressively incorporates hybrid 
identities, fl exible hierarchies and plural exchanges. 
There is not just one Europe but several that are present 
at the same time. Currently the EU consists of 27 and 
NATO of 26 member states. Furthermore there are 
several cultural institutions like the Eurovision or the 
UEFA that have up to 50 and more member states. On 
top of that there are traces of historical empires such as 
the Roman, the Frankish or the Habsburg empires, 
which are still infl uential in today’s culture. Therefore 
the process of unifi cation in this “Mosaic Europe” 
consists not only in creating vertical connections 
between centres and peripheries; at the same time, it is 
also necessary to continuously relate a wide diversity 
1  See for more details http://www.oma.nl/
of institutions, organisations and individuals within and 
beyond national boundaries.
As a non-place it exists in a state of constant fl ux 
and challenges the traditional architectural practice 
with a complex synthetic space-time.(2) In order to 
realize architecture in complex space-time-networks, 
such as the European Union or Negri’s and Hardt’s 
Empire, a mixture of “hard” and “soft” aspects might 
lead to new working methods. Rem Koolhaas empha-
sised that the combination of an identity study with a 
masterplan in the EU project allowed them to invade 
areas that are usually reserved for leading professionals 
from other disciplines, such as economics, engineering 
or politics. Through immaterial labour such as a 
service, a cultural product, or communication, AMO 
makes contact with all kinds of different groups, 
institutions and individuals. Therefore in AMO’s 
strategy, immaterial work and extended services go 
along with commissions in architecture. Another 
example for the synergy between immaterial work and 
architecture is the close collaboration with PRADA. 
For this fashion brand, AMO designs the website, 
fashion shows, interior spaces, fl agship stores as well 
as a museum of contemporary arts for the PRADA 
foundation. For all these commissions, the survey of 
everyday life and of complex network activities is an 
essential part of the architects’ work, which can 
eventually result into a design for a building. In light of 
this, architecture emerges from a specifi ed social, 
cultural and urban situation and fi nally transforms a 
“soft” stream of information into a “hard” condition.
The identity study about the EU came into being in 
two stages: an AMO preliminary design scheme in 
2001 and the exhibition “The Image of Europe” in 
2004. The initial idea originated from two brainstor-
ming sessions in 2001, organised by the European 
Commission and the Belgian Presidency.(3) A group of 
high-level intellectuals discussed the needs and func-
tions of a European capital and how Brussels could 
best express them. In the course of the debate there was 
much talk about two almost opposing conceptions: 
Umberto Eco’s “soft capital“ and Rem Koolhaas’ ”hard 
capital“. The Italian philosopher Umberto Eco propo-
2 Christine Boyer, The City of Collective Memory (Cambrigde, MA: MIT Press 
1996), p. 46.
3  European Commission, Belgian Presidency: Brussels, Capital of Europe. Final 
Report ( Brussels 2001), p. 5.
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sed a non-architectural “soft capital“. Similar to 
software it should guarantee the circulation of material 
and intangible ingredients such as enterprises, activi-
ties, markets, public administrative bodies and also 
exchange in science and arts, the production of reli-
gious beliefs, collective behaviour, fashions, etiquette 
and norms.(4)
In an analysis of the EU’s visual representation, 
Rem Koolhaas and his think tank AMO revealed that 
so far the EU network is more like a non-place rather 
than an inspiration for a common European identity. 
Many of the buildings and interior spaces in Brussels, 
Strasbourg and Luxemburg are uniform, standardized 
offi ce environments that by no means express their 
public and political relevance. Therefore Rem Kool-
haas argued that the hybrid organisation is almost 
invisible and without eloquence in its communication 
with the citizens. For a more vivid public appearance, 
he suggested in his conception of a “hard capital” two 
particular forms of representation of the European 
Union’s identity: the fi rst is through communication, 
both verbal and visual; the second, through the physical 
substance and buildings of the European institutions. In 
this respect the AMO proposal incorporates “hard” and 
“soft” aspects in equal measure. Communication, 
emblems and architectural representation go hand-in-
hand.
The exhibition “The Image of Europe” can be seen 
as a continuation of those initial ideas and sensibilities. 
The European Council and the Dutch presidency 
fi nanced the show at Brussels Schuman roundabout in 
the centre of the Quartier Européen in 2003. For three 
months, AMO displayed three different panoramic 
collages in a “barcode” tent with the EU stripes on the 
outside. On the fi rst ring, facing the outside, a selection 
of EU posters gave an overview of fi fty years of public 
relations, which advertised the growing multinational 
organization. The AMO collage on the inner wall 
visualised the unifi cation process since the Second 
World War. The main attraction of the exhibition was a 
panoramic collage surrounding the meeting point in the 
centre, which displayed epoch-making events and 
individuals in European history from the big bang until 
today. Large arrows identify periods of historical 
change and mutual infl uence.
Working drawings from the OMA*AMO archive 
reveal how fragments from everyday life, culture and 
architecture merge in the organizational depth of the 
panoramic collage. One characteristic of this Generic 
Realism is to use ready-made elements from the 
Internet, newspapers, fi lm or other media. Similar to 
strategies in Dada, Surrealism, or Pop Art, the AMO 
team arranged in a playful way images from these sour-
4 European Commission, op. cit., p. 11.
ces on the canvas. One inspiration for this working 
method might have been Robert Rauschenberg’s 
“Combines”. The artist considered the world as one 
gigantic painting; for this reason, he picked up trash 
and used objects found on the streets of New York City 
for his collages. “I thought that if I could paint or make 
an honest work, it should incorporate all of these 
elements, which were and are a reality”.(5) 
Against this background, the AMO team explored 
in their collages whether historical fragments could 
reawaken dormant memories in the forgotten past of 
cities and thereby form a new unifying European 
identity. From successive layers of diagrams, images, 
atmospheres, and cultural references, the designers 
formed an emerging cultural landscape. Following the 
collage’s inscribed narrative from left to right, the 
geographic formation of the virtual landscape becomes 
more and more dense in the course of European history. 
In the prehistory of Europe and in antiquity, islands rise 
from the sea. In medieval times, the islands form fi lled 
continents, which fi nally add up to one continuous 
shape in modernity. In the twentieth century the virtual 
landscape turns into an apparently unending stream of 
information and entertainment, which overwhelms and 
distorts the European movement beyond recognition.
In her book The City of Collective Memory, Chris-
tine Boyer pointed out that, although the montage and 
the aesthetic of temporality originated from the early 
twentieth-century metropolis, it is only the “City of the 
Spectacle” that utilizes simultaneous stage settings, 
juxtaposing multiple perspectives and spatializing 
separate times, as intentional compositional arrange-
ments. As a non-place it exists in a state of constant 
fl ux and challenges the traditional architectural practice 
with a complex synthetic space-time.(6) In order to 
realize architecture in complex space-time-networks, 
such as the European Union or Negri’s and Hardt’s 
Empire, a mixture of “hard” and “soft” aspects might 
lead to new working methods. Rem Koolhaas empha-
sised that the combination of an identity study with a 
masterplan in the EU project allowed them to invade 
areas that are usually reserved for leading professionals 
from other disciplines, such as economics, engineering 
or politics. Through immaterial labour such as a 
service, a cultural product, or communication, AMO 
makes contact with all kinds of different groups, 
institutions and individuals. Therefore in AMO’s 
strategy, immaterial work and extended services go 
along with commissions in architecture. Another 
example for the synergy between immaterial work and 
architecture is the close collaboration with PRADA. 
For this fashion brand, AMO designs the website, 
5 Mark C. Taylor, Disfi guring: Art, Architecture, Religion (Chicago: The University 
of Chicago Press 1992), p. 168.
6 Christine Boyer, op.cit., p. 46.
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fashion shows, interior spaces, fl agship stores as well 
as a museum of contemporary arts for the PRADA 
foundation. For all these commissions, the survey of 
everyday life and of complex network activities is an 
essential part of the architects’ work, which can 
eventually result into a design for a building. In light of 
this, architecture emerges from a specifi ed social, 
cultural and urban situation and fi nally transforms a 
“soft” stream of information into a “hard” condition.
In the magazine Volume, AMO published a “Time-
line of the Timeline” that shows in how many different 
ways time, space and information can be represented in 
collages and diagrams. Alfred Barr’s infl uential “fl ow-
chart” view of the history of modern art (1936), the 
Situationists’ map (1960), CIAM IV (1933), Buckmins-
ter Fuller’s “The 92 Elements” (1946) and Charles 
Jencks “Architecture 2000” (1971) were among the 
chosen examples. One of the concepts that might have 
served as an inspiration for the “The Image of Europe” 
was the exhibition “Mathematica: a world of numbers” 
by Charles and Ray Eames. With interactive displays, 
mathematical peep shows and an image wall, the 
designers invented a display that arranged information 
spatially. The installation of “Mathematica” was the 
longest-running corporate-sponsored permanent 
installation in the world and attracted a large audience. 
In their 1969 statement “What is design”, they enuncia-
ted basic principles that may be helpful to understand 
AMO’s working method. Eames’ diagram illustrates 
how in the design process different fi elds of interest 
and concern overlap. In their opinion design is success-
ful if the interests and concerns of the design offi ce 
intersect with the area of genuine interest of the client 
and the concerns of society as a whole. “Then it is in 
this area of overlapping interest and concern that a 
designer can work with conviction and enthusiasm”. 
However, the example of “The Image of Europe” 
shows also how this kind of approach in the age of the 
“Empire” can easily become a hazardous enterprise 
that overwhelms the designer with a never-ending fl ood 
of information. Is it really worth facing this detailed 
complexity with new forms of critical practice and 
architectural intelligence? The Eames probably would 
suggest that it is because for them “the details are not 
details, they make the product. The connection, the 
connection, the connection.“(7)
7  Ralph Caplan and Philipp Morrison, Connections: The Work of Charles and Ray 
Eames (Los Angeles: UCLA Art Council 1976), p. 15.
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Abstract
Artistic research has become a central discipline 
within architectural culture. In this practice, the 
architect needs to apply different representations and 
discourses not only in the transition between material 
states, but also in the connection between design 
processes and refl ection in order to externalize a 
possible production of knowledge. This paper addres-
ses the issue of transitions between material and 
immaterial fi elds, between design processes and 
theorization in artistic architectural research. Whilst 
introducing the example of Daniel Libeskind’s project 
“Three Lessons in Architecture”, it discusses our 
understanding of how knowledge is developed and 
derived from this specifi c kind of architectural practice. 
It concludes that artistic research is about developing 
something in a certain media, but also a practice of 
transition between media, a transition which in itself 
needs to be recognized as crucial to the formation of 
architectural meaning. 
Keywords: architecture, artistic research, know-
ledge, Daniel Libeskind, representation, translation, 
architectural theory, practice-based research, research-
by-design, poetics, interpretation
Introduction
Experimental research – sometimes called artistic 
research, sometimes research-by-design or practice-
based research – has become an important discourse in 
contemporary architectural research culture, especially 
at schools affi liated with fi ne art academies. It is a 
discourse wherein processes of design and refl ection 
are connected in varying and intriguing ways. In 
general, artistic processes include transitions between 
material states. But when it comes to experimental, 
artistic research, transitions are specifi cally present in 
the connection between the observation, the practice of 
designing and the refl ections by which the knowledge 
or insights created through a design process are exter-
nalized. 
These connections could be described as processes 
of communication and translation, as when the 
architect combines his/her design practice with other 
discourses, as when refl ecting on his/her own research, 
his/her methods and results and when verbalizing these 
aspects in order to prove their transparency, originality 
and validity. Assessment standards and research 
methods are still continuously being developed and 
refi ned, but there is some agreement that in order to be 
considered genuine academic research, artistic research 
should at least include such a level of refl ection, a 
hypothesis or programme of intentions and a conclu-
sion or perspective. In other words, there is a certain 
demand that the design needs to be linked to some sort 
of theorization. 
My own, currently running PhD research project 
focuses on this relation between experimental design 
and its theorization in contemporary architectural 
culture and how such work might be linked to an 
academic culture of research and its institutions. The 
focus is on experimental, immaterial practices as an 
architectural discourse in its own right, with its own 
questions, methods and results. Of particular interest is 
how knowledge might be transmitted and transferred 
between an actual design and a level of theory. Where 
do transitions actually occur and what kind of meaning 
do they embody?
Three Lessons in Architecture
To begin with, we should have a look at an experi-
mental project that in some sense falls into the category 
of artistic research and could open perspectives on the 
specifi c conditions for linking design work with  
refl ection. “Three Lessons of Architecture” was made 
by Daniel Libeskind and is a project which in itself 
refl ects the basic conditions of architecture, its history 
and thought processes. The project consists of three 
interrelated machines and was constructed for the 1985 
Venice Biennale. 
Libeskind calls them: “(…) pieces of metaphysical 
equipment (as they don’t really do anything, they are in 
another realm) (…)” (Libeskind 2001: 187). A shared 
point of reference is the military village of Palmanova, 
a late-Renaissance ‘new town’ founded in 1593 in 
order to protect Venice and constructed in accordance 
with the regulations of a symmetrical fortress plan. But 
Libeskind’s sculptural machines not only refer to this 
period in time. In their own intriguing and complicated 
way, they also tell a story of three different periods of 
architecture in a conglomerate of cryptic meaning, 
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references to the history of architecture and to specifi c 
texts and images. According to Libeskind, another 
important reference point is Vitruvius’s statement that 
every architect should build a machine, whereby he 
connects the project to one of the fathers of the profes-
sion. 
Though Three Lessons in Architecture was not 
presented as an artistic research project following 
academic standards of transparency, originality and 
validity, Libeskind has indeed presented verbal refl ec-
tions along with the project. Two sets of texts were 
published: a so-called conversational explanation and a 
set of short texts on each part of the project. These texts 
allow us to get a deeper understanding of the intentions 
of the architect as he explains the three machines:
The fi rst machine, Lesson A: Reading Architecture/ 
The Reading Machine, is dedicated to Petrarch. It pays 
reference to the medieval and monastic as well as to 
the powerful military engineering in Palmanova and is 
constructed completely out of wood in a medieval 
fashion without the use of electrical tools and glue and 
only in the light of burning candles. Eight books are 
placed on shelves. Their titles are: ENERGIA, CREA-
TED BEING, IDEA, POWER, SUBJECT, SPIRIT, 
WILL TO POWER and BEING. 
The second machine, Lesson B: Remembering 
Architecture/The Memory Machine, is dedicated to 
Erasmus and thematises represents the world of the 
Renaissance. It refl ects on what can be remembered in 
architecture, with reference to the Renaissance 
architect Giulio Camillo’s so-called Memory Theatre. 
This was a small piece of architecture commissioned 
by the King of France, a structure which apparently 
would allow you to understand the order of everything 
in the world. After its presentation, the machine 
disappeared and according to the legend, so did 
Camillo. Libeskind perceives his own machine as a 
backstage, the actual spectacle actually taking place 
outside it. where the actual spectacle takes place 
outside of it. 18 subordinate spectacles are inscribed 
(paragraph doesn’t make clear what is the nature of this 
inscription, neither that of the main nor that of the 
subordinate spectacles) including the pieces named 
“cloud machine” and “schizophrenic forum”.
The third machine, Lesson C: Writing Architecture/ 
The Writing Machine, is dedicated to Voltaire and the 
world of enlightenment, the modern world. It is a 
cryptic and enigmatic machine consisting of 49 cubes, 
which can be operated as a giant, primitive computer 
by 28 handles. Four of the sides of each cube present a 
detailed interpretation of Palmanova and when the 
handles are twisted, this interpretation gradually 
changes. 
The machines demonstrate ways of relating the 
abstract to the concrete, ideas to matter. As Aldo Rossi, 
the curator of the exhibition at the Venice Biennale, 
states: “There is a profound bond between the crafts-
manship of these machines and the almost abstract 
explorations to which they are applied: and the attempt 
to understand this bond is perhaps what interests me 
most in any work.” (Rossi 1988: no pag.) But 
Libeskind’s project also confi rms that the relations 
between physical appearance and the constitution of 
meaning in artistic research are not one-way. As he 
states: “One could in fact start anywhere and one could 
end anywhere. It’s a big circle of interpretation, not 
necessarily a vicious circle, but a circle that, by going 
through its own presuppositions, in some sense dest-
roys and obliterates the problem of the given as it also 
exposes other dimensions of architecture.” (Libeskind 
2001: 186-187) He therein refers to the hermeneutic 
problems of understanding and interpreting architecture 
in general. The same could be said of the architectural 
text, according to Libeskind: “The text of architecture 
is a tautological text, which means that it said the same 
thing at the end as it said at the beginning, because the 
beginning was already its end.” (Libeskind 1991: 191) 
Or more simply put, in a sense the full meaning of 
projects like this can never be distilled.
Transitions between theory and design
Donald Schön’s book “The Refl ective Practitioner 
– How Professionals Think in Action” is an infl uential 
and indispensable contribution to the theorization of 
how refl ection and design practice are interrelated. It 
has informed quite a number of doctoral projects in fi ne 
arts, design and architecture with a concept of refl ec-
tion-in-action as an intuitive occurrence which takes 
place in creative practice (Schön 1991). Though this 
might be an enlightening aspect of artistic research, it 
nevertheless does not grasp – or even intend to grasp 
– every aspect of these processes. In particular, it pays 
little regard to the subsequent refl ective process which 
seems to differ from refl ection in action, the intuitive 
aspects, that is, how intentions, realizations and 
refl ections relate, and according to what criteria.
As a basis for experimental architectural research 
we need a broader concept of architecture than that 
which considers it as consisting of actual buildings. 
Concerning the link between theory and design, 
Jonathan Hill states that within every discipline a 
non-hierarchical relationship exists between subject, 
material and method (Hill 2001: 2-3). Thus, a theoreti-
cal concept could neither be considered the premise nor 
the result of an architectural project, as there is simply 
no obvious hierarchy between the two. Neither can 
they be considered separately. 
In his book „Immaterial Architecture“ Hill analyses 
how the practice of architecture has changed histori-
cally since the Italian Renaissance from being a 
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practice closely related to the physical building process 
to becoming a discipline associated with drawing and 
writing i.e. immaterial activities in a virtual space (Hill 
2006: 38-39). Thereby each medium, whether drawing, 
writing or building adds to the development of 
architecture. Hill connects this development of an 
independent fi eld of immaterial architecture with the 
close relation between fi ne arts and architecture since 
the Renaissance. Three aspects are of particular interest 
in order to understand architecture’s affi liation with the 
Italian disegno tradition and its high estimation of the 
immaterial, the idea or concept, according to Hill: 
1) The assumption that ideas are superior to matter, 
2) The notion of art’s autonomy i.e. art as having a 
special connection to the world of ideas – and 3) The 
fact that works of art are created and contemplated with 
attention to conceptual aspects (Hill 2006: 39). 
Architecture adopted each of these aspects and thereby 
established a relation to the world of ideas. In so doing, 
it becomes immaterial like the work of art (preferably 
is); it becomes idea-like. Buildings can then be appre-
ciated and contemplated like works of arts, thereby 
being detached from their everyday use. And this focus 
is further reinforced by architectural history, publica-
tions and exhibitions where architecture is presented as 
primarily a visual phenomenon. 
But is also means that a current discussion of how 
to relate the presumably separated fi elds of architectural 
theory and architectural design would need to acknow-
ledge that in a historical perspective the two fi elds are 
not as separated as they might appear – a conclusion 
which Libeskind’s project also tends to indicate. One 
specifi c connection is the architectural drawing, 
according to Hill. In this he fi nds a connection between 
the contemplation of the work of art and the intellectual 
processes of the theoretician, as when the drawing is 
related to institutions of exhibition and to specifi c 
representational codes and conceptualized as a sort of 
writing (Hill 2006: 50-51). Thereby, in a certain sense, 
ideas connect design and theory and function as 
transitional bridges. This would also be the case for 
artistic research in architecture where there is a linge-
ring between theoretical dispositions and processes of 
an intuitive and expressive nature situated in a physical 
material.
However, realizing that the ideas are important 
does not fully explain the relation between theory and 
design practices. So, for instance, the use of the term 
knowledge is in itself somewhat problematic when 
talking of the value of works of art – we generally 
would not say that the specifi c output of an aesthetic 
object, whether an artwork, a piece of architecture etc. 
could exactly be described as knowledge. Other terms 
should perhaps be introduced and discussed as well. 
Nicholas Davey has stressed the problematic opposi-
tion between theory and artistic practices and suggests 
using the notion of theoria, basically relating to the act 
of contemplating and witnessing. This might better 
describe, says Davey, what is going on in artistic 
research projects. He furthermore states that an interest 
in the concept of a subject matter, explored in both the 
artwork and in theory,  could help solve some of the 
ontological problems surrounding artistic research – an 
argument that seems quite close to Hill’s understanding 
of the function of the idea as described above. Thereby, 
according to Davey, instead of trying to relate artistic 
practices and art theory in some obscure way, we 
should rather be looking at both of them in terms of 
“(...) how each relate differently to a shared subject 
matter.” (Davey 2006: 20-21) The contemplative space 
of the aesthetic object is reinforced through the theoria 
concept, an activation of the subject matter, an appea-
rance in itself and an appearance of something (Davey 
2006: 29). And thereby the connection between theory 
and artistic or design practices turns into a matter of 
communication, of transmission of something, in other 
words a hermeneutic affair of understanding and 
interpreting. (Davey 2006: 23). 
An obvious critique of these statements would 
consist in questioning whether a subject matter in 
either a broad or narrow sense is indeed present in the 
mind of the artist / architect. This would defi nitely 
demand an extended defi nition of the term. When we 
are looking at such experimental projects (which? “as 
Libeskind’s”?), the relation between what is taking 
place in artistic studio practice and what can be termed 
research or implies the creation of new knowledge is 
quite a tricky case. In his essay “On Beyond Research 
and New Knowledge”, James Elkins presents a number 
of ways to conceptualize relations with the aim of poin-
ting to interesting options for the development of 
studio PhD degrees. Criticising the extensive, but 
ontologically awkward use of the concepts of research 
and knowledge in relation to artistic practices, he 
suggests ten options for replacing them with notions 
such as understanding, theory and interpretation 
(Elkins 2009: 117-129). With reference to Davey’s 
proposed hermeneutics, the term interpretation seems 
more promising than talking about the creation of 
knowledge, not least since it connects with traditions in 
the humanities, as Elkins argues. He acknowledges that 
a model based on interpretation as a term describing 
the transition and connection process of artistic practice 
and refl ection in artistic research needs further concep-
tual development (Elkins 2009: 117). But for now it 
seems promising to understand transitions through the 
concept of interpretation which would also describe the 
refl ection process required by the artistic research 
project and the shifting positions of media and expres-
sions. 
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The importance of interpretation in the fi eld of 
architecture was already discussed by Dalibor Vesely, 
who furthermore stressed the concept of poetics. Vesely 
has extensively investigated the relation between 
poetics and hermeneutics in architecture in his book 
“Architecture in the Age of Divided Representation”, 
heavily infl uenced by the hermeneutics of Hans-Georg 
Gadamer and Paul Ricoeur. He looks at how meaning 
is created in architecture with attention to how 
something is communicated and transmitted between 
two parties. Keen on relating this to architecture, he 
pays reference to the humanities and social sciences. 
By proposing the use of poetics as a central notion to 
architecture Vesely wishes to point to the essential 
character of praxis i.e. practice in its basic form as 
something which is acted out, the result of making: “In 
my approach there is a point where the interpretation 
(hermeneutics) and the way of making (poetics) come 
so close to each other that they become fully recipro-
cal: what we know contributes to what we make, and 
what is already made contributes substantially to what 
it is possible to know.” (Vesely 2004: 6) Vesely consi-
ders the communicative role of contemporary architec-
ture to be lost. Nevertheless, it can be restored within a 
framework where the abstract language of conceptual 
construction and the metaphorical language of the 
visible world are reconciled. Such prospects might also 
have been the ambition of Libeskind, a former student 
of Vesely. In refl ecting this dichotomy, “Three Lessons 
in Architecture” addresses the basic principles of the 
making of architecture, its poetics, and the interpreta-
tions that are implied.
Conclusion
The tautological nature of the artistic architectural 
research project is crucial in terms of the possibilities 
of its assessment. The problems of relation between 
and status of meaning, representation, interpretation 
and transition are complex but profound and even 
refl ect the ambiguous nature of art and architecture in 
general. Knowledge might possibly be strengthened by 
these overlaps, by the materialization of thought and 
the thinking processes that result from material engage-
ment. As such, artistic architectural research represents 
a complicated conceptual minefi eld, but also promises 
to ask and respond to the most basic questions of 
knowledge making and knowledge sharing as of 
architecture itself.
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1
Manchester Blind Spots 2008 – 
performative disruptions.
Photo: urban (col)laboratory.
2
Fissures in the Harbour of 
Knowledge 2009 –the repetitive sounds of 
tipping paving slabs mark the daily 
rhythm of students arriving and departing. 
Photo: Martin Lücke.
3
Choreographing Knowledge 2009.
 Photo: Julian Hughes.
4
How can you feel at home in 
Orchard Park? 2009. 
Credits: Fiona Bennet, Nick Cheek, 
Amelia Poon, Paul Roylance, urban(col)
laboratory. 
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Abstract 
Disruptions in established physical relationships 
and adjacencies can make visible the built environment 
as a series of fi ctions, played out as stage, performer 
and director; questioning how places are performed. 
This change of focus, from the public to the personal, 
allows the city to alter; and creates places that speak 
across their prescribed functions. Rather than consider-
ing it simply as the constitution of objects, building 
here is performed as unfolding series of processes and 
practices; moments in everyday lives measured out, 
productive of and produced by daily rhythms, routines 
and practices. Through the work of urban (col)labora-
tory this paper explores how such notions of practiced 
and performed identities, involving dynamic models of 
place, are relevant and necessary for re-thinking 
conventional architectural assumptions and fi nding 
alternative ways of engaging with the built environ-
ment. They look towards forms of architectural knowl-
edge that offer and produce alternate (social) processes 
through performative spatial interventions.
Keywords: architecture, performance, spatial 
practice, performativity, urban public spaces
Introduction
urban (col)laboratory are a collaborative duo whose 
art practice is rooted in ‘performative urbanity.’ Loca-
ted between performance art, architecture and writing, 
our process-led research practice investigates the 
rhythms and routines by which people negotiate, defi ne 
and produce everyday spaces. We realise projects that 
combine performance and architecture, practice and 
theory, intervention and lecture. To date, outcomes 
have included performative walks, lectures and fi lms 
all produced through site-specifi c research that uses the 
body to explore the effects of the built environment; its 
infl uences on how people rest, move and live. In 
analysing the rhythms of daily life our practice investi-
gates how can we can rethink the power of the built 
environment within social, political, economic and 
emotional infrastructures. 
Everyday Blind Spots
A path crossed over and over, a street swept again 
and again: negotiations of the city are conducted 
through everyday rituals, tasks, and activities. 
Manchester Piccadilly Gardens is a public park in the 
centre of Manchester that was renovated in 2001, 
winning multiple architecture and landscape awards. 
Based on a fi ve-day long period of research including 
interviews with passersby, participant observation and 
performative disruptions, “Blind Spots” was a perfor-
mance lecture at Piccadilly Gardens, that combined 
performance and architecture, practice and theory, 
intervention and lecture to explore the city as a stage 
for every day performances which construct reality. 
Urban (col)laboratory investigated the architectural 
design of the Gardens, its history, the legislation that 
controlled the space and how these elements sometimes 
contrasted with and sometimes reinforced the formal 
and the informal actions that took place there. The 
lecture walk highlighted the conventions and rules that 
organise the ‘social character’ of Piccadilly Gardens, 
focused on what can be done and where and offered a 
socio-spatial critique of these structures. In parallel to 
this, it invited the audience to playfully intervene in the 
routines of Piccadilly Gardens. The on-site performa-
tive research and lecture walk was part of “Get Lost! 
Psychogeography festival” (June 2008) and formed the 
basis of a lecture video of the same title (Figure 1).
Collaboration
Drawing on our individual backgrounds in architec-
ture and performance, we use inter-disciplinary and 
cross-cultural investigative processes including recor-
ded conversations, questionnaires, architectural 
research, intervention and performance to engage with 
people and places in different ways. Audience and 
participants include residents and visitors, but also 
those who produce and occupy places through daily 
routines such as cleaners, construction workers and 
maintenance people. We do not simply bring something 
to a place or do just a walk and talk. Rather, we use the 
opportunities of the place to make visible its theatrical 
structures; highlighting hidden relationships and 
overlooked activities. In this way the collaborative 
aspect of our practice happens not only between us or 
the people who inhabit a place, but rather with the 
place itself. 
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For “Fissures in the Harbour of Knowledge” urban 
(col)laboratory participated in research involving 
performative actions and questionnaires with students, 
alongside offi cial histories of the Ruhr University 
Bochum (RUB) including the architect’s original 
concept for the masterplan and a published interview 
with architecture professor Helmut Hentrich. Since its 
construction in 1962 the image of the RUB has 
changed from modern to depressing to monumental. 
Yet there are gaps in this monumental presence. The 
concrete edifi ce has moments of deterioration including 
tipping paving slabs whose repetitive sounds mark the 
daily rhythm of students arriving and departing. 
Our performative walk used the spaces of the 
university to explore the interactions of memories, 
practices and place and at the same time invited the 
audience to take part in playful and performative 
gestures that build on existing fi ssures to fi nd potential 
moments of play and imagination in order to disrupt, 
challenge and create new places – new spaces to speak 
and act from. The performative research and walk took 
place in the frame of TANZ MACHT RAUM – RAUM 
MACHT TANZ / Dance Makes Space – Space Makes 
Dance Symposium, Ruhr University, Bochum (DE) in 
April 2009 (Figure 2). 
Site Specifi c
We are interested in site-specifi c work because we 
see it as an essential way to engage with and make 
visible different spatial perceptions and different ways 
of constructing knowledge about place in a very 
concrete way. Through productive disruptions in 
established physical relationships and adjacencies we 
make visible the built environment as stage, performer 
and director in order to ask how places are performed. 
“Choreographing Knowledge” was the title of a 
week-long period of research followed by three perfor-
mative walks that took place at/in Murray Edwards / 
New Hall Cambridge UK as part of Nightjar and 
Cambridge University “Festival of Ideas” in October 
2009. Phases 1 and 2 of the college buildings were 
built in 1964 by architects Chamberlain, Powell and 
Bonn to accommodate the third women’s college of 
Cambridge University, founded in 1954. 
In all our projects the form of the work grows out 
of the specifi cities of the place. For “Choreographing 
Knowledge” we quickly started to discover that the 
power structures of the college were played out 
through the décor of the building, the landscape and the 
places people took up in relation to others. Rituals such 
as high table, formal hall, and exclusive access were 
reinstated and reinforced by spatial occupancy and 
etiquette revealing that what was supposed to be a 
‘modern’ college actually reinforced ‘traditional’ 
routines and hierarchies. 
In response to these hierarchies, “Choreographing 
Knowledge” focused specifi cally on people working at 
the edges of the college. We spent a week talking to 
porters, gardeners, administrative staff, caterers, chefs, 
librarians and maintenance staff to review the college 
as a stage for everyday performances, rituals and 
routines from the perspective of those whose functions 
are academically marginally located, yet whose daily 
repetition is central to the functioning of the college. 
The three performative walks took place during the 
evening routines of the college and focused on the 
position of the audience who became both participants 
and performers through the locations they were invited 
to take up in relation to the physical spaces of the 
college (Figure 3).  
Spatial Etiquette
In “Blind Spots,” “Fissures in the Harbour of 
Knowledge” and “Choreographing Knowledge,” 
performative and productive disruptions explored 
spatial etiquette – the constraints, conventions and 
boundaries by which a place operates. All construct 
knowledge of a place and all are frequently painful to 
cross. In Manchester we were asked by security 
wardens if we had a license to ask questions and told 
we couldn’t sit where we wanted, in Bochum the walk 
explored how the failure of the architect’s utopian 
vision opened up new possibilities for human interac-
tion and in Cambridge permission was required for 
each and every action we made. In all our work there is 
always a moment of stepping over boundaries, rubbing 
up against the expected and critically engaging with 
routine procedures. This is an experimental process. 
Sometimes it is a direct result of the working process 
and sometimes it takes place during the organisation of 
the work itself. 
For “Home is Where the Piano is,” the process, the 
action of research and the “working” became the work 
itself, rather than some fi nal work, performance or talk. 
A simple question “How can you feel at home in 
Orchard Park?” became a key way of meeting as many 
people as we could over fi ve days. The project was part 
of CROP MARKS, Contemporary Art Trail,‚ Orchard 
Park, Cambridge (UK), August 2009. Orchard Park is a 
major, mixed-use development currently under const-
ruction on the northern fringe of Cambridge. The site 
will eventually include 900 new homes, public open 
spaces, commercial units and community facilities. We 
explored the specifi city of ‘at homeness’ by asking 
people who live and work in Orchard Park for instruc-
tions regarding what we can do to feel more at home; 
putting this advice into practice in different locations 
across the development. 
The activities included ‘hang out your washing’ 
‘take a dog for a walk,’ ‘pay someone to make you feel 
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at home,’ ‘invite people round,’ ‘meet as many people 
as you can’ and ‘have a picnic.’ Some practices, such as 
hanging out washing and having a picnic in seemingly 
unused public spaces, challenged what people thought 
was acceptable. At the same time, by asking people 
how we could feel at home and what home means for 
people in Orchard Park we managed to get under the 
surface. In performing spatial practices that make a 
home a home we also collected very intimate stories 
and began to construct knowledge of and understand 
why people liked living there (Figure 4). 
Conclusion: Critical Spatial Knowledge
Through embodying alternative strategies of using 
public space the practice of urban (col)laboratory offers 
alternate ways of constructing spatial knowledge 
through critical practices that offer different manners of 
acting; producing alternative social processes through 
spatial interventions. 
Our most recent work “Walking Through Walls” is 
an audio walk-for-one that will take place in the 
Central Theatre, Leipzig as part of the festival “play! 
Leipzig–Movement in Urban Space,” 24 – 27 June 
2010. Exploring some of the more intimate and forgot-
ten spaces, including tiny back stairs and make up 
tables; contrasting these intimate spaces with larger 
histories, the audio walk will question what lies behind 
the walls, under the fl oorboards, and above the ceiling. 
It will ask how the theatre is produced, what defi nes its 
boundaries and what gestures and routines happen after 
dark and out of sight to reconstruct its places everyday. 
At the same time the tour will explore how the building 
fi gures in the broader urban landscape of the city: the 
landscape just beyond its walls. www.playleipzig.de
Ultimately, as with all our projects, informed by 
‘real’ material, facts, fi gures, conversations and record-
ings, “Walking through Walls” will produce a fi ctional 
narrative that inhabits a hidden and in-between reality; 
opening the mind of the walker to latent and anecdotal 
topographies that critique the spatial etiquette of 
everyday urban spaces.
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1
The line from noise to code 
represents the link between noise and 
code. Noise always threatens to 
overwhelm the code or disrupt 
communication. Successful communica-
tion, then, requires the exclusion of a third 
term (noise) and the inclusion of a fourth 
(code). 
Redrawn from Serres 1982: 126.
2
South door exterior (recto), the 
Chapel at Ronchamp, Le Corbusier,
 Photograph by Frank Weiner, 
modifi ed by author..
3
South door interior (verso), the 
Chapel at Ronchamp, Le Corbusier, 
Photograph by Heinrich Schnoedt, 
modifi ed by author.
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Abstract
This paper attempts to examine the relationships of 
poetics, theory and practice in regard to the ascendancy 
of knowledge by recalling Poe’s poetic demonstration 
of problem solving, deeply rooted in the mystery of the 
human condition. Poe’s analytical detective story “The 
Purloined Letter” provides a case study in the quest for 
truth. Scientifi c and technological research methods 
that seek results instead of searching for truth that may 
have been hidden in the heart and mind of the opponent 
have limited purposes. Poe’s poetic and deconstructive 
intellectual double, Dupin, outmatches the agent’s 
scientifi c methods with practical cunning and geomet-
ric reasoning, showing that “their defect lay in their 
being inapplicable to the case and to the man.” For half 
a century Le Corbusier’s chapel at Ronchamp has 
posed a mystery that seems to defy a solution. As in the 
case of “The Purloined Letter,” the major fl aw in 
breaking the case is not in the turning over of evidence 
but in the failing to match the mind of the designer 
with the proper means.
Keywords: architecture, literature, analytical 
detective story, research practices
Introduction
In the currency of modern practice, the pin in the 
hinge of practice and theory seems to be getting rusty. 
Whereas Aristotle separated science (knowledge) into 
three categories—theory, practice and poetics, we have 
inherited the exclusion of poetics from science along 
with the Hegelian/Marxist synthesis of theory and 
practice. Edgar Allan Poe challenged the Enlighten-
ment habit of deductive reasoning hinged exclusively 
to research and algebraic reasoning in his analytical 
detective stories. Over a century later, our research 
practices seem to be welded to algebraic and statistical 
theories leaving the poetic and practical work of the 
architect subject to analysis and the object of critical 
theories.
Poe’s analytical detective story “The Purloined 
Letter” stages the quest for truth in tragic political 
settings where agents of higher authority are set to 
work on a legal case following “measures not only the 
best of their kind, but carried out to absolute perfec-
tion.” (Poe: 70)  These measures seeking results are of 
the empirical, deductive kind, the best scientifi c 
methods: algebraic instead of geometric, assisted with 
microscopic probing into the material surfaces and con-
structed assemblies for hidden clues instead of 
searching for truth that may have been hidden in the 
heart and mind of the opponent. Poe’s poetic and 
deconstructive intellectual double, Dupin, outmatches 
the agent’s scientifi c method with practical cunning and 
geometric reasoning, showing that “their defect lay in 
their being inapplicable to the case and to the man.” 
(Poe: 70)
As is the case of scientifi c research methods that 
seek results instead of truth, application of theory to 
practice begins with refl ective identifi cation, and 
Dupin, the “odd” man out, demonstrates that in 
research, the scientifi c agents err in that “They consider 
only their own ideas of ingenuity; and, in searching for 
anything hidden, advert only to the modes in which 
THEY would have hidden it.” In “The Purloined 
Letter”, Poe, through the poetic and cunning fi ctional 
story, shows that in human affairs, the ascendancy of 
humans over against each other fundamentally involves 
the ascendancy of knowledge over and against an 
oppositional identity that is at odds with the means of 
refl ective identity.
Architecture as subject of investigation may pose 
similar problems to scientifi c agency. As work of the 
theoretical, practical and poetical, it employs cunning 
in the best designs and execution of plans. The 
architect ought to be the most cunning adversary as 
architectural treatises argue, and if so, the solution to 
the historical or material problem may present all too 
evident material for the case. When historians, sociolo-
gists, anthropologists, material scientists, or theorists 
investigate a specifi c case of architecture as building, 
the statistical, geographic or logical means may be 
perfectly fi tted to the general theories of each of these 
disciplines and even when perfectly practiced, the 
poetic, geometric, search for the true in the artifact 
itself may be missed altogether. 
Dialogue in Doubles
In “The Purloined Letter,” Poe sets up one of the 
oldest philosophical settings, a dialogue, in the sense 
that to hold a dialogue is to suppose a third man and 
seek to exclude him. The geometrical setting, architec-
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turally described, begins with double upon double 
entendres: “twofold luxury of mediation and a meers-
haum . . .” in his little back library cabinet, twice 
removed from the street on the third fl oor above the 
Rue Dunot [spoiled] in apartment Nº 33 [three dou-
bled]. The author Poe and his fi ctive double, the 
narrator, sit in the dark with his detective friend and 
double C. Auguste Dupin. Dupin is a double entendre 
for the pronoun dup [double] as well as a veiled 
reference to two French noblemen and brothers, one 
Pierre Charles Dupin (1784-1873), a noted geometer 
who invented the Dupin Indicatrix, and the second 
Andre Dupin (1783-1873) , a famous lawyer, who 
served in 1832 as the president of the Chamber of 
Deputies until 1840. The reverie and dialogue of Dupin 
and the narrator is interrupted by Monsiur G¬… the 
Prefect of the Parisian Police when the door of the 
apartment was thrown open, overtly disrupting the 
silence and dialogue inside. G… has come to enlist the 
assistance of Dupin for a second time following the 
case of the “Murders at Rue Morgue.” This second case 
required a pact of secrecy so that Names would go 
unspoken. It seems that a “certain document of last 
importance has been purloined from the royal apart-
ment and that the person who purloined it is known . . . 
and that it still remains in his possession. The thief is 
Minister D… . If we take the clue in the text as a 
mirror-fold of specular self-consciousness, in naming 
Dupin’s rival, the Minister D… establishes the geomet-
ric basis for the play. (Irwin: 22)
Dupin is a master logician/mathematician and “for 
the logician” “a symbol is a drawing or graph made on 
a blackboard with a piece of chalk. A particular symbol 
can occur several times in a set of formulas and all 
mathematicians agree to recognize a ‘same’ symbol in 
two or more occurrences of this symbol.” (Serres: 67) 
If we examine the letter D purloined as a symbol, the 
shape of capital D derives from ∆ delta in Geek and 
English. In Greek, ∆ delta serves as a signifi er for both 
the cardinal and ordinal forms of the number 4. The 
refl ective operation can be geometrically described as a 
double delta. This symbol is an oppositional fi gure and 
as such can bear iconic meanings as marriages of 
opposites. In this case King and Queen, Minister D… 
and Detective Dupin, author and reader, interior self 
and exterior self, as well as elemental symbols of 
water-fi re and male-female. “In symbolizing the 
representational status of writing (letters) through the 
physical attributes of a single letter (missive), Poe 
presents us with what seems to be an obvious example 
of alignment of the container/contained [opposition] 
with the physical differences between outer and inner. 
The letter is a single sheet of paper folded so that the 
message is on the inside and its address is on the 
outside. And this equation of the letter’s inner meaning 
and its physical inner surface is emphasized when the 
queen in hiding the letter, turns the unfolded sheet so 
that the side with the address is uppermost and the side 
with the ‘contents’ is ‘unexposed.’ The address written 
on the outside surface of the sheet represents the 
openness, the physical visibility, of writing as opposed 
to the unseen thought the writing conceals.” (Irwin: 23)
This doubling fi gure is re-doubled with the opposi-
tion of the two chambers: Dupin’s gentleman’s cabinet 
and the queen’s boudoir, the ladies equivalent to the 
gentleman’s cabinet, a private drawing room, used for 
embroidery or entertaining intimate acquaintances. The 
physical and psychological juxtaposition of the inside/
outside two times removed from the outside as a 
vertical hierarchy. Both Dupin and the queen reside in 
the “highest quarters”, Dupin on the third fl oor above 
the street (fourth level) and the queen in the highest 
political quarters. The unnamed king appears outside 
the chamber, but above in hierarchy. Dupin appears 
alongside the author/narrator, but above the spoils and 
noise of the street.
The Prefect is seeking to save his offi ce and his 
identity as a secondary chief prefect. Minister D… 
seeks ascendancy based on the fact “that the paper 
gives its holder a certain power in a certain quarter . . . 
the discourse of the document [is given] to a third 
person, who shall be nameless, would bring in question 
the honor of a personage of most exalted station: and 
this fact gives the holder of the document an 
ascendancy over the illustrious personage whose honor 
and peace are jeopardized.” (Poe: 60) 
A letter, to be frank
“The letter in question – a letter, to be frank –”
Poe slows the dialogue with the infi nitive phrase 
“to be frank” to emphasize the openness of the situa-
tion. This phrase was known at the time as a fi gure of 
speech for openness (ouvert, fr.; overt, engl.) and 
loyalty. The letter in the queen’s drawing room was 
hidden in front of the highest offi cer and an ascending 
offi cer upon a table that escaped notice of the King. 
Minister D… enters from outside, sees the handwriting 
of the address and fathoms her secret. After a lengthy 
conversation and diversionary tactics, D… switches a 
double letter with the secret letter before taking leave. 
The letter then resides in the minister’s chamber. To 
make the ascendancy complete – “the robber’s know-
ledge of the loser’s knowledge of the robber,” the 
communication of the two-way message is threatened 
by a third man. The chamber of D… becomes the third 
chamber in the story. In a dialogue, the third man must 
be silenced.
In “The Origin of Geometry,” Michel Serres lays 
out the advent of mathematics. He describes this 
miracle through a diagram that resembles the diagram 
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of our story. “When two speakers have a dialogue or a 
dispute, the channel [of communication] that connects 
them must be drawn by a diagram with four poles, a 
complete square equipped with its two diagonals.” 
(Serres: 126) [Fig. 1] In our story the two speakers 
(Queen, Dupin) have a common interest in excluding a 
third man (D…) and including a fourth (letter). Accor-
ding to Serres, his “diagram functions in exactly this 
manner in Plato’s Dialogues, through the play of 
people and their naming, their resemblances and 
differences, their mimetic preoccupations, the dyna-
mics of their violence.” (Serres: 126)
Making sense of Serres’s theory of communication, 
using fi gures, schemas, and diagrams; using letters, 
words, and sentences of the system, geometry is double 
writing, a double system which represents itself and 
expresses itself one by the other. Leibnitz favored the 
intuition required by diagrams over the deduction 
produced by words. The use of diagrams, schemes and 
fi gures in theory, practice and poetics by architects is 
necessary but not suffi cient. For proper communica-
tion, there has to be code that cuts through the noise. 
This is especially the case for contract documents and 
missives between the architect and builder. In religious 
buildings, the code is the liturgy, ritual and habit. 
Iconography acts in codifi ed images as a base level of 
participation.
High Modern
What does this mean for researchers who puzzle 
out the works of architects, especially those that 
emerge from intuition or vision? At the height of the 
modern movement, a work emerged on the top of a 
small mountain in France, the Notre-Dame-du-Haut 
(Our Lady on High) chapel, above the village of 
Ronchamp. From the preeminent architect of modern 
rationalism came what appeared at fi rst as a break in 
modern dogma, a puzzling building that presented an 
enigma to critics and fellow architects. To many, Le 
Corbusier seemed to have abandoned his rigorous 
modular for a free form, a Baroque style of building. 
The noise was deafening. The architect doubling as his 
own publicist published a book to assist those who 
would search patiently (la recherche patiente). “A 
project diffi cult, meticulous, primitive, made strong by 
the resources brought into play but sensitive and 
informed by all embracing mathematics which is the 
creator of that space which cannot be described in 
word. A few scattered symbols, a few written words 
telling the praises of the virgin.” (Le Corbusier: 25; my 
emphasis)
This was Le Corbusier’s measured response in 
1955, published in English in 1957. The noise calmed 
by time and indifference, reduced to murmur, then only 
to rise again in the milieu of post-modern semiotics. 
Charles Jencks, like the Prefect, went “too deep or too 
shallow for the matter at hand.” Jencks, applying his 
own discipline of semiotics to another, fails to solve the 
mystery. As Dupin retorts, “the Prefect and his cohorts 
fail so frequently, fi rst by default of this identifi cation 
[the reasoner’s intellect with that of his opponent] and 
secondly, by ill admeasurement, or rather non-admea-
surement, of the intellect with which they are enga-
ged.” (Poe: 72)  “They consider only their own ideas of 
ingenuity; and, in searching for anything hidden, advert 
only to the modes in which they would have hidden it. 
They are right in this much – that their own ingenuity 
is a faithful representative of that of the mass; but when 
the cunning of the individual felon is diverse in charac-
ter from their own, the felon foils them…” (Poe: 72)
Following Le Corbusier’s Lead
Recent scholars have discovered, by following Le 
Corbusier’s “Les carnets de le recherche patiente,” that 
the iconography of the chapel follows the “standard” of 
Byzantine icons and abstract art, as well as clues to the 
hidden self. These scholars have taken the path of the 
analytical detective favored and demonstrated by E.A. 
Poe in “The Purloined Letter.” Poe the mathematician 
(geometer) and symbolist poet demonstrates what is 
most rational in the human condition, as in Aristotle’s 
philosophical triad: theory, practice, poetics.
Simon Richard comes close to Poe’s detective 
Dupin in his investigation in the case of Le Corbusier 
and the Concept of Self. Richard’s method attempts to 
“reappraise Le Corbusier’s deepest intent.” (Richard: 
10) Richard examines the poetics, practice, and theory 
of Le Corbusier in three parts: 1. Practice in the form 
of politics and political machinations between the wars 
and ideal cities; 2. Poetics in the form of paintings and 
Le Poème de l’angle droit, especially the private as 
objects of knowledge; 3. Theory in the form Le 
Corbusier’s philosophy of self.  Noticing that Le 
Corbusier confl ated the ancient and modern through 
Mystical Themes in Le Corbusier’s Architecture in The 
Chapel Notre-Dame-du-Haut at Ronchamp, Robert 
Coombs unravels the clues of the Ronchamp riddle by 
delving into the mathematical, geometrical and graphi-
cal notes left behind in the open. Le Corbusier, like 
detective Dupin, removed himself from the rotten street 
and practiced in private chambers secluded from the 
noise of the crowd. His ideal temple-like apartments 
were diagrammed as private cells that would compel 
the individual who inhabited them toward contempla-
tion, the highest form of theoretical life. 
In the mystery of Ronchamp, the mind of the 
architect is hidden. The drawings and buildings share 
the kind of self-inclusion that Poe’s Purloined Letter 
demonstrates. The missive object is verbally described 
by and contained in the story with the same name. This 
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is a self-inclusive linguistic representation of the text’s 
own representation status. (Irwin: 22) Notre-Dame-du-
Haut shares this duplicity. The holy name of the chapel 
is graphically and symbolically described by and 
contained in the building with the same name. The 
self-inclusive linguistic representational aspect of the 
letter is made clear in that the missive is always hidden 
in the open. Our Lady on High too shows itself in the 
open and discloses itself within.
In “The Purloined Letter,” the Queen conceals the 
letter in plain site on the surface of a table where the 
letter’s address is uppermost and its contents are 
unexposed. Later in the third chamber, the minister 
hides the letter in a card rack dangling from the mantel-
piece, in full view of every visitor. On this occasion, 
the letter has been reverted, that is, reversed like a 
glove turned inside out. Detective Robert Coombs 
demonstrates that by observing the code hidden in the 
open and by matching the mind of the opponent, noise 
can be eliminated. On the south face of the chapel at 
Ronchamp, a great processional door adorns Our Lady 
on High, in full view of every visitor. This four-square 
iconostasis turns on a vertical axis at its center, turning 
inside out. Its bright enameled surfaces carry coded 
messages. Le Corbusier, like the symbolist poet Poe, 
hides the iconography in the open. To assist those who 
will patiently search through participation, Le Corbu-
sier shows the cartoon of the outer envelope on the 
opening page of the fi rst chapter of his rebuttal on the 
left (verso) [Fig. 3] opposite the right (recto) [Fig.21] 
leaf with the hand written address: “les carnets de la 
recherche patiente.” On the verso, the cartoon of the 
outer leaf iconographically announces the opening for 
mass on one of the two high feast days celebrated at the 
foot of Our Lady. This iconostasis is also a recto-verso, 
that is, a two sided text on the same leaf. 
On the outside of the iconostasis is the Annuncia-
tion, the celebration of the visit by the angel G… to the 
Virgin Mary, announcing to Mary that she has been 
chosen to bear the Christ child. On the inside leaf is the 
Assumption in abstract form, the celebration of Mary’s 
assumption into heaven, crowned queen, after the 
Dormition. The iconostasis pivots on the center axis 
from inside to outside, each in its turn announcing the 
arrival of the feast days on August 15 and September 8, 
when the Ronchamp villagers and pilgrims meander up 
the sacre monte to the summit where Our Lady on 
High waits to participate in mass.
Between the cartoons and the fi nal doors, Le 
Corbusier disfi gured the diagrammatic code. The 
inclusion of the noise in the image obscured the iconic 
images so that the code is not readily legible.
Conclusion
Given that the mind of the artist is hidden and that 
there is no direct measurable evidence to investigate in 
its disclosure, the intention of the artist still remains 
one of our deepest mysteries. In research and practice, 
Poe demonstrates that the best methods of material 
scientifi c investigation fall short of solving this mys-
tery. Poe demonstrates that the philosophical dialogue 
steeped in theory, practice and poetics comes closer to 
disclosing the truth.
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Abstract
On the basis of a case study – the utopia of a 
Universal Network of Documentation as conceived by 
the bibliographer and internationalist Paul Otlet 
(Brussels 1868-Brussels 1944) – this paper focuses on 
the spatial contradiction inherent in the claim of the 
universality of scientifi c knowledge which was com-
mon in the beginning of the twentieth century.  
Through an analysis of the spatial schemas drawn by 
Otlet in which he envisions a new system for the 
dissemination and organization of knowledge, this 
article aims to show the complex spatial nature of the 
epistemological claim of universalism in his time, 
which in current localist views on science tends to be 
excessively simplifi ed.
Keywords: Universalism, Documentation, Paul 
Otlet, Network, Internationalism, Information 
Introduction
‘[…] universal [is] that which is spread all over the 
world after having its origin in a particular place.’
[Otlet 1916, 156]
Within the fi eld of science studies, the (historical) 
reality of scientifi c universalism has been fi rmly 
rejected. According to Sandra Harding, universalism 
within the fi eld of science studies has become totally 
‘dysfunctional’. [Harding 2003] The claim of science 
to universality can no longer be supported unless 
signifi cant relativist, multiculturalist or contextualist 
insights on a scientifi c, epistemological or political 
level are abandoned. The attack on universalism has 
been long under way. Already in the 1960s, Brigitte 
Schröder-Gudehus showed the nationalist attitude of 
scientists in times of crisis, and not much later Jean-
Jacques Salomon argued that science is circumscribed 
in political decisions and cannot escape national 
interests. [Schröder-Gudehus 1966] As Salomon puts 
it: ‘The universality of science appeals to the universal 
in humanity: science transcends the frontier created by 
historical accidents; it cannot associate itself with 
church or state since both of these incarnate the parti-
cularisms and divisions brought about by historical 
accident. Science, however, has become associated 
with the state, both because science needed the state 
and because the state could draw advantages from 
science.’ [Salomon 1971, 25]
Furthermore, in the 1970s, following the work of 
Ludwig Fleck, Michael Polanyi and Thomas Kuhn 
[Fleck et al. 1979], several studies showed that scienti-
fi c truths could not be claimed to be universal, because 
they are relative to historical and local contingencies. 
[Barnes 1974; Bloor 1976; Shapin 1979] Since the 
1980s many studies inspired by the sociology of 
scientifi c knowledge have given great attention to the 
places where science is practiced, and consequently 
these studies have dismissed the long-standing notion 
of science as inherently universal. [Latour and Woolgar 
1979; Knorr-Cetina and Harré 1981; Hacking 1983; 
Cartwright 1983; Gilbert, and Mulkay 1984; Latour 
1987; Callon and Latour 1991] In the anthology 
Science as Practice and Culture, Andrew Pickering, for 
example, stressed the move toward studying the acts of 
making that scientists perform and the fi eld of resour-
ces that they draw upon in their work. [Pickering 1992] 
By focusing on labor processes (skills and social 
relations), material practices (machines and instru-
ments), and the institutional framework, the universa-
lity claim has been unmasked and instead science has 
been revealed to be a construction of localized assemb-
lages of actors, human interests, instruments, things 
and social relations. [Rouse 1996] 
More specifi cally, a so-called geographical turn in 
science studies has emerged which brought forth a 
series of studies that have addressed how knowledge is 
made in and transferred between specifi c places. By 
doing so these studies aimed to dismantle the universa-
list claim of science and to reveal instead its local 
situatedness. [Powell 2007] According to Steven 
Shapin, the geographical turn has made us understand 
that: ‘Science is indelibly marked by the local and the 
spatial circumstances of its making; that scientifi c 
knowledge is embodied, residing in people and in such 
material objects as books and instruments, and nowhere 
else; and, fi nally, that scientifi c knowledge is made by 
and through mundane – and locally varying  modes of 
social and cultural interaction. [Shapin 1998, 6]
In his book Putting Science in its Place, the ‘geo-
grapher of science’ David Livingstone studied how 
science is embodied in spatial location and how these 
locations enable and constrain the generation of 
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knowledge. [Livingstone 2003, 3] Space is revealed not 
to be neutral but to be constitutive of utterances and 
actions. 
The localist perspective of science developed as a 
reaction against the once dominant claim that science is 
universal. In this discourse about the locus of scientifi c 
practice, universalism or the conviction that science is 
independent of the place where it is practiced, has 
become discredited. Nevertheless, there is no denial in 
these studies that universalism was once a powerful 
and infl uential rhetoric, especially in the fi eld of 
scientifi c internationalism. Although the common view 
nowadays is that science is not universal in itself, there 
is little doubt that scientists in the past effectively 
considered their activities as universal. 
Several studies exist that have addressed how 
scientists have viewed scientifi c universalism in 
particular periods and contexts. [Widmalm 1995] But 
what seems to be lacking within these studies is a 
perspective that shows how these idealist scientists or 
intellectuals imagined that their claim to universality 
would function spatially. 
The case of Paul Otlet is particularly valuable for 
this purpose.  Paul Otlet (Brussels 1868-Brussels 1944) 
was a Belgian intellectual, utopian internationalist and 
visionary theorist about knowledge organization. He 
conceived a complete utopia in which he imagined how 
an international and universal system of knowledge 
organization would function spatially. In a series of 
schemas he constructed universalism as a spatial 
system. On the basis of these visualizations, this paper 
analyzes Otlet’s dream of a Universal Network of 
Documentation and concurrently the spatial contradic-
tion between universalism and internationalism. 
Paul Otlet 
Otlet started his career in 1890 after his law studies 
in the offi ce of ‘le maître des maîtres’ Edmond Picard 
(1836-1924). Picard requested Otlet to undertake a 
bibliography of jurisprudence. Otlet collaborated for 
this purpose, with, amongst others, Henri La Fontaine 
(1854-1943). La Fontaine was a Belgian senator, 
president of the International Peace Bureau (1907-43) 
and winner of the Nobel Prize for Peace in 1913. Otlet 
and La Fontaine would become lifelong colleagues and 
friends. In 1895 they founded their Offi ce international 
de Bibliographie (OIB) and Institut International de 
Bibliographie (IIB). Through the OIB and IIB they 
made intensive propaganda for their Universal Decimal 
Classifi cation or UDC-system for bibliography and 
documentation, and for the adoption of the standard 
American index card (7,5 x 12,5 cm) in libraries all 
over Europe. On the occasion of a world congress in 
1910 in Brussels, Otlet, La Fontaine and Cyrille Van 
Overbergh founded the Union of International Associa-
tions (UIA). The UIA posed the problem of the interna-
tional coordination of intellectual work and as such 
was one of the fi rst platforms in history for discussing 
the politics of science on an international scale. In 1913 
a second world congress of the UIA was held in 
Brussels and Ghent. During the same year, Otlet, Emile 
Vinck (1870-1950) and Paul Saintenoy (1862-1952) 
founded the Union Internationale des Villes (Internatio-
nal Union of Local Authorities). Otlet and La Fontaine 
were also infl uential in the movement that led to the 
creation of the League of Nations. In the fi eld of 
architecture Otlet is especially known for his collabora-
tion with Le Corbusier in creating plans for a Munda-
neum, an international center for information, educa-
tion and science in Geneva. 
Today, Otlet is a well-known fi gure in the history of 
information science and has frequently been made 
trendy by journalists who depict him in contemporary 
terms as the forgotten forefather of search engines such 
as Google or of the World Wide Web. ‘Le Mundaneum. 
Google de Papier’ by Jean-Michel Dijan or ‘The Web 
Time Forgot’ by Alex Wright are two examples of 
recent articles that mythologize Otlet in this sense. 
[Djian 2009; Wright 2008] The information network he 
imagined, however, unlike the WWW, was centralized 
in a huge centre, which he called the Mundaneum, a 
sort of huge ‘database’ where all knowledge would be 
assembled, processed and distributed. An extension of 
his belief in universalism, Otlet believed that the 
distribution of universal knowledge would generate a 
universal civilization. 
The Universal Bibliographic Repertory
From the beginnings of his career, when Otlet was 
chiefl y occupied with the Universal Bibliographic 
Repertory (RBU), the relativity between the vision of 
an abstract space of universals on the one hand, and the 
concrete realization of an international cooperation 
between particular initiatives on the other hand, was 
present and would remain continuous. The RBU, as its 
name indicates, aspired to be universal, and to found its 
claim to universality, a massive operation was carried 
out on the basis of a standardized bibliographic 
method. Within the bibliographic method as outlined 
by the IIB, the application of the codes of the UDC 
system and the use of the standardized index card 
(including the furniture made to size) were of crucial 
importance. The UDC system was of crucial impor-
tance to Otlet and La Fontaine because, as a numeric 
system, it guaranteed the universal character of their 
bibliographic undertaking. Otlet and La Fontaine had 
agreed upon expanding and adapting the Dewey 
Decimal Classifi cation (DDC) to the purpose of the 
RBU, because the DDC as a numeric system was 
universal, in the sense that it was independent of 
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particular linguistic determinations. As militant interna-
tionalists, they were keen on the metric system, a 
paragon of standardization and international coopera-
tion: ‘The CGS system (centimeter, gram, second) 
continues on its way to universalization. The building 
of the exact sciences is based on the coordination of the 
measures of the three elements which constitute this 
system.’ [Otlet 1914, 7] Like the ‘CGS system’ the 
UDC would expedite universalization. ‘[The Decimal 
Classifi cation] actually constitutes an international 
scientifi c language, a complete system for representing 
science which perhaps may bring help to intellectual 
workers analogous to that which they received from 
Latin in the Middle Ages and during the modern 
period.’ [Rayward 1990, 34]
On the basis of the standardization of classifi cation 
codes, it became possible to standardize the procedure 
of classifi cation carried out by the people contributing 
to the RBU. The bibliographers at work on the centra-
lized catalogue in the offi ces of the OIB/IIB in Brussels 
carried with them the bible of bibliography, the Manual 
of the RBU (1905), which ensured that the RBU was 
constructed consistently. The Manual of the RBU also 
enabled scholars to conduct comprehensive bibliogra-
phical searches not only in Brussels, but by mailing 
their query in much the same manner that people today 
resort to online search engines of a distant bibliogra-
phic database. The bibliographic index cards of the 
RBU, falling under the particular reference that was 
asked for, would be copied and sent by post to the 
inquirer for 10 centimes a copy without postage being 
due. In its turn, the standardized bibliographic method 
enabled the exchange of bibliographic references 
between several collaborating bibliographic offi ces. 
The standardization enabled the OIB in Brussels to 
exchange bibliographic references with, for example 
the Bureau Bibliographique de Paris and the Concilium 
Bibliographicum in Zurich. The standardized units of 
the UDC and the systematic manipulation of the cards 
were thus not only a prerequisite for a stabilized 
execution of a bibliography but also for keeping the 
references fi xed over long distances of travel, and for 
reassembling them successfully in another bibliogra-
phic offi ce. 
The Universal Bibliographic Repertory of Otlet and 
La Fontaine succeeded to be universal within a net-
work, in the same way that the measurement of air tem-
perature, for example, is able to travel from a distant 
weather station to a national meteorological station on 
the basis of the standardization of measurement units, 
instruments and methodical procedures of notation in 
tables. [Otlet 1934, 172-173] In this sense, the standar-
dization of bibliographic classifi cation was indeed an 
extension of the success of metrology during the 
nineteenth century. Metrology, which is the scientifi c 
organization of stable measurement and standards, 
actually achieved universality. However, it was not just 
the invention of the metric system for measurement 
that made it universal. Rather, these standards became 
‘universal’ through the obligatory replacement of local 
ways of measuring by international standards, on the 
basis of economic, political and scientifi c interests. 
Similarly, the attempt to get the UDC accepted as 
widely as possible was a struggle from the time of its 
creation. Here, I refer only to the two major cases 
within this struggle at the moment of its origin: 
First, nationally, the initiative by Otlet and La 
Fontaine acted counter to the proposition by Ferdinand 
Van der Haeghen (1830-1913) to create a Catalogue 
des catalogues. Van der Haeghen’s catalogue would be 
a union catalogue on cards, containing all catalogues of 
the main European libraries and gathered in one central 
Bureau international de bibliographie [International 
bureau of bibliography]. The collision between the 
initiative of Van der Haeghen and that of Otlet and La 
Fontaine, would be battled out in 1893 within and 
between the section of the Humanities and the Science 
section of the Royal Academy of Belgium – a discus-
sion that was related to the different needs and priori-
ties of both sections. [Schneiders 1982, 49] Van der 
Haeghen lost that battle and would continue to despise 
Otlet’s UDC system which he described as the ‘ridicu-
lous decimal classifi cation system that should not have 
passed the American border.’ [Uyttenhove and Van 
Peteghem 2008, 99] Second, internationally, the IIB 
clashed with the plan of the Royal Society in London 
to create an international bibliography for the pure and 
applied sciences. This prestigious bibliographic project 
was called the International Catalogue of Scientifi c 
Literature (ICSL) (1901-14) and would be based on 
international cooperation between national scientifi c 
institutions. 
The struggle to get the UDC internationally accep-
ted has remained an issue since its creation; for 
example, Henry Evelyn Bliss (1870-1955), trying to 
push forward his own classifi cation system – still 
developed today as the BC2 – and to discredit the 
UDC, wrote some forty years after the creation of the 
UDC that: ‘The International Institute’s adoption of the 
Decimal Classifi cation some 35 years ago, for the 
specious reason that no better system was then availa-
ble and because the decimal notation seemed very 
international, was the most discreditable event in “the 
historical situation” in which this problem has been 
immersed. There was nothing else international about 
the Dewey classifi cation. It was intensely American, 
and it has remained so. Yet on this basis the Internatio-
nal Institute [in Brussels] has elaborated an immense 
bibliographic undertaking, which would arrogate to be 
“standard” and “universal.”’ [Bliss 1935, 102] 
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Despites Bliss’s critique that the UDC was a 
particular cross-Atlantic initiative, the standardization 
of the UDC did achieve universality within its own 
communication network. The universalization of the 
UDC amounted to a defeat of one set of local practices 
by another, of forming alliances and winning battles in 
the international competition.
The Universal Network of Documentation 
Gradually, Otlet made explicit the coupling of an 
abstract space of the UDC codes as universals on the 
one hand and the concrete space of an internal network 
of cooperation, in his utopian refl ections about a 
Universal Network of Documentation. That utopia 
emerged and developed in parallel to his practice, 
notably in parallel to the institutional evolution and 
expansion of the International Institute of Bibliography 
(IIB) – since 1895 as a social network of members and 
institutions supporting the project of the RBU – into 
the International Federation of Documentation (FID) 
– an international organization representing documen-
talists and the discipline of documentation (founded in 
1937). With the foundation of several new branches of 
the IIB (notably Dutch, British and German sections), 
the idea emerged of founding a federation of documen-
tation centres. 
 Already in 1903, Otlet described how in every 
country a central library – imagined as a ‘universal 
library’ having the RBU as its catalogue – would 
function as a central ‘Institute of Documentation’ and 
how such central libraries would cooperate with the 
local and special libraries for the provision and circula-
tion of ‘documents between the principal centre and all 
of the secondary centres no matter how far away they 
are.’ [Otlet 1903 as quoted in Rayward 1990, 80-82] 
The secondary centres would then become more and 
more ‘places for reading and consultation; though 
physically distant from the centre, they are organizatio-
nally a part of the central library.’ [Otlet 1903 as quoted 
in Rayward 1990, 82] Gradually, Otlet redefi ned his 
utopia and in 1925 he began to speak about a Universal 
Network of Documentation. Otlet often depicted the 
Universal Network of Documentation as a group of 
bars symbolizing the documentation centres, positioned 
on a series of concentric circles indicating the different 
scales on which the network was operative. 
The Universal Network of Documentation was 
conceived by Otlet as a network of communication, of 
cooperation and of exchange between all kinds of 
documentation centres and libraries – university 
libraries, special libraries, or public libraries. It would 
connect the collections of all these libraries and 
documentation centres into one network which would 
facilitate a better provision of documents.
In the image Le catalogue collectif des biblio-
thèques (Figure 2) Otlet shows how diffi cult it often is 
for a person to fi nd a book in the local bookstore or in 
the libraries nearby. Consequently, he had to consult 
piles of printed catalogues to fi nd the reference and 
then contact (by telephone) several libraries far off 
– local, regional or national – to ask if they have the 
book he was looking for. To avoid those long and tiring 
journeys, Otlet proposed that each country should 
dispose of a national center which would keep ‘a 
general collective catalogue of libraries’, combining a 
bibliographic repertory and a national collective 
catalogue. [Otlet 1903 as quoted in Rayward 1990, 80] 
By contacting such a national center, the seeker would 
immediately be informed about the bibliographic 
references and where he could fi nd the books themsel-
ves. Furthermore, Otlet envisioned a Universal Net-
work of Documentation that in a fi rst phase would 
connect all national centers to each other and in a 
second phase, by means of an international center, 
would fuse all national repertories and those of other 
‘stations’ in a consultable international catalogue. 
But the Universal Network of Documentation 
would be more than a world catalogue or a universal 
search engine. It would manage the transportation of 
the documents themselves, functioning as an interme-
diary between authors and readers. In the image Réseau 
universel de la documentation, Otlet draws an author 
who adds another book to the ‘enormous bowl of 
documentation.’ (Figure 3)  Index cards sprout from the 
bottom of the bowl, registering the bibliographic 
references to the books that are being dropped in the 
bowl. Subsequently, the books and bibliographic 
references are disseminated through the ‘channels of 
distribution’, to the stations of the Universal Network 
of Documentation which are depicted as pyramids 
positioned on a fl oating spheroid cut in half. In a close 
up of the interior of such a station of the network, Otlet 
shows us how the librarian retrieves the document in 
the documentary archives or the library, and delivers it 
to the reader seated at the table. As Otlet explains in the 
Traité de Documentation, those ‘stations’ of the 
Universal Network of Documentation could be libra-
ries or documentation offi ces, but also bookshops. ‘In 
the conception of a universal Network of Documenta-
tion, each bookshop is integrated as a station linked 
permanently to the national centers and the World 
Centre of the Network. The bookshop, like the library, 
is the point of contact with the reader, with the public.’ 
[Otlet 1934, 278] 
Otlet conceived the realization of such a Universal 
Network of Documentation in analogy with the net-
works of the post, railways and the press. According to 
Otlet, the communication between the different stations 
of the Universal Network of Documentation would be 
similar to ‘those three essential organs of modern life 
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[post, railways and the press] which function unremit-
tingly in order to unite men, cities and nations.’ (Figure 
4) Otlet’s consideration about knitting together the 
local and the global through an institutional infrastruc-
ture, calls up Bruno Latour’s characterization of 
communication networks as ‘relative universals.’ 
Comparing communication networks to railway 
networks, Latour concludes that they are both at the 
same time local and global:‘Is a railroad local or 
global? Neither. It is local at all points, since you 
always fi nd sleepers and railroad workers, and you 
have stations and automatic ticket machines scattered 
along the way. Yet it is global, since it takes you from 
Madrid to Berlin or from Brest to Vladivostok. Howe-
ver, it is not universal enough to be able to take you 
just anywhere.’ [Latour and Porter 1993, 117] 
Despite the fact that Otlet’s utopia overwhelms all 
relativism by an absolute universalism, it does expose 
that Universalism is a conquest of the particular 
imagined as a material and embodied endeavour. Like a 
network of railway lines, the Universal Network of 
Documentation would enable scientifi c data to travel 
across the world. Having in mind a total conquest of 
the Earth by the organizers of science, Otlet also 
evoked more futuristic means of communication. In the 
image Documentation et Télécommunication, a tele-
phone, radio, record, fi lm and television are listed as 
the instruments of telecommunication, opening up new 
paths for the fi eld of documentation. (Figure 5)
Otlet puts these instruments in a whirligig, and asks 
himself which combinations would become imaginable 
in the near future. At the bottom, he thinks of a lecture 
or a conference recorded by a microphone, transmitted 
through the agency of a central broadcasting station to 
a certain number of listeners who have subscribed to 
telephone. But instead of one-way traffi c, the techno-
logy of the telephone could also be deployed to orga-
nize meetings of a national or international character 
by long-distance calls. As Otlet shows in Documenta-
tion et Télécommunication (suite), members of such an 
assembly could talk and listen to each other by tele-
phone, through a connecting device operated by a 
central offi ce. (Figure 6) A more extreme situation even 
becomes imaginable (frame III) in which a congress is 
held for example in Brussels, while another group of 
members who are situated in Paris and in The Hague 
are able to follow the presentation of the lecturer on a 
wide-screen television. 
At the bottom (frame VI) of the image, Otlet shows 
how he thought this new technology could be deployed 
for the use of the organization and dissemination of 
information. The central broadcasting station is repla-
ced by the Mundaneum as the center of the Universal 
Network of Documentation. The Mundaneum is 
represented by an elongated warehouse containing all 
documentation ‘in a universal state’: the catalogues and 
the collections (books, fi lms, discs, and objects). The 
collection is put on the operating table and undergoes 
two operations executed by machines operated by 
specialists. First the collection goes through an analysis 
by a cutting machine which resembles at the same time 
an automatic loom, operated by two men on the side. 
Second, during an operation of synthesis, brackets are 
placed by men working in the collection, and the 
original collection is reduced upwards in several steps 
to an ever smaller size. Once a request comes in at the 
Mundaneum, the fi les asked for are mechanically 
pulled out of the warehouse and delivered to the 
transmitter. A photographic projector converts the fi le 
into electric signals and launches them into the Univer-
sal Network. At the end of the wire, stations receive 
and reconvert the signals into information through a 
sort of television set. A graphic document, such as a 
book, would be ‘trans-televised’ to the inquirer (frame 
IV); an audible document, such as a record or fi lm, 
‘telephoned’ or broadcasted through radio [radio-fusée] 
(frame V).
Conclusion
The essence of the network was, according to Otlet, 
that each station of a network accepts its ‘regulations, 
standards, forms of cooperation and recommendations’. 
[Otlet 1934, 279] As in the case of the Universal 
Network of Documentation where all stations would be 
required to use and respect the universal language of 
the UDC, as Otlet explains, all networks should 
function on the basis of universals:
‘It is characteristic of a network to fi nd the essential 
elements in all of its stations. Suppose that our great 
networks of railway lines would oblige its passengers 
to study the arrangement of each railway station before 
they could make an appeal to its services; what a 
complexity and what a loss of time. Suppose that the 
services of navigation, post, gas, electricity would do 
the same. The rhythm of our civilisation would be 
totally different and each new invention would make 
life more complex instead of simplifying it.’ [Otlet 
1934, 278]
The network permeates concrete space, gathers the 
particular spots of participation, and introduces those 
regulations, standards and strategies that realize a 
condition of universality within the network. In reality, 
such a network distributes a multitude of inventions 
and strategies that make ‘intellectual work’ – a term 
Otlet uses as a broadening of science – more mobile; 
strategies such as the replication of equipment, the 
training of its users, the circulating of routine practices, 
and the standardization of methods and language. 
Scientifi c facts are turned into what Latour would call, 
‘immutable mobiles’ that can be compared and com-
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bined on a place far removed from that  of the original 
observation; [Latour 1990] or as David Livingstone 
puts it, these networks of scientifi c communication 
enable scientists to gather information on distant shores 
and to transfer this information across the oceans to the 
home base [Livingstone 2003, 14]. As Otlet shows in 
his drawings, he can only imagine the worldwide 
dissemination of information through a ponderous, and 
therefore centralized, infrastructure and a coordination 
of human practices, in order to realize what Michel 
Serres has described as ‘pantopia’: the dream of having 
all the places of the world in one place or each place in 
all places. [Serres 1996, 130]
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Figure 1
The Jewellery Quarter in 
Birmingham 
[Source: Author / © Crown 
Copyright/database right 2009. An 
Ordnance Survey/Edina supplied 
service]
 
Creative 
Industries 
(CR) 
Jewellery 
Industries 
(JW) 
 CR & JW 
Domestic 
Residents 
(RE) 
All 
groups 
(CR, 
JW, 
RE) 
Delivered 
questionnaires  
[total number] 
94 102 196 100 296 
responses  
[total number] 23 23 46 9 55 
Response rate [%] 24.47 22.55 23.47 9.00 18.58 
Table 1
Returned Questionnaires by 
Target Group
Figure 2
Creative Industries in Central 
Birmingham 
[Source: Burfi tt, Chapain, Collinge, 
Gibney, Lutz and Barber 2006, 33]
Mapping 
Document 
Chapter 
Sector Number of 
selected 
companies 
Percent 
of total 
number 
1 Advertising 12 12.77 % 
2 Architecture 29 30.85 % 
3 Art & Antiques 3 3.19 % 
5, 6, 12 Design 
(including 
fashion design, 
multi-media & 
web design) 
24 25.53 % 
7 Video, Film & 
Photography 
12 12.77 % 
9, 10 Music & 
Performing Arts 
6 6.38 % 
11  Publishing 6 6.38 % 
13 Radio and TV 2 2.13 % 
Total  94 100.00 % 
Table 2
Selected Creative Companies 
per Sector
Figure 3
Residential land-uses in the 
Jewellery Quarter 
[Source: Author / © Crown 
Copyright/database right 2009. An 
Ordnance Survey/Edina supplied service]
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Abstract
The paper presents outcomes of a residents’ survey 
study conducted in the Jewellery Quarter in Birming-
ham [Aboutorabi and Wesener 2010]. The study 
applies social science methods to investigate the 
relationship between human perception and the built 
environment. It evaluates how different resident groups 
in the Jewellery Quarter perceive and value their 
neighbourhood, how this perception is linked to urban 
form and the built environment, and how it has infl u-
enced socio-economic decisions, in particular the 
choice of location. In this context, the paper explores 
the role of ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ location factors. Place 
competitiveness has always been infl uenced by ‘hard’ 
location factors, such as affordable offi ce space, 
industrial accommodation, infrastructure in terms of 
transport and accessibility, and availability of regional 
subsidies. However, it has been argued that so-called 
‘soft’ location factors, referring to quality of place, 
lifestyle, atmosphere, tolerance, or diversity have 
gained infl uence on relocation and migration behavi-
our, particularly among the creative industries. There-
fore, ‘soft’ location factors have been considered of 
having a reasonable impact on the socio-economic 
situation of a neighbourhood. The quantitative and 
qualitative research outcomes of this study are particu-
larly valuable for urban regeneration. 
Keywords: place, perception, cognition, architec-
ture, urban design, location factors, creative industries, 
Jewellery Quarter, Birmingham
1 Introduction
The Jewellery Quarter in Birmingham is a histori-
cal industrial quarter specialised in the manufacturing 
of jewellery. It is an attractive and well known district 
of Birmingham located within walking distance from 
the city centre. Figure 1 depicts the Jewellery Quarter 
in the boundaries defi ned by the Jewellery Quarter 
Conservation Area [Birmingham City Council n.d.]. 
The foundation of the Jewellery Quarter was laid in 
the eighteenth century when the most signifi cant 
expansion, the development of Colmore Estate, started 
in the north-west of Birmingham. Anne Colmore 
obtained permission to release a large plot of land by a 
private act of Parliament [England. Parliament 1747]. 
The Colmore development was originally planned as a 
Georgian suburban residential quarter for wealthy 
citizens. The street layout was arranged as a rectangu-
lar grid with a square (St Paul’s Square) in the middle, 
and the land was divided into plots for houses with 
small frontages (4.6m) and large gardens [Chalklin 
1974, 81]. The lack of restrictions for industrial activi-
ties encouraged a residential-cum-industrial develop-
ment with domestic houses to the front and added 
workshops in the gardens to the rear [Cattell et al. 
2002, 4]. The early stage of development included 
detached villas and townhouses for the affl uent classes. 
The lack of restrictions for industrial activity made 
small industrialists and their workers move into those 
areas which were originally meant to be residential 
neighbourhoods for wealthier citizens. Small and 
medium industrial masters erected modest semi-deta-
ched or terraced houses for themselves and their 
families with workshops to the rear and the number of 
these dwellings refl ected an increased industrial growth 
in the area [Cattell, Ely and Jones 2002, 16].  The 
majority of lower income workers lived in low-quality 
terraced and back-to-back houses next to their work-
places. The urban landscape of eighteenth century 
Birmingham refl ects the social structure of the town. 
Colmore Estate became “the most signifi cant of the 
redevelopments of eighteenth century Birmingham, for 
the size of the plots and their cost allowed for a mixture 
of industrial and domestic use” [Upton 1993, 38]. 
The area went through a physical and social 
transformation when industry spread into the wealthier 
residential areas in the early and mid-nineteenth 
century. This created, at least at the early stage of the 
process, a mixed-use, socially diverse neighbourhood 
where wealthier residents started to live in the midst of 
a growing industrial landscape of factories, workshops 
and workers’ houses [Cattell, Ely and Jones 2002, 23]. 
However, the difference in income, social class, and 
lifestyle made the affl uent classes leave the area to 
move on into newly developed residential suburbs. 
Industry literally surrounded the idyllic resorts of the 
affl uent classes, and detached villas became part of 
industrial estates. [Fig. 1]
The jewellery industry originally commenced as 
part of the toy trade (small metal items) in the eigh-
teenth century, but with the economic crisis of the 
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1820s and 1830s a great specialisation process started 
which is still a signifi cant feature of the jewellery trade 
today. The economic boom of the 1830s increased the 
demand for luxury articles, and by the mid-nineteenth 
century, the jewellery trade had become one of 
Birmingham’s most signifi cant industries [Hopkins 
1989, 51].  The growth of industry is refl ected in the 
employment fi gures which show a signifi cant rise 
during the second half of the nineteenth century with 
more than 30,000 people working in the jewellery trade 
by 1911 [De Propris and Lazzeretti 2007, 1300]. The 
jewellery trade migrated from the southern parts of the 
Jewellery Quarter to St Paul’s to areas around Great 
Hampton Street, Vyse Street, and Northhampton Street. 
This area, known as the ‘Golden Triangle’, became the 
centre of jewellery manufacturing. Changes in location 
have only been minor since 1865 [Wise 1949, 70]. In 
the twentieth century, jewellery manufacturing was hit 
by two world wars, and post-war plans proposed the 
redevelopment of the Jewellery Quarter in the form of 
‘fl atted factories’. Only parts of these plans were put 
into action, with its most famous example, the Hockley 
Centre (Big Peg) which opened in 1971. For the 
construction of the Big Peg, a large number of existing 
buildings had to be demolished and around 50 busines-
ses displaced. But higher rents ruined many fi rms or 
forced them to move out of the area. In consequence, 
further plans for the ‘modernisation’ of the area were 
abolished [Gledhill 1988, 8]. In 1971, St Paul’s Square 
was designated a conservation area; extensions follo-
wed in 1975 and 1992. 
In 1980, Birmingham City Council offi cially 
abandoned the existing redevelopment plans for the 
Jewellery Quarter and designated Key Hill and Jewel-
lery Quarter conservation areas [City of Birmingham 
1980] which were extended in 1996 and 2000 to its 
present geographical extension [Birmingham City 
Council n.d.]. Since the late 1990s the Jewellery 
Quarter has seen a strong migration of creative indust-
ries not related to the production of jewellery. The 
development has been stimulated by the implementa-
tion of an ‘urban village’ framework. In addition, 
residential developments have increased the number of 
domestic residents in the last 5-10 years. Today, the 
Jewellery Quarter is a mixed-use area including 
industrial (metal and jewellery industry), commercial, 
residential, public, and leisure facilities.
2 The Study: Methodology and Research Questions
The study is based on a questionnaire-based survey 
among three dominant residents’ groups in the Jewel-
lery Quarter: creative industries, jewellery industries, 
domestic residents. The questionnaire was developed in 
several steps between October 2008 and January 2009. 
The process included the formulation of relevant 
questions in response to the research objectives, the 
conception of a pilot questionnaire, a test-run among a 
small number of participants, and fi nally the revision of 
the pilot questionnaire into the fi nal version in response 
to provided feedback. 296 questionnaires were deli-
vered and 55 returned between February and June 
2009. Response rates for longer questionnaires are 
typically around 15-20 per cent, a number which could 
be realized in this survey with higher response rates 
amongst companies and lower ones among domestic 
residents (table 1). 
In this paper, two particular parts of the study are 
presented. Each part is related to one main research 
question:
Part 1: How do residents perceive, recognise, and 
value their environment?
Part 2: Which factors have infl uenced the decision 
of residents’ to locate their businesses or themselves in 
the Jewellery Quarter?
Part 1 analyses how residents in the Jewellery 
Quarter perceive and value their physical environment. 
Participants were asked to perform different tasks, 
partly based on Kevin Lynch’s concept of imageability 
[Lynch 1960]. First, participants were asked to draw a 
sketch map of the Jewellery Quarter covering the main 
features. The produced maps became the basis for a set 
of cognitive maps of the Jewellery Quarter as percei-
ved by its residents. Second, participants were asked to 
look at nine photographs of streets and buildings in the 
Jewellery Quarter and to answer a set of ten questions 
for each photograph with either ‘yes’ or ‘no’. The 
photographs refl ected a broad range of different places 
in terms of age, design, physical condition, function, 
and provided activities, geographically distributed over 
the entire Jewellery Quarter. Participants were asked to 
value the depicted places in terms of positive/negative 
feeling, design, history/memory, activities, authenticity, 
and condition. Third, participants were asked to 
identify the most distinctive elements in the Jewellery 
Quarter and to picture themselves making a trip 
through the Jewellery Quarter while describing their 
most signifi cant impressions on the way.
Part 2 aims to determine the degree of infl uence of 
both hard and soft location factors on location decisi-
ons among residents. ‘Soft’ location factors have been 
considered responsible for migration and location 
decisions, especially amongst the creative industries 
[Florida 2004].  However, their role and the extent of 
their contribution remain speculative [Musterd et al. 
2007, 21]. 
3 Target Groups
3.1 Creative Industries
Creative industries are companies whose economic 
activities are based on creative processes depending on 
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the individual skills of their workforce. In the UK, 
creative industries are categorised in thirteen different 
sectors [Great Britain. Department for Culture Media 
and Sport 2001]. Their economic activity has been 
monitored, and assumptions for correspondence 
between the thirteen sectors and the UK Standard 
Industrial Classifi cation of Economic Activities 
(SIC2003) have been made [Great Britain. Department 
for Culture Media and Sport 2007]. The thirteen sectors 
are: 1 Advertising, 2 Architecture, 3 Art & Antiques, 4 
Crafts, 5 Design, 6 Designer Fashion, 7 Film & Video, 
8 Interactive Leisure Software, 9 Music, 10 Performing 
Arts, 11 Publishing, 12 Software & Computer Services, 
13 TV & Radio. 
In 2005, 3,239 creative companies in Birmingham 
employed 25,925 persons, which is around 5.2 percent 
of the total city workforce. The strongest sectors were 
architecture with 24.5 percent and arts & antiques with 
25.8 percent of total creative industries employment. 
The majority of fi rms, around 89 per cent, have less 
then ten employees [Brown et al. 2007, 2]. Creative 
industries in Birmingham are relatively young; the 
majority of companies, except crafts and jewellery, 
were founded after 1990. [Burfi tt et al. 2006, 37]. They 
are distributed across Birmingham with a spatial 
agglomeration in the city centre. The Jewellery Quarter 
has been identifi ed as the area with the highest density 
of creative industries in Birmingham [Burfi tt, Chapain, 
Collinge, Gibney, Lutz and Barber 2006, 30]. This is 
partly due to jewellery related crafts; however, a large 
number of non-jewellery creative industries are also 
located in the area. Figure 2 depicts the distribution of 
the creative industries in terms of jobs per site in the 
city centre in Birmingham in 2003. The area of the 
Jewellery Quarter is highlighted in green.
94 creative (non-jewellery) companies located in 
the Jewellery Quarter were selected with the help of 
business directories. Table 2 shows the number of 
selected companies for each sector. Companies belon-
ging to sector four (crafts) were not selected since the 
majority of craft related businesses in the Jewellery 
Quarter belong to the jewellery industries (second 
target group). Companies belonging to sector eight 
(interactive leisure software) were not located in the 
Jewellery Quarter. Design-related disciplines (design, 
fashion design, multi-media, and web design) as well 
as music and performing arts were summarised into 
collective groups (5, 6, 12 and 9, 10). [Table 2]
3.2 Jewellery Industries
These are companies dealing with the design and 
manufacturing of jewellery and / or products related to 
the production of jewellery. The jewellery industry has 
historically shaped the area and is represented by a 
diverse range of companies.  The fi rst group has its 
traditional roots in the quarter; companies employ often 
a larger number of workers, offer a variety of services, 
and are long-term residents in the Jewellery Quarter. 
The second group consists of smaller companies, often 
one-man businesses, who have concentrated their 
commercial activity around a limited number of 
specialised jewellery manufacturing processes. The 
third group consists of independent designers and 
young start-up companies who are often specialised in 
contemporary jewellery design. The fourth group are 
the jewellery retail businesses. The UK Standard Indus-
trial Classifi cation of Economic Activities—SIC2003—
[Great Britain. Offi ce for National Statistics 2002] 
mentions various groups, classes and subclasses linked 
to the jewellery industries including 36.2 (manufacture 
of jewellery and related articles), 74.87/2 (jewellery 
designing), and 52.48/4 (jewellery retail). However, 
various other activities, such as 27.5 (casting of 
metals), are also linked to the manufacture of jewellery, 
even if not explicitly or exclusively. In this survey, 102 
companies belonging to the jewellery trade were 
selected with the help of the Jewellery Quarter Trade 
Directory [Jewellery Quarter Urban Village Regenera-
tion Partnership 2008].
3.3 Domestic Residents
In recent years, the number of domestic residents in 
the Jewellery Quarter has increased due to extensive 
refurbishment and conversion of existing industrial 
buildings into fl ats and additional new-built apartment 
blocks. Figure 3 depicts the distribution of residential 
land uses in the Jewellery Quarter. For this study, 100 
domestic residents in three different apartment blocks 
in Charlotte Street, Branston Street, and Albion Street 
were asked to participate in the survey.
4 Perception of the Physical Environment
4.1 Cognitive Maps
Cognitive maps were introduced by Kevin Lynch 
and have become a frequently applied method to 
analyse how people perceive the physical structure and 
the distinctive elements of the city. Lynch identifi ed 
fi ve elements determining the city image: paths, edges, 
districts, nodes, and landmarks. In his original study, 
Lynch applied an interview based method asking 
participants in three American cities (Boston, Jersey 
City, Los Angels) to describe and to draw the distinc-
tive elements of their city [Lynch 1960, 140-159]. He 
redrew these maps in accordance to how frequently the 
fi ve elements had been identifi ed by survey participants 
during interviews and in sketch maps. He compared 
these maps to one based on observations by trained and 
experienced fi eld observers. Criticism on Lynch’s 
methodology and concerns about conceptual and 
technical defi ciencies in theory and practice have been 
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expressed, fi rst of all by Lynch himself [Lynch 1984; 
Lynch 1990]. However, despite obvious limitations, 
such as the deliberate attempt to separate meaning from 
form, Lynch’s methods have proofed to be strong. They 
have been extensively tested in applications, and they 
have been considered as being useful for place analysis 
to understanding people’s behaviour in terms of local 
awareness, navigation, and element recognition in the 
urban environment [Chapman and Larkham 1994, 
35-37]. Questions in this survey are based on Lynch’s 
questionnaire which he applied during the offi ce inter- 
views [Lynch 1960, 141-142]. In this survey, partici-
pants were asked to fi ll in questionnaires by themselves, 
as an interview-based process would have been too 
time-intensive for the purpose of this study. Partici-
pants were asked to draw a quick map of the Jewellery 
Quarter in the way they remembered it covering the 
main features. In total, 50 cognitive maps were submit-
ted. The maps were analysed separately for each target 
group and for the total sample. They were compared to 
a fi eld map (fi g. 4) based on own observations. 
Figures 5 to 7 show the image of the Jewellery 
Quarter as seen by each target group; fi gure 8 depicts 
the results of the three target groups together in one 
map. The red line describes the offi cial boundary of the 
ca. 94.43 Ha. large Jewellery Quarter Conservation 
Area No.17, [Birmingham City Council n.d.]. The 
graphical analysis of the returned cognitive maps 
shows signifi cant differences between the different 
target groups. While the creative companies sample 
recognised the Jewellery Quarter as a whole, basically 
within its defi ned conservation area boundaries, the 
jewellery industries had a more restricted understanding 
of what the Jewellery Quarter is. They focussed mainly 
on the heart of jewellery manufacture and retail, the 
area known as the ‘Golden Triangle’. The jewellery 
industries sample described this area with a greater 
level of detail and intensity than the other target groups, 
and they recognised socially important places, such the 
Jeweller’s Arms and Rose Villa Pub, more frequently.
Another signifi cant difference between the creative 
and the jewellery industries was the recognition of 
connectivity. The creative industries identifi ed the main 
gateways into the Jewellery Quarter along routes into 
the city centre including the canal route. The jewellery 
industry disregarded this connection entirely and 
recognised Great Hampton Street in the north of the 
area as the main entry point. They recognised St Paul’s 
Square as a node, but did not acknowledge the rest of 
the surrounding area including the southern gateways 
to the centre. The Jewellery Quarter Museum, a major 
Birmingham tourist attraction, was recognised by the 
jewellery industries while the Pen Museum, as part of 
the Argent Centre, was exclusively acknowledged by 
the creative industries. Domestic residents recognised 
the Jewellery Quarter in its entirety, but with less 
knowledge of detail and a focus on consumption 
oriented facilities. All groups recognised the Chamber-
lain clock tower and the Big Peg as major landmarks, 
Warstone Lane, Vyse Street, and Frederick St as major 
routes, and the junction of these three streets as a major 
node. 
The acknowledgement of jewellery retail along 
Warstone Lane and Vyse St was consistent among all 
survey participants. The railway viaduct was perceived 
as an edge and the areas west of the viaduct were rarely 
mentioned. The area between Summer Hill Road and 
Legge Lane was not mentioned at all. The image of the 
Jewellery Quarter as seen by all survey respondents 
(fi g. 8) differs in many ways from the fi eld map 
anticipation (fi g. 4). Survey respondents perceived 
edges, formed by surrounding dual carriageways, as 
less severe as anticipated in the fi eld map. The fi eld 
map identifi ed signifi cant districts, such as the area 
around St Paul’s Square and noteworthy landmarks, 
such as the Assay Offi ce or BT Tower. These were not 
acknowledged by the survey sample. On the other 
hand, respondents recognised landmarks which were 
not identifi ed in the fi eld map, such as the old bank 
building next to Chamberlain’s clock tower.
4.2 Distinctive Elements
Closely related to the cognitive maps and to 
Lynch’s initial studies [1960, 141] was the choice of 
elements being considered as most distinctive. Partici-
pants were asked to write down those elements which 
were easiest to identify and to remember. This open-
ended question allowed participants to think more 
freely about the Jewellery Quarter without having the 
constraint of choosing between pre-formulated 
answers. Therefore, survey respondents came up with a 
broad variety of different distinctive elements, often 
based on very personal impressions. Participants did 
not only mention particular places, such as landmarks 
or nodes, but also generic impressions such as the 
network of narrow streets or the historical built envi-
ronment in general. 
Another category of mentioned elements is related 
to the traditional cultural and socio-economic back-
ground of the Jewellery Quarter, such as working 
people and visible activities related to the manufacture 
of jewellery. These ‘non-fi xed’ elements [Rapoport 
1984] are important for the perception and recognition 
of cultural cues in a city or neighbourhood. In contrast 
to ‘fi xed’ elements, such as buildings or streets, ‘non-
fi xed’ elements are subject to more frequent changes 
and they contribute considerably to the creation of a 
distinctive image at the time of perception. ‘Fixed’ 
distinctive elements were recognised by the respondent 
sample in a similar way as in the cognitive map 
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exercise, even if the recognition frequency differed 
slightly with some elements. 
It seems necessary to look at some of the answers 
with a greater level of detail, as they can inform about 
inherent and distinctive qualities of the Jewellery 
Quarter. 
4.2.1 Jewellery Production
Survey respondents belonging to the creative and 
jewellery industries described that the process of 
making jewellery, the multitude of available services, 
the spatial closeness and experience of the people 
involved in the production of jewellery, in combination 
with the historical built environment which accommo-
dates the production, would create the distinctive 
atmosphere of the Jewellery Quarter. A jeweller who 
relocated his business from London wrote: “I can get 
every type of service to do with making jewellery, 
getting engraving metals, polishing, etc. all in the same 
square, it is perfect. I used to make jewellery in Lon-
don—the atmosphere here is wonderful. All the experi-
enced jewellers are pleased to help with queries. Best 
place I have ever known. The age of the buildings 
helps with the whole design of the place. The crooks 
and crannies and alleys are great. I love visiting the old 
workshops.”
Another one stated: “ […] wonderful old factories 
and workshops combined with old houses—the origi-
nal live/work units. People being busy—moving 
around the quarter meeting each other.” Others menti-
oned in this context the “workers walking round the 
trade identifi ed by white overalls” and “people working 
in the workshops”. The availability of a great variety of 
services and its spatial closeness was generally seen as 
a major asset of the quarter creating a “feeling of 
synergy between the companies here“. Another respon-
dent wrote that he had “[…] at least 6 companies to call 
on for any process in the manufacture of medals and 
badges to assist in production […]”. The jewellery 
industry was described as the main generator for the 
distinctive atmosphere: “The jewellery trades and their 
aura dominate the areas I prefer. The buildings are 
secondary here.” This impression was strengthened by 
the perception of distinctive industrial smells and 
sounds: “[…] smells of unidentifi ed chemicals seeping 
from workshops, the sound and more so, the vibration 
of the presses […]” and the historical dimension of the 
environment and production processes: “Parts of the JQ 
are a bit of a time capsule.”
4.2.2 Urban Village
‘Urban Villages’ have been developed since the 
1980s to encourage mixed-used neighbourhoods, and 
to create sustainable communities based on distinctive 
local products and traditions in response to a failed 
Modernist planning concept. A frame work adopting 
the urban village concept for the Jewellery Quarter was 
published [EDAW 1998] and further developed into a 
regeneration charter [Jewellery Quarter Regeneration 
Partnership 2005] despite criticism  which pointed at 
the possible negative effects for the jewellery industries 
[Pollard 2003]. The revised charter [Jewellery Quarter 
Regeneration Partnership 2008] aims to accomplish 
World Heritage status for the Jewellery Quarter and to 
turn the area into the “City Region’s Creative Village”. 
Village ambience could be recognised among survey 
respondents when they described a “village/town 
atmosphere during work hours” or recognised attribu-
tes, such as “community spirit, history, human scale, 
diversity, industry, creativity, imperfect […]”. Fre-
quently mentioned physical attributes included the 
“dense network of narrow streets”, “small court yards 
accessed through alleyways”, “human scale”, and 
“small grain”. In combination with the considered 
quality of the existing historical built environment with 
its great level of detail, respondents generally recog-
nised the small-scale, village-like urban structure not 
only as a distinctive element of the Jewellery Quarter 
but as a source of community spirit, diversity, and com-
plexity. The existence of “small, non-chain bars & 
pubs” and “cute little shops” was positively recognised 
especially among domestic residents. On the other 
hand, existing jewellery retail offer was frequently 
criticized as too much focused on traditional design 
and wedding rings while lacking “contemporary 
handmade jewellery”.
4.3 Signifi cant Impressions
Survey participants were asked to picture themsel-
ves making the daily trip from home to work and to 
describe anything signifi cant or important they could 
see, hear or smell. The objective of this question was to 
get to know more about people’s feelings when they 
cross the Jewellery Quarter. Formulated as an open-
ended question, respondents were free to mention what 
ever came into their minds. This question aimed to fi nd 
out more about the atmosphere, emotions, and impres-
sions. The responding sample came up with an impres-
sive list of 30 different signifi cant impressions, but 
only a few were mentioned more than once. The most 
signifi cant impression is related to irritating traffi c 
issues, followed by the buzz of Great Charles Street, 
the appearance of different ethnic groups on the way to 
the Jewellery Quarter, the poor impression of derelict 
sites, the pleasant environment around St Paul’s Square, 
and the green spaces, in particular parks, trees, and 
fl owers. Also mentioned were the historical atmos-
phere, the quality of the historical built environment, 
and the perception of distinctive views and smells. 
As expected, participants responded often emotion-
ally. Perceptions appear in a personalised and valued 
way, such as in the following statement regarding 
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industrial odours: “There‘s a factory that smells like it 
makes school dinners. It takes me back to primary 
school—I hated school dinners. Often a smell of 
chemicals in the air and the sound of hammering and 
press tools. Makes me feel I am in an industrial and 
industrious environment. Maybe in a time capsule, but 
people are still getting on with their business. Respon-
dents showed a general concern about derelict build-
ings caused by a lack of refurbishment, interrupted or 
failed development: “I come through an area of run 
down houses and shops with few amenities—open land 
awaiting development; into the quarter full of run 
down/empty buildings being converted into unafforda-
ble fl ats and wonder how long this potentially exciting 
place to work will exist before being swallowed up.”
Others emphasised the contrast between unpleasant 
and pleasant perceptions, for example between Jewel-
lery Quarter gateways at Great Charles Street and St 
Paul’s Square: “The bridge from Church St in town to 
St Paul’s is an eyesore. Dirty, dark and uninviting. It 
leads onto St Paul’s Square which is so lovely to walk 
through […].” Or:“Traffi c fumes from Queensway, 
poor quality of gateways to Jewellery Quarter, espe-
cially over Queensway, poor impression of derelict 
sites, pleasant environment of St Paul’s Square […]” 
Great Hampton Street, another gateway into the 
Jewellery Quarter was described as “poor”, “unkempt” 
or “scruffy”. A perceived lack of security is the concern 
of this respondent: -“Legge Lane—it‘s a dump and 
feels dangerous. George & Dragon—scaffolding there, 
but nothing happens. Waste of a landmark building. 
Newhall Hill—diffi cult/dangerous to cross the road.”
But there were also positive responses towards the 
cleanliness in the Jewellery Quarter: “The JQ streets 
are swept every night, because it‘s a tourist attraction. 
The absence of litter is obvious in comparison with 
other parts of the city.” Leisure facilities in the Jewel-
lery Quarter, especially around St Paul’s Square are 
perceived as “young, busy, vibrant, fun” while others 
were considered as “Greasy spoon cafes—negative 
feeling”. Particular places and impressions created a 
feeling of belongingness: “The graveyard on Warstone 
Lane is important—it‘s the only green space on my 
way to work, and the place calms me. Passing casters 
which smell of hot wax make me smile—it reminds me 
how much working small industry there is here—and 
how I‘m part of it.”
Respondents reported frequently about positive 
feelings, and a “sense of context, history” that they 
experienced when passing places connected to the 
industrial heritage of the quarter: ”I now drive down 
Camden Street when I drop my daughter off to school. 
I have just read The girl from Hockley [Dayus and 
Goldsworthy 2006] and it is a magic area.” The conser-
vation of architectural industrial heritage is mainly seen 
as a positive aspect: “The JQ starts on Icknield St—
seeing the renovated chimney gives me confi dence that 
some things are worth keeping even if they have no 
practical use.”
4.4 Quality of Place
The discussion about the infl uence of ‘soft’ location 
factors on people’s migration decisions includes the 
question of how people assess quality of place. Criteria 
may include quantifi able factors such as technical 
standards of available accommodation, or the amount 
of different activities provided in the neighbourhood. 
They may also include emotional or psychological 
factors, such as perceived attractiveness or atmosphere. 
Some factors may be visible, some may be hidden, and 
some may only be visible for those who know how to 
read and interpret them, for example, when they are 
related to history or memory. In this survey, partici-
pants were shown nine photographs of places in the 
Jewellery Quarter. The photographs depicted popular 
and less popular streets and buildings of different age, 
quality, usage, activity level, and condition (table 3). 
Survey participants were asked to agree or disagree 
with a set of ten statements made for each photograph. 
Each statement demanded a direct emotional response 
related to the depicted place. It would have been 
possible to respond solely on the visual impact of the 
photograph without knowing the real place. Therefore, 
participants were fi rst asked to state if they knew and 
recognised the real place depicted on the photograph, 
and to choose a title for each of the pictures. Picture 
one, four, fi ve, seven and nine had recognition results 
of more than 80 per cent. These places, except the 
Jewellery Quarter Museum, achieved as well higher 
frequency rates in the cognitive map exercise refl ecting 
their level of distinctiveness. The least recognised place 
(ca. 46 per cent of the total responding sample) was the 
Taylor & Challen Building in Constitution Hill (photo 
3), a 1930s factory building which is now used as a 
warehouse and wholesale market. The analysis of the 
cognitive maps (4.1) leads to the assumption that 
Constitution Hill was generally not considered as being 
an integral part of the Jewellery Quarter. 
In the second question participants were asked if—
in their opinion—the depicted places felt like they 
naturally belonged to the Jewellery Quarter. Pictures 
fi ve, seven and nine achieved the highest, pictures two, 
three and eight the lowest results. It is interesting to see 
that the Jewellery Quarter Museum was recognised by 
98 per cent of the responding sample as a place which 
naturally belongs to the Jewellery Quarter, although it 
was less frequently identifi ed as a distinctive element 
in the cognitive map exercise. 
In questions three and four participants were asked 
which of the depicted places created positive (fi g. 9) or 
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negative feeling. Three places—photograph one, fi ve, 
and nine—awoke most positive and least negative 
feelings. The results show a preference for older places 
and a critical distance to recent developments. Howe-
ver, the new apartment building on George Street 
(photo 6) was positively considered and achieved 
higher appreciation than, for example, a historical place 
like Legge Lane (photo 7). The architecture and subtle 
appearance of the building were obviously appreciated 
by the majority of the respondent sample. This was not 
the case with another contemporary development 
(photo 2) which obviously lacks these particular 
qualities. The new apartment building on Hall Street 
was perceived with least positive and most negative 
feelings. In question fi ve, participants were asked 
which places felt disconnected or strange in the overall 
context of the Jewellery Quarter. Pictures two and eight 
were considered as being most disconnected and 
strange while pictures fi ve, seven, and nine felt least 
disconnected or strange. It can be assumed that the 
level of spatial or architectural integration infl uences 
the positive or negative perception of place. Places 
which created positive feelings were also perceived 
least disconnected while places which created less 
positive feelings were considered disconnected or 
strange. 
Question six, asking for the richness of memory 
and historical cues related to the past of the Jewellery 
Quarter, revealed that the majority of respondents 
considered eighteenth and nineteenth century places 
(photos 1, 5, 7, 9) as rich in memory and historical cues 
while twentieth century places (photos 2, 3, 4, 6, 8) 
were not considered to have this richness. In the latter 
group, the oldest building (photo 3) achieved the 
highest results, but still below 40 per cent. The percep-
tion of the richness of historical cues seems therefore to 
be limited to places older than 100 years and connected 
to the early period of residential and industrial develop-
ment in the Jewellery Quarter. 
The question if a place is perceived as attractive 
and well designed was also answered in favour for 
historical places (fi g. 10). However, the apartment 
building in George Street (photo 6) which had already 
been appreciated in terms of positive and negative 
feelings convinced more than 72 per cent of the respon-
dents and scored only slightly lower than Ludgate Hill 
(photo 1). At the other end of the scale appeared the 
Big Peg (photo 4) which was perceived as attractive by 
12 per cent of the responding sample. The negative 
image of the Big Peg changed when participants were 
asked to assess the level of different activities offered 
by the depicted place (fi g. 11). 73 per cent of the 
responding sample considered the Big Peg (photo 4) 
and its surrounding streets as a place which provides 
different kind of activities, followed by Ludgate Hill 
(photograph one, around 69 per cent), and the Jewel-
lery Quarter Museum (around 62 per cent, photo 9).
Question nine asked participants if the depicted 
places felt authentic. The results for this question are 
similar to those of question six (richness of memories 
and historical cues). The large majority of respondents 
perceived eighteenth and nineteenth century places 
(photos 1, 5, 7 9) as authentic while twentieth century 
places, even historical ones such as the Taylor & 
Challen building in photograph 3,  were not recognised 
authentic. Replica façades, such as the one in photo-
graph 8, achieved very low levels of authenticity.
The last question inquired if places felt unkempt 
and uninviting. The most unkempt place appeared to be 
the Taylor & Challen Building in Constitution Hill 
(photo 3) while the Georgian townhouses in St Paul’s 
Square (photo 5) were considered most inviting (fi g. 
12). 
5. Infl uence of Location Factors
5.1 Profi les
5.1.1 Creative Industries
The responding sample of creative companies are 
small businesses with less than 50 employees. The 
minimum number of employees is 1.5, the maximum 
number 30. In average, the responding sample employs 
7.6 persons. As depicted in fi gure 13, almost half of 
responding businesses were founded in the 1990s, and 
another third in the years after 2001. In total, more than 
80 per cent of responding companies are younger than 
20 years. The oldest company in this survey was 
founded in 1959. However, almost 70 per cent of 
companies moved into the Jewellery Quarter after 
2001, another quarter between 1991 and 2000 (fi g. 14). 
The majority of the respondent sample started therefore 
outside the Jewellery Quarter and moved into the area 
at a later point of time. 
5.1.2 Jewellery Industries
The responding jewellery businesses are small and 
medium-sized companies ranging from one to 176 
employees. In average, the sample of jewellery compa-
nies in the Jewellery Quarter employs 17.5 persons. In 
contrast to the creative companies, the jewellery 
industry is an established and locally rooted trade in the 
Jewellery Quarter. Around 30 per cent of responding 
businesses were founded before 1960 (fi g. 15). The 
oldest responding company was founded in 1743, and 
the longest resident is located in the Jewellery Quarter 
since 1851. However, around 30 per cent of the compa-
nies are not older than 20 years indicating the presence 
of new start-ups in the trade. As depicted in fi gure 16, 
the majority of companies settled in the quarter right 
from the start, and—opposite to the creative indust-
ries—later geographical migration to the Jewellery 
Quarter appeared to be less frequent.
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5.1.3 Domestic Residents
The majority of the responding domestic residents 
are young, and live in one- or two person households 
not longer than eight years. Two-third of the returned 
questionnaires were fi lled-in by female residents, one 
third by males. More than 44 per cent of responding 
domestic residents work and live in the Jewellery 
Quarter, while the remaining percentage work outside 
the quarter. They have an annual gross household 
income above national average. Around 90 percent of 
work commuters walk to their workplaces (average 
travel time 13 minutes), the rest commute by bus. The 
absence of car commuters and the dominance of 
walking commuters points to the assumption that the 
majority of domestic residents chose the central 
position of the Jewellery Quarter to be close to their 
work places in order to avoid long commuting times.
5.2 Location Factors
The questionnaire offered a set of seventeen 
different factors which could have infl uenced residents’ 
decisions to locate their business or—in the case of the 
domestic residents—themselves in the Jewellery 
Quarter. Survey participants were asked to assess the 
amount of infl uence the provided factors had on their 
decision to locate their business or themselves in the 
Jewellery Quarter. Participants were asked to rate each 
factor between 1 and 10, whereas ‘1’ meant that the 
factor had no infl uence” and ‘10’ that it had a very 
strong infl uence on location decisions. The provided 
list included ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ location factors, and the 
objective was to quantify the infl uence of both catego-
ries. Thirteen factors were identical for all target 
groups; four factors addressed specifi c circumstances 
of particular target groups. Table 4 provides an over-
view about the provided ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ location 
factors for each target group.
All groups show a dominating awareness for ‘hard’ 
location factors. However, particular ‘soft’ location 
factors play also an important role. Each target group 
chose different top-scoring factors including one ‘soft’ 
location factor in their ‘top 3’ list. For the creative 
industries, the most infl uencing factors are the availabi-
lity of good offi ce and workspace sizes, the proximity 
to the city centre, and the aesthetic quality of the built 
environment. For the jewellery industry the most 
important location factors are the closeness to related 
businesses within a cluster, the feeling that the quarter 
is an authentic place, and long-term roots in the 
Jewellery Quarter. 
Domestic residents recognise the advantage of 
living in proximity to the city centre while being well 
connected to the rest of the city, and living in a small 
scale urban environment. On the other side of the scale 
stand the lack of public funding, and the (un-)availabil-
ity of good public space. The majority of responding 
domestic residents does not have their workplace in the 
Jewellery Quarter which explains the low score for this 
particular location factor. The comparison of infl uenc-
ing location factors amongst business residents (creat-
ive and jewellery industries) show also a dominance of 
‘hard’ over ‘soft’ location factors. However, ‘soft’ 
factors scored comparably high, and they can be 
considered of having impact on decision making 
processes amongst companies in terms of location and 
migration. Closeness to other creative businesses 
(cluster formation) was considered as the most impor-
tant location factor, followed by the availability of 
good accommodation. The third important factor is a 
‘soft’ one: The feeling that the Jewellery Quarter is an 
authentic place. Another ‘soft’ factor, the richness of 
historical buildings and places was considered more 
infl uential than classical ‘hard’ factors such as proxi-
mity to the city centre or connectivity to the rest of the 
city. The relative low scores of other ‘soft’ location 
factors, such as the provision of public spaces, or the 
choice of shops, bars, restaurants and pubs refl ect the 
absence or low frequency of these particular facilities 
in the Jewellery Quarter and not necessarily their 
perceived level of general importance. The comparison 
of thirteen location factors which were identical for all 
target groups reveals the relative importance of ‘soft’ 
location factors. Authenticity of place turned out to be 
the second most important factor, only outdone by a 
traditional ‘hard’ location factor, the availability of 
good workspace. ‘Soft’ location factors such as the 
richness of historical buildings and the aesthetic quality 
of the built environment were considered almost as 
infl uential as ‘hard’ factors, such as proximity to the 
city centre. The price of property or rents had only a 
small infl uence on relocation decisions; probably 
because rents in the Jewellery Quarter are generally 
higher than in other parts of Birmingham.
6 Conclusion
6.1 Perception and Cognition of the Environment
The cognitive maps revealed signifi cant differences 
of perception between the different target groups. The 
creative industries showed awareness for the entire 
quarter with an orientation towards the city centre by 
emphasizing the main gateways between the Jewellery 
Quarter and the city centre. The canal was perceived as 
a pedestrian connection into the quarter.  The jewellery 
industries perceived Great Hampton Street as the main 
gateway to the Jewellery Quarter. The area around the 
historical jewellery manufacturing centre, the ‘Golden 
Triangle’ was described in detail while the southern 
part of Jewellery Quarter was not perceived at all. 
Among jewellers, the Jewellery Quarter train station 
was not recognised as a relevant node, probably 
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refl ecting the dominant use of private vehicles. Dome-
stic residents showed greater awareness for those areas 
of the Jewellery Quarter providing retail and leisure 
facilities. The ‘Golden Triangle’ was not perceived as a 
district but the main jewellery retail streets (Warstone 
Lane and Vyse Street) were recognised. Domestic 
residents showed the biggest emphasis on city centre 
gateways. This refl ects their relationship with city 
centre facilities which were considered as more impor-
tant as Jewellery Quarter facilities. It can be assumed 
that each target group perceived the jewellery quarter 
in relation to their own socio-economic context, their 
spatial orientation, and their activity patterns. The 
overlay of cognitive maps refl ects the image of the 
Jewellery Quarter as perceived by the three dominant 
resident groups in the area. 
A general fi nding of this study is that the survey 
sample appreciated the historical eighteenth and 
nineteenth century built environment and rejected 
low-quality contemporary architecture. Three promi-
nent historical places, Ludgate Hill/St Paul’s Church 
(photo 1), the Georgian townhouses at St Paul’s Square 
(photo 5), and the Jewellery Quarter Museum (photo 9) 
awoke predominantly positive feelings among survey 
participants. They were perceived as most attractive 
and well designed, felt least unkempt and uninviting, 
and most authentic. However, the level of unkemptness 
seems to have had a crucial impact on residents’ 
environmental valuation. Photograph 7 depicts Legge 
Lane, a Victorian Street which contains a number of 
signifi cant historical buildings from the 1880s. Survey 
respondents valued the richness of the historical cues in 
the area and recognised a high level of authenticity, but 
they also recognised a high level of unkemptness. 
Compared to places of the same time period, for 
example the Jewellery Quarter Museum (photo 9), 
Legge Lane was perceived less attractive and well 
designed. Less than 50 per cent of survey respondents 
felt positive about the place. Historical twentieth 
century buildings, such the Taylor & Challen building 
on Constitution Hill did not create positive feelings 
among survey respondents. The building was conside-
red unattractive and badly designed. It can be assumed, 
that these bad results for a rather interesting 1930s art 
deco factory building are connected to its uninviting 
appearance; the place received the highest level of 
perceived unkemptness. The same bad results applied 
to the Big Peg and adjacent Northampton Street (photo 
4), both refl ecting the 1960s Modernist redevelopment 
strategy of the City Council. The Big Peg was percei-
ved as one of the most distinctive city elements, and 
respondents recognised the high level of different 
activities offered by the place.  However, the place 
achieved the lowest results in terms of attractiveness 
and design, and only a minority felt positive about it. 
Among the depicted contemporary architecture, a 
commercial residential development on Hall Street 
(photo 2) awoke the least positive and most negative 
feelings. The 1980s pseudo-historic offi ce and retail 
building on Caroline Street (photo 8) was not perceived 
well either. These two buildings do not respond well to 
their environment, and survey respondents noticed that. 
Another contemporary development, an apartment 
building on George Street (photo 6) achieved much 
better results. The building responds to its environment 
in terms of architectural form and choice of materials. 
60 per cent of survey respondents felt positive about 
the building, and more than 70 per cent considered the 
building as attractive and well designed. The place 
achieved higher appreciation than historical places 
such as Legge Lane (photo 7). 
In conclusion, the responding sample generally 
valued historical eighteenth and nineteenth century 
places if they appeared kempt and inviting; unkempt 
historical places were perceived with much less 
appreciation. Twentieth century places were valued 
negatively in terms of attractiveness and design and did 
not awake positive feelings. One aspect of this disap-
proval might be linked to the perceived unkemptness. 
Low-quality commercial contemporary developments 
were rejected by the majority of the responding sample. 
They achieved very bad results in terms of attractiven-
ess. In addition, they awoke high levels of negative 
feelings. On the other hand, contemporary architecture 
with higher quality standards in terms of design and 
spatial integration was appreciated by the majority of 
survey participants. The amount of low-quality residen-
tial developments being built in the Jewellery Quarter 
in recent years is obviously not appreciated by the 
majority of residents. This particular fi nding of the 
study should be used to rethink and to question existing 
design frameworks in the area. One example of good 
design which awoke positive feelings in the majority of 
residents was identifi ed in this study. This could set the 
benchmark for future development. 
6.2 Location Factors
The decision for or against a particular location is a 
complex one, and the extent of this study can only 
indicate directions. The presented results suggest that 
residents were infl uenced by both, ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ 
location factors when making their decision to live or 
to work in the Jewellery Quarter. The relative impor-
tance of ‘soft’ location factors was signifi cantly higher 
than in a previous study which looked the whole of 
Birmingham. This study analysed the infl uence of 
‘hard’ and ‘soft’ location factors on location selection 
among the creative knowledge economy. The authors 
came to the initial conclusion that ‘soft’ factors were 
not the key drivers but had an impact on location 
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decisions after ‘hard’ factors had been addressed 
[Brown et al. 2008, 107-108]. This general tendency 
was confi rmed in the Jewellery Quarter. However, 
particular ‘soft’ location factors turned out to be very 
infl uential. The creative industries considered the 
aesthetic quality of the environment in the Jewellery 
Quarter as a major location factor. The jewellery 
industry regarded authenticity of place as more impor-
tant then ‘hard’ location factors, such as ‘good work-
space sizes’ or ‘proximity to the city centre’. For 
domestic residents, the small scale urban structure had 
a major impact on their location decision. A look at the 
thirteen location factors common to all target groups 
reveals even less difference between ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ 
location in terms of their relative importance. The 
Jewellery Quarter as an authentic place was regarded 
as the second most important location factor and 
therefore more important than several ‘hard’ factors. 
Particular assets of the Jewellery Quarter related to 
historical, structural, aesthetical, and socio-economic 
qualities of the area have infl uenced the decision 
making process of the responding sample to a great 
extent.  The low rating of some factors, such as ‘good 
public space’, ‘good choice of bars, restaurants, etc.’, 
and ‘vibrant neighbourhood’ can be interpreted in two 
ways: First, companies did not consider these factors as 
important, and second, these factors are simply not 
available in the Jewellery Quarter and therefore not 
infl uential. Addressing these particular defi ciencies 
could therefore make the area more attractive for future 
business migration.
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Figure 4
Visual Form of the Jewellery 
Quarter as Seen in the Field (Field 
Map) 
[Source: Author / © Crown 
Copyright/database right 2009. An 
Ordnance Survey/Edina supplied 
service]
Figure 6
Visual Form of the Jewellery 
Quarter as Seen by the Jewellery 
Industries Sample
Figure 8
Visual Form of the Jewellery 
Quarter as Seen by the Complete 
Survey Sample
Figure 7
Visual Form of the Jewellery 
Quarter as Seen by the Domestic 
Residents’ Sample
Figure 5
Visual Form of the Jewellery 
Quarter as Seen by the Creative 
Industries Sample
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No Photograph Description Time 
Period 
Context 
1 
 
Ludgate Hill 
with St Paul’s 
Church in the 
back 
18th / 
19th 
century 
St Paul’s Square is of 
outstanding historical 
importance. Ludgate 
Hill and the 
surrounding 
neighbourhood 
provides pubs, bars, 
restaurants, night 
clubs, and green public 
space. 
2 
 
Apartment 
building on 
Hall Street 
Last 10 
years 
Commercial residential 
development 
3 
 
Taylor & 
Challen 
Factory 
Building, 
Constitution 
Hill 
1938 Warehouse, wholesale 
market, situated in 
busy but dilapidated 
high street 
4 
 
Northampton 
Street with 
jewellery 
manufacture 
and retail; rear 
of Big Peg  
1960s The Big Peg provides 
rental space for 
jewellery and creative 
businesses. The 
surrounding area is 
dominated by jewellery 
retail and manufacture.  
5 
 
Original 
Georgian 
townhouses at 
St Paul’s 
Square 
18th 
century 
Situated at famous St 
Paul’s Square. Mainly 
office use; 
neighbourhood 
provides pubs, bars, 
night clubs, 
restaurants, and green 
public space  
6 
 
apartment 
building, 
George Street 
Last 10 
years 
Residential 
development in quiet 
mixed-used street next 
to historic 19th century 
former factory building 
7 
 
Legge Lane, 
with No.6 in 
the 
background, a 
group of 
‘three-quarter-
houses’ with 
rear 
workshops 
1880s Mixed-use; residential, 
office, workshops; high 
level of de-relict and 
vacant buildings; very 
quiet street 
8 
 
Caroline 
Street, office 
building which 
displays 
pseudo-
historical 
façade 
elements 
1980s Office and retail on 
main connection 
between St Paul’s and 
Warstone Lane 
9 Jewellery 
Quarter 
Museum, Vyse 
Street 
1899 Former jeweller 
manufacturer Smith & 
Pepper turned into 
museum; major tourist 
attraction in Jewellery 
Quarter 
Table 3
Photographs Used to Assess 
Emotional Responses 
[Source: Author]
Figure 9
Perceived Positive Feelings
[Source: Author]
Figure 10
Perceived Level of 
Attractiveness 
[Source: Author]
Figure 11
Perceived Level of Activities
[Source: Author]
Figure 12
Perceived Level of Unkemptness 
[Source: Author]
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Figure 13
Creative Companies – Year of 
Foundation 
[Source: Author]
Figure 14
Creative Companies - Year of 
Location in the Jewellery Quarter
[Source: Author]
Figure 15
Jewellery Companies - Year of 
Foundation 
[Source: Author]
Figure 16
Jewellery Companies - Year of 
Location in the Jewellery Quarter
[Source: Author]
Table 4
List of provided ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ 
location factors
Target 
group 
‘Hard’ location factors 
‘Soft’ location 
factors 
All 
groups 
low property / rental 
prices 
vibrant 
neighbourhood 
 
availability of good 
workspace / flat / house 
sizes  
good choice of shops 
and leisure facilities  
 proximity to city centre 
aesthetic quality of 
built environment 
 
well connected to rest of 
city 
small scale urban 
structure 
 ‘good address’ good public space 
  
pleasant area to walk 
through 
  
richness of historic 
buildings and places 
  authenticity of place  
creative & 
jewellery 
industries 
public funding or financial 
support available for area 
 
 
closeness to other creative  
or jewellery-related 
businesses (cluster 
formation) 
 
only 
jewellery 
industries 
company has traditionally 
been located in the 
Jewellery Quarter  
 
only 
domestic 
residents 
workplace situated in 
Jewellery Quarter 
 
?
?
